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Delivery from stock.
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MIDGET
Build yon. area Midget Radio. SUPERHER
KIT. A cOmPlisk
and
A complete set of parts, hieludiug valves, loudspeaker
for a 5 -valve
kit
of
parts,
ueceeeury
except
cabinet,
everything,
Io
fact,
instructions.
Cuvera 16 -50
to build 4 -valve Medium and Long Wave R.E.P. Radio eoperhet.
300.557 metres.
artel
operating on 260 -250 v. Mains, A/C or 1)10. valve one-up,
/DO 200.250 v. 6Ko,
6E7, 037, 25Afi, 25Y5. Waveteugthe covered 260-557 and AC
Completely drlUed chassis. 6M7, 037, 2546, 25Y5.
Sim 10.x 6 x dim
700 -2,000,
Pire: 10x6. Gin. ComFrico, including lax, SS 17,. S4,
drillml Clissais.
extra. pletely billon
Au attractite bakeate cabinet can be supplied at 25).
tax,
Price, including
At,U111IU»M CHAO810. Substantially mode of bright S8 Sr,
attractive bakelite
AbAlyiathou., with ium sides.
.... 5/9 _te
416
MX 41x
cabiuot cart be supplied
10x 9221ín........ 7/9 at 851. extra.
, 7/.
I0x x2iu. .
8/0
162 62 2 }W.. 8/3
14x9221ia. -_
6H0RT22210x'llm
18/9` 2- VALYF,
10/9
200 it 29}M.
WAVE BATTERY KIT.
diaamst+, A couplote kit vi parts
calibrated 500 micrommse. 51/
Surds
tort a 2-valve receiver,
rating la 19 v. covering 15-009 Metres,
TOPS 199. Rotary Tra..00 mer. Normal.
luohaliog valves, culls,
volts 3 u.
AIC opot. Output 300 volts 30 m/a Mel 0.5 the
HIT outprtt drille! chassis, I0.x. and
D/C
200
volts.
to
200
and
between
BF apy'tytng
dry batletes to
side, the two ktw- tension whldinga may be of eel to charge L.T.
Rat approximately 9 to
accumulators. The 19 volt ado will oharge a 0 -volt acoumrrksmouths. A pair of
tor at 2-3 amps, the 0.5 site a 2-volt accumulator at 301-2 a. 19
aka double headphones and
With a 12 -volt input to the 19-volt Mile, 166 y. at
MU instruction. Pylos
to, the
and 4 v. at 3 a. way be obtained. With a 0-voltByinput
extra
Ali
extending 13 I90.
6.5. side, 160 v. at 30 m/a may be obtained.
be supplied,
the spindle whkh is gush with the Dame and applying 200 oeil cans
006 -1,900
a
cover£,
to 250 v. D/C undue to the 500 v. side, the unit b ioinea
metres at 41 -.
powerful high- epotsl electric Meter, saftable lye small drilling
with 0 or 12 v PERMANENT MAGNET
ntseniu,'s, etc. Similarly, it may be used
powerful HORN
LOUD input to the 0.á. v. or 19 v aide. It employe a originally
ring magnet and is of substantial construction costing
SPEAKER'S. Dandle
over O. A. fortunate purchase enables us to offer these dine 8 watts. Weatherproof.
Complete with fixing
units at 10/.
of bracket. horn mouth,
COLLARD PORTABLE RECORD PLAYERS. Consist
deep.
37 x 131, 331,0.
-350
v.
200
motor
gramophone
type
a super quality induction
Soiled but unused. Usual
A/C with autostop and high-grade rmagnetle pickup. Mounted price 812. To dear at
leatherette carrying case. Price 311 5e. A tow only.
in
MIDGET

E3 10s.

CRYSTAL SETS, With permanent deteotor in neat bake0le
cane, complete wah aerial wire and 'phones, S1í -.
OFFER, P.M. Luudspeakers. kn., 151 -; Otin -,
1716 ; sic., 20/- :

mew,

OUTPUT TRANSFORM/AU or any of above, 1/..
MICROPHONES. Military surplus. Hand Mikes (carbon typo),
l'rausiormer, 2/0 extra.
5/
MANOBRIDOB TYPE CONDENSER& Military surplus
Condensers. Super quality, oil filled.
Per
Price
Wurkipg
Sire
Capacity
Dos.
Each
Nullage

2W.
1

412 11x1
37 011 x 1

1,000
000
600

9 est.

mf.

27 x

1

x

1

NO

I/9
1y

Military minion coiled condition,

PEILI,IPS' AMPLIF4EEB.
etas. foe
saint of Metal Cu. containing connate output
Mobile Amplifier, Ptah -pull S.L33 (Muller 6.1.6.1 valve4,.
Vibrator Pack giving WO v. as ur/a nteorpruated, /uchates
W preOutput Transformer. Only requhea be addition,
supldied for 0 ur
amplifier ; no circuit available. Can
044,
19-volt operation, price 86/* or with. two 911.39 and one45/.,
ur
79/.. Also available with hí C31 Phase Inverter Stage,
with

4

valves.

9®/N

RADIOGRAM GAADIgT9. Goal appearance end wmkaw-usldp, size Min. highs )9in. deep a 36in. wide. Veaeorcrl
With
and polished light mahuganv. Cabinet ma's', PAMotor and Pick -up, £32 16e. With Autochanger, }MDR. Od.

Super
5 watts output.
Suitable for mike on pick -up.

1947 MODEL AC/DC AMPLIFIERS.

L

three stage push-pull.

steel

8s..

GRAMOPHONE PICK -UPS.
Rothermel Senior Crystal Pick-up, £2 16s.
Coamocord Crystal Pick-op, £1 17e.
Goldring Magnetic Pick -up, £1 10s. ad.

",d.

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON, E.S.
'Phone : Amherst 4723
ALL CALLERS TO 164, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4. 'Phone : Central 2833

Send 2'd. stamp for our Septeneber,1946list. Terms of business.
cash iv ith order, orC.O.D. over L)

/EI.E1EIREIC1111_
11

ILS-rII.

111111sa11ZtEtiT
The UNIVERSAL AVOMINQR
Electrical Measuring Instrument
A small but highly accurate instrument for measuring A.C.
and D.C. voltage, D.C. current, and also resistance. It
provides 22 ranges of readings on a 3 -inch scale, the required

D.C. Voltage

0-75 millivolts
0--5

0-25

volts

0 -100
0 -250

A.C. Voltage

0-5

0-25
0 -103
0 -250
0 -503

0-500
D.C.

volts

Resistance

Current

0-2.5 milliamps
0-5
0-25
0-100
0-500

0- 20,000 ohms
0- 100,000
0- 500,000
0 -2 megohms
0 -5

range being selected by plugging the leads supplied into
appropriately marked sockets. An accurate moving-coil
movement is employed, and the total resistance of the meter
is 200,000 ohms.
The instrument is self -contained for resistance measurements
up to 20,000 ohms, and, by using an external source of voltage,
the resistance ranges can be extended up to 10 megohms,
The ohms compensator for incorrect voltage works on all
ranges. The instrument is suitable for use as an output
meter when the A.C. voltage ranges are being used.
Supplied complete with leads, testing prods, crocodile clips.
and instruction booklet.
Size

:

4

'

x 31" x

1

'

Nett Weight:

18

ozs.

,

0

-10

Sore Proprietors and Manufacturers

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH.

BY THE EDITOR

The Passing of 5XX
listeners and certainly all of the early of a station which gave them so much fun, a regret
experimenters will regret the passing of possibly only equalled when Writtle (2MT), which
5XX, which has gone into honourable preceded 2L0, closed down. Great progress has
retirement. When the station was built it was been made in transmission and reception in those
the highest- powered broadcasting station in Europe. 20 years, but looking back it is certain that those
It radiated the National programme on a wave- early days were just as enjoyable.
length of 1,500 metres and a power of 25 kilowatts.
This would be, of course, considered low power Dr. Lee de Forest Honoured
to -day, but in the early days such power was IN January, 1907, de Forest, who did so much
considered high, and, bearing in mind the poor
experimental work in connection with radio,
selectivity of receivers of the period, it caused a invented the grid of the valve, which made possible
good deal of swamping.
radio receivers and broadcasting, television, sound
To -day we have a transmitter which will deliver motion pictures, the long -distance telephone service,
750 kilowatts, although we do not use all this power. and Radar. His inventions exceeded 200, and they
The station was commenced in 1925, when a cover almost every application of radio and elecnumber of engineers climbed Borough Hill, tricity.
During January he was honoured by
Daventry, and commenced operations on the technical groups, trade associations, and research
site of a Roman Camp. There were many break- societies.
downs, caused by pigeons flying into the high
The grid vacuum tube was first known as the
voltage cables, by field mice seeking warmth, audion. We must not, of course, forget the pioneer
and by grass choking the cooling water filters ; and basic inventions of Edison, who discovered
a silver thaw on one occasion brought the 500ft. electronic emission from a filament, nor must we
high aerial down with a crash.
overlook the inventions of Ambrose Fleming, who
Droitwich, operating on much higher power, really can claim to have invented the wireless valve
took over in 1934 the 1,500 metre wave for the as distinct from improvements in connection with it:
National programme, now the Light Programme, There is a tendency in America to presume that
and 5XX was quiescent for a period. When the de Forest invented the entire valve, and this, of
war came and broadcast transcourse, is patently untrue.
...w_. »....._t
mitters were needed for the
i
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
word war in the World War,
r " Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
Unparliamentary Language
t Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
5XX started up again.
It
W.C.2.
'Phone
Temple Bu 4363.
radiated propaganda to the
1
THE stupid outburst of stupid
Telegrams
Newnes. Rand, London.
German people for long hours
Registered at the Q.P.O. for transmission by
Mrs. Mann in the House of
Canadian Magasine Poet.
t
each day on a wavelength of
Commons has been turned to
The Editor will be pleased to consider f
391 metres, as well as radiating
I articles
good account by Itma. There
of a practical nature suitable
the Home programme.
for publication in " Practical Wireless." i
was a time when Parliamentary
Such articles should be written on one
After D -Day it radiated messide of the paper only, and should conlanguage was choice and retain the name and address of the sender.
sages for the R.A.F., but now
flected the culture which in a
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself i
the war needs have ceased,
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
former age was associated with
will
be
made
to
return
them
if a stamped
and after 20 years of almost
the dignity of the House of
and addressed envelope is enclosed. }
All correspondence intended for the
unremitting service 5XX is
Commons.
In spite of the
Editor should be addressed : The Editor, }
pensioned off.
Practical Wireless," George Newnes,
efforts of the B.B.C., however,
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton t
It was kept as a standby, of t Street,
to improve our English it would
Strand, W.C.2.
course, for Droitwich, in the
Owing to the rapid progress in the
seem that Members of Parliadesign
of
wireless
apparatus
and
to
our
by no means unlikely event
ment will continue to use
efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give '
during the war of a catastrophe
language more associated with
no warranty that apparatus described t
t
at that station. The 500ft.
in our columns is not the subject of
the gutter. Mrs. Mann referred
letters
patent.
masts at Daventry now support
to Tommy Handley as a twerp.
Copyright in all drawings, photo- i
short -wave aerials for the
graphs and articles published in ;
In view of the great amount of
Practical
Wireless
"
is
specifically
i
B.B.C.'s overseas services. No
amusement listeners enjoyed
reserved throughout
the countries
t
signatory
to the Berne Convention and
other use can be found for
as a result of Haandley's handling
I the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations t
5XX.
of any of these are therefore expressly
of the matter we will leave our
forbidden.
'
Practical
Wireless
"
There will be keen regret
readers to judge as to who is
incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
t
amongst amateurs at the passing
L......
the twerp.
L
MOST

1'e.0

:

:

:

1

1
t

}

t

S
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ROUND THE%giRLp OF WIRELESS
IT is

Broadcast Receiving Licences

Bat Radar

now believed that bats use a form of radar
when flying in order to avoid collisions. They
have been found to emit definite pulses of sound
waves and it is thought that they pick up the
reflected echoes. It has been found that the
range at which a bat receives a " danger ahead "
signal is about four feet. Allowing a reaction time
of 1 /10th second, this enables avoiding action to
begin at two feet from the obstacle and to be
completed with still a foot to go.

THE following statement shows the approximate
number of licences issued during the year
ended December 31st, 1946.
Number
Region
2,008,000
London Postal
1,427,000
Home Counties
1,548,000
..
Midland

North Eastern
North Western

South Western
Welsh and Border

Noted Electronics Engineer Joins North American
Philips Inc.

..

Total England and Wales..

Scotland
N. Ireland

ROBERT CHARLES GOODING WILLIAMS,

Ph.D., B.Sc., M.I.E.E., has joined the North
American Philips Company Inc., of New York,U.S.A.
Dr. Williams went to America for the purpose of
gaining experience in American industrial developments in the electrical and allied fields and to
become acquainted with their manufacturing
methods.
He jóins North American Philips as an executive
engineer, for which his wide experience in the field
of radio and industrial electronics makes him
eminently suitable.
Apart from the important executive posts which
Dr. Williams occupied while at Murphy Radio,
Ltd., he will be remembered by his colleagues in
England for his enthusiastic work on industry
technical committees and for the interest that he
always displayed in the radio section of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.
His many friends, both here andi n America, will
wish him success in his new sphere of activity.

.

..
..
..

GRAND TOTAL
P.P.S.

1,655,000
1,429,000
911,000
611,000

9,589,000
1,035,000
154,000
10,778,000

to P.M.G.

THE Postmaster-General, the Rt. Hon. the Earl
of Listowel, has appointed Mr. A. H. Ridge
to be his Principal Private Secretary, Secretary
of the Post Office Board and of the Post_ Office
Advisory Council.

Philips' Private Passenger -coach Service
A

-`

SERVICE of passenger coaches has been

instituted by Philips Lamps, Ltd., between
the company's head office at Century House,
Shaftesbury Avenue, and two of their factories,
one at Mitcham and one at Waddon in Surrey.
These coaches will operate four times daily in

each direction from Monday to Friday, with two
services each way on Saturday morning.
Two single- decker, utility type
coaches, each with a passenger
capacity of eight persons, will operate the service. They are licensed
as private vehicles and will carry
no goods. Mail and business papers
will be transported in compartments in the coaches designed
especially for the purpose.
The use of the service will be
restricted to members of the staff of
the Philips group of companies who
are engaged on business between
the points mentioned above. It will
not be used for private purposes.
The coaches are identical in design. Each takes the form of a
standard 30cwt. Bedford chassis,
carrying a body built to Philips'
specification. This body is coloured
green and cream, and carries, as a
badge, the well -known Philips'
The engine capacity
emblem.
licensed under the new rating, is
3,519 c.c. (approximately 27 h.p.).
Philips' Private Passenger-coach Service. -The start of the first run
The length of each poach is 17ft. tin.
to Philips Mitcham Works. Mr. S. S. Eriks (looking at camera),
from bumper to bumper ; the over Managing Director, Philips Lamps, Ltd., enters the coach. Mr.
all width is Eft. 2M.
van der Laan, Financial Controller (nearest coach) stands by.
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Watson -Watt

WATSON-WATT has relinquished
the full-time appointments which he held as
Vice Controller of Communications Equipment

under the Ministry of Aircraft Production and
Scientific Adviser on Telecommunications under
the Air Ministry.
Sir Robert is taking up private work, but he will
also continue to devote part of his time to consultant
work for the Government, and will act as Scientific
Adviser on Telecommunications to the Ministry
of Supply, Air Ministry, Ministry of Civil Aviation
and Ministry of Transport.
Sir Robert has had a distinguished career in the
Government service. After serving in the D.S.I.R.
he went to the Air Ministry in 1936 and became
Director of Communications Development there.
During the war he held important Government
posts in the radar and telecommunications field.
Government Surplus

LARGE quantities of radio components are among

the Government surplus stores for which the
Ministry of Supply is responsible. Already £500,000
worth of these stocks has been sold, including
12,000,000 fixed condensers, 800,000 variable
condensers, 23,000,000 resistances and 1,000,000
valveholders. In addition, components to the
approximate value of £30,000 have been sold to
universities, technical schools and other educational establishments.
Making this statement, a Ministry of Supply
official said " The Ministry's policy is to satisfy
public demand. But where the surplus is very heavy
in relation to current production and requirements
it may he against the national interest to release the
whole of the surplus stocks, especially if they could
be sold only at such low prices as would cause
serious harm to the industry concerned and lead to
unemployment.
Unfortunately, it is not a
proposition to hold surpluses for any long period,
because of shortage of accommodation and, sometimes, the risk of deterioration in store. For those
reasons it is occasionally necessary to scrap goods in
serviceable condition, although this seldom happens.
" Certain types of fixed condensers, such as paper
tubular, are a case in point. The stocks represent
many months' normal production. It has been
decided after full inquiry to release for sale another
12,000 000 of these types. The balance will be
disposed of by dumping in disused mineshafes, as
it is impracticable and uneconomical to break the
condensers down to recover raw materials.
" All stocks and future arisings of types still in
comparatively short supply, such as electrolytics,
will, wherever possible, be segregated for sale."
:

A huge valve " trouble shooter" which will speed
the development of radio, television, facimile,
and industrial electronic equipment has just been
built at the General Electric laboratory in America.
Water-cooled and forced-air cooled valves having a
rating of up to 5,000,000 watts may now be tested
in the valve performance analysing equipment
shown above.

National Test for Accompanists

THE first examinations to be held in Great
Britain for the National Test for Accompanists
of Movement, sponsored by the Central Council of
Physical Recreation, took place in January at the
Sandon Studio, School Lane, Liverpool.
The tests, which covered musical accompaniment
to keep fit exercises, skipping, national dancing,
tap dancing and ballroom dancing, were judged
by Mrs. M. Porter, A.R.C.M. (examiner -in- charge),
Mr. Gordon Green, Miss K. Evans, Miss B. Dummett
and Miss H. Stafford- Burrows.
Planned to raise the standard of musical accompaniment to all forms of movement and to secure
recognition of the importance of employing competent accompanists, this national test has been
Radio Interference
inaugurated by
Central Council of Physical
AT the invitation of the British Standards Insti- Recreation in co-the
operation with the Incorporated
tution, delegates from 11 countries recently Societj of Musicians.
met in London to discuss the problems of radio interference suppression. A brief review of the work
Television Advisory Committee
and progress made in various countries since the
meeting took place recently
committee's last meeting in 1939 was followed by.a AFURTHER
between the
Advisory Committee
discussion on interference at H.F. It was agreed and the Renters',Television
Exhibitors' and Producers'
that at the next meeting the technique of measuring Joint Committee of the
film
industry.
A certain
the high- frequency interference should be dis- measure of agreement was arrived
at on some
cussed. A further meeting will probably be held aspects of matters of
mutual
concern.
in September at Zurich.
important - matters remain to be discussed. Other
.
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Winding Tuning Coils
Details of Construction of Various Types of Coils for All Ranges
WHEN winding coils for use in a receiver there
are a number of points to bear in mind if
best results are to be obtained. In this
article these are dealt with and data given so that
coils for all the usual wave -ranges may be wound.
Such coils need be in no way inferior to
commercially-made coils, and have the advantage
that they may easily be modified
to tune any particular frequency
range.
Dual -range Coils
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of
windings for an ordinary long- and
medium -wave coil. An ebonite or
paxolin tube, or a cardboard tube
which has been varnished, should be
used. All the ends of the windings
are secured by passing through
small holes in the former and small
brackets are used to mount the
coil. If a chassis is used it is more
convenient to secure the coil above
a }in. diameter hole and take all
the leads down inside the former
and through the hole to the appro-

Adding Primary Windings
The addition of primary windings isolates the
aerial so that a gang condenser may be used
without trimming difficulties arising ; it also makes
possible H.F. transformer coupling, as shown in
Fig. 4.
Fig. 2 shows how the primaries are added. A

A group of coils made up by- the author.

priate components.
The number of turns for the grid windings will
be found from the table. It should be noted the
wire gauges are not very critical. Enamelled and
single- silk -covered wires may be regarded as
similar ; when using wires with thicker coverings
slightly more turns will be required.
For reaction windings two -thirds the turns of
the grid windings (about 60 turns) are required.
(See notes on reaction windings later.)
The position of the aerial tapping is a matter for
choice. The nearer it is to the bottom of the winding
the higher will be selectivity, but some reduction
in signal strength will arise. From one -third to onehalf the distance from the bottom of the coil is usual.

strip of insulating tape about 4in. wide is placed
round the bottom of the medium -wave winding.
The coupling winding is placed on top of this, with
an additional winding between the lower sections
of the long -wave winding to increase the coupling
on long waves. About one -third the turns used on
the grid coils will be suitable. (See notes on
primary windings later.)

Component values in Fig. 4 should be as in
Fig. 3. If additional switching is arranged to short circuit the long -wave section of the primary
winding a slight increase in volume will be obtained
on medium -wave reception.
To

Grid

Grid

Tape

Condenser

MW

Aerial or HF
Coupling,
Tapping

Reaction

Condenser!
Plate

s->W/C

M,W, Coupling

Reaction
Condenser

To

Switch

-I

Reaction

L,W-{

3.

Winding

To

W/

LA

:---

Switch

Coupling
Winding

Earth

Fig. i.

-A

simple dual-range coil.

A typical circuit for a pair of these coils is shown
in Fig. 3. Both the .0002 mfd. condensers connected

Aerial
or HF

To

Anode
To

WA Switch
ro Detector
Anode

Earth
or HT#

To

Earth

Fig. 2.

-A

dual -range coil of the H.F.
transformer type.

Short -wave Coils

With these, the turns of the grid winding should
to the grid tappings may be pre -sets to enable
selectivity to be adjusted. The coils should be bp spaced. In the table a spacing equal to the
mounted several. inches apart, with a metal screen diameter of the wire is indicated, although with
ribbed formers already threaded spacing may be
interposed, to avoid instability,.
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greater. Enamel -covered or tinned -copper wire is
most suitable. For reaction and aerial-coupling
winding any kind of covered wire of about 26 s.w.g.
is suitable.
The coils may be mounted vertically, attached

About tin. should be left between windings. In
some cases the coupling winding is interwound
with the lower turns of the grid coil, which provides
a similar effect. In this case a very fine wire (about
36 s.w.g.) is used to avoid undue capacitance

HTf
60 v.

181

HTt).

HFC-

HFC

!'" 00< <
PF

.00()2

PF

.-11) _

-r

MW

0005
Tuning

3 Pt

To

2
MI2

W,/C,

Switch

wiZ

7005
Tuning

LW

0003FF
Reaction

LTLT-F.

Fig.

3.-Simple circuit incorporating a pair of the coils of Fig.

to valve-bases, or mounted horizontally by the method shown in
Fig. 5 Unwound, plug -in coil
formers may also be used.
The wave -ranges shown in the
table assume a .00015 mfd. condenser for the S.W. coils. The
figures may be modified slightly by
stray wiring, minimum capacitance of tuning condenser, etc.
The first two coils in the table,
on lin. formers, rovide- two
ranges covering from 12
metres
for an all -wave or similar receiver.
The six coils on 1iin. diameter

-50

formers, covering from 11 -100
metres, are suitable for plug -in
type formers. With plug -in coils
the leads are taken down inside to
the pins. When a single fixed coil
is used, or coils are selected by
switching, it is best to take the
Grid Cond.

c.

between turns.
Ultra- short-wave Coils
With wavelengths of 10 metres
and below some increase in
efficiency begins to become apparent if the coils are self-supporting. With ultra-short -wave
coils this is easy to arrange.
The coils should be wound
with 18 or 16 s.w.g. wire upon a
former of appropriate size. They
are then removed from the former
and the turns pulled out to provide the desired spacing. The
ends of the coils may then be cut
off and soldered directly to tags
upon insulated blocks as shown
in Fig. 6. These blocks may then
be bolted to the chassis of the
receiver to provide the required
coupling. If the bolts pass through
a slot lateral movement will enable the coupling to be adjusted.

HT* 60 V.

Primary
1i

fo

MW

MW

TTunin q
)
)

,

e

)

LW

HT-

LT-

__t_
Fig.

4.-This

Earth

Reaction

circuit uses two of the coils of Fig. 2.
Dipole or
Aerial

Condenser

ti

&

Earth

Self Supporting
Cols_

Reaction

Aerial

Coil

Coupling

Coil

"tu

11

Aerial

Grid
Coil

Mounting Bolts

-A

-

Plate

Fig. 5.
simple short -wave coil.'
leads direct from their appropriate windings to avoid
unnecessary length in the connections. Fig. 5 shows
the disposition and method of connection.

Plate

Earth

Reaction
Condsi:

Grid
Condsr

Supporting
Blocks

Fig. 6.-Ultra-short-wave coils may be made
up as shown here.
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Normally a distance of ¡in. between reaction and
The number of turns will be found in the table,
a tuning condenser of about .00005 mfd. being used. grid coils will be quite satisfactory. In any case
Stray capacities will greatly influence the minimum . the number of turns on the reaction coil should not
wavelength tunable and this should be remembered exceed those or the grid coil or the natural
when wiring up. If it is impossible to reach the wavelength of the former may come within the
minimum desired then a turn must be removed tuning range, giving a marked decrease in
sensitivity on that frequency.
from the grid coil.
5

if- Supporting
Coils

Grid
Coil

Q4action
Coil

Valve or
Coil Base

711

140

Plugs

--

Detector

'Grid Condenser

Earth

Fig.

Sockets

of

Anode

Reaction Condii.

7.-Another form of interchangeable

U.S.W, coil.

Plug -in Coils
Figs. 7 and 8 show two ways of making these.
Coils constructed as shown in Fig. 7 will operate
efficiently down to 5 metres and they can have a
base similar to the ordinary S.W. coils used in the
receiver. If the whole receiver is laid out along
ultra -short -wave lines good results will be obtained
over all the ranges.
The coils shown in Fig. 8 may be of any diameter
and will give good results upon wavelengths of
8 metres upwards. To

simplify construction
the reaction winding
is connected to the
In
grid winding.
consequence the recondenser
action
should be operated
insulated
exby an
tension spindle to
avoid hand- capacity.
As with all shortwave coils, ribbed
formers are to be preferred if available.

Reaction

Grit/

Earth

Condk
Fig. S.-Plug-In short -wave coils with
reaction windings.
Condk

Primary Windings
Although about one -third the number of grid
turns is generally suitable the coil may be modified
if desired
Decreasing the number of turns, or
increasing the spacing between primary and grid
windings, will decrease coupling. This will decrease
volume but increase selectivity.

Table showing Number of Turns, etc., for the Grid Windings of Coils
Winding

Former

Wire gauge

Wavelength

lin. dia.

20 s.w.g.

12 -25 M.

7

lin. dia.

20 s.w.g.

21 -50 M.

17

¡in. dia.

18

s.w.g.

5 -10 M.

5

¡in. dia.

18

s.w.g.

9-20 M.

13

14in. dia.

18 s.w.g.

11 -23 M.

51 turns spaced by diameter of wire.

Reaction Windings

I4in. dia.

18 s.w.g.

15-32 M.

8

two -thirds the grid
winding is usually
suitable, but with
very small coils the
turns may need inslightly,
creasing
four being used for a
grid coil of five
turns, and so on. The

1-4ín.

dia.

18 s.w.g.

20-42 M.

13

lain. dia.
}in. dia.

30 enam.
28 d.c.c.

200 -550 M.
200 -550 M.

I4in. dia.

36 enam.

1,000-2,000 M.

3

tin. dia.
2in. dia.

28 d.s.c.
30 d.s.c.

200 -550 M.
200 -550 M.

58
54

2in. dia.

34 enam.

1,000-2,000 M.

Approximately

number of turns and
the distance from the
grid coil controls the
degree of coupling. If
reaction is insufficient, therefore, the
turns should be inthe
or
creased,
coupling tightened
by placing the coils
closer together.

1

I4in. dia.
loin. dia.
loin. dia.

24 s.w.g.
24 s.w.g.
24 s.w.g.

21 -48 M.

¡in. dia.
¡in. dia.
¡in. dia.

16 s.w.g.
16 s.w.g.
16 s.w.g.

4-6 M.
6-8 M.
8-10 M.

30-65 M.
45-100 M.

turns spaced by diameter of wire.
turns spaced by diameter of wire.

turns spaced by diameter of wire.
turns spaced by diameter of wire.

turns spaced by diameter of wire.

turns spaced by diameter of wire.

74 turns side by side.
94

turns side by side.

piles each of 81 turns.

turns side by side.
turns side by side.

4 piles each of 51

turns.

11 turns spaced by diameter of wire.
164 turns spaced by diameter of wire.
30 turns spaced by diameter of wire.

turns spaced }in.
turns spaced ¡in.
10 turns spaced }in.

4

6
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The Electronic Organ
Further Details on the Home -construction of Musical Instruments on the Novacord

Principle

By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

SINCE we published a photograph of a homemade electric organ in our February issue,
we have received dozens of requests for details
of construction, or lines of experiment, and we
hope at a later date to be able to give the designer's
own details in this particular case. In the meantime we have been carrying out a search with a view
to finding some details which would be of use to
the many readers who are anxious to experiment
in the building of this particular type of musical
instrument. There seems at the moment to be a
singular lack of detail, although the Patent Office
files reveal many interesting details to those who
are able to call there and spend the time in a search.
The most recent and detailed information we can
find on the subject appeared in our American
contemporary, Radiocraft, in 1942, and some of the
following details are taken from that publication.
We shall be glad, of course, to receive any details
from readers who may already have been experimenting on these linos, as it appears to be a very
popular subject.
The Main Principle
For the benefit of those who are not familiar
with the electronic organ (a term which is now
generally adopted in place of the former " electric
organ," which is a different thing), it may be
mentioned that there are two main types at present
Copper Str,p
on Keys

To

Codp/er

l

Four Contacts Per Key

Middle

C

in use. One of these operates by virtue of revolving
discs in a magnetic field, the discs bearing varying
numbers of teeth and thus giving varying impulses
in the magnetic field, and the other consisting of
oscillating valve circuits. The former is represented by the Hammond, and the latter by the
Novacord, and both of these are handled commercially in this country by Messrs. Boosey and
Hawkes. For the home constructor the second
type seems to offer the most scope, and gives the
most varied grounds for experiment in regard to
tonal effects. It has the drawback, however, of
requiring a very large number of valves
least
one for every note. As the standard piano keyboard has over 80 notes, this gives some idea of
the range of stages required. As each note also
requires its own filter or oscillating components,
it will be seen that it can be quite an expensive
instrument to build up. The basic circuit is usually
a transformer coupling anode and grid in the
same manner as a simple morse practice set, but
each transformer must be tuned in some way.
Actually, as will be shown later, this is not a
difficult proposition.

-at

Constructional Features

It is obvious that to start with we require a
keyboard, and this may be home -made, or an old
piano keyboard pressed into use. The keys are
Sub - unison
Feed Super

Great
Manua/

-

C/
C#2

From Key
C

To

Coup/er

C

n

&c,

úí'

é

é

From Key
C5'2
Great Unison

Great Sub
Great Super
Swell Unison

C/

Swe //

Manual

HT Supply

ovl
Ú4

T

C
C

Gird
Cathode

Cee

C #Grids

Fig.

of the organ, illustrated by three octaves of the notes C and C sharp.
i.-General scheme All
other notes are, of course,
treated the same.
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for
merely required to act as switches to bring in each used. Ordinary L.F. transformers may be usedwith
stage (or coupled stages) as required, and this is most of the circuits, tuning the secondaries
carried out quite simply by fixing a thin copper small presets. For the higher notes the transformer
strip beneath the key, and placing corresponding cores may be either removed entirely or laminations
contact strips on the main framework beneath stripped out until the desired tone is obtained.
The valves may be
the keys.
Time Delay Resistor
arranged in banks, and it is found
Just High Enough .to
that improved tonal effects are Prevent Clicks
obtained by arranging these banks
so that similar notes are grouped
(so that a certain amount of interaction takes place between the
inter -circuit wiring) or even by
including certain notes in con- To Anode
Supply in
junction with others a fifth of a Pre
-Amp
tone away, etc.
For maximum results is desirable to be able to add harmonics,
and apart from switching by means
of keyboard switches, inter- circuit
Loud Stop
Sott Stop
coupling can also be used here.
(On)
(On)
Tonal switches may be mounted at
the back of the keyboard in the
Fig. 2.- Gaskell's two -stop, three intensity circuit. With
same manner as organ stops, and
Soft off and loud off output is O
low
may, in fact, be similarly marked,
))
off
,) on ))
medium
or may be foot operated. A simple
off ))
on
))
high
organ swell may be placed beneath
on
))
))
on ))

it

the keyboard and operated with
the knee as in an American organ, and this may
be a simple volume control on the amplifier, the
actual mechanical movement of the control being
quite easy to arrange. Similarly, a coupler action
may be placed for the other knee, and can be
mechanically made to operate either a single switch
to bring into action a batch of circuits, or may
be a multi-contact switch suitably coupled into
the circuit.
A Simple Circuit
In Fig. 1 is shown the basic circuit for three

octaves of the note C and its sharp. This circuit
is, incidentally, reproduced from the magazine
above referred to with one or two modifications.
Cl is the first or lowest C on the keyboard, C2 the
next, C3 the next and so on. The terms on the
right are standard organ stop terms which may be
used as a guide to the tonal effects obtained,
and consequently may be used as markings for
the " stops " or couplers fitted to the organ. An
interesting form of volume control was referred to
in the article in question and is known as Gaskell's
two -stop, three intensity circuit. Three single pole change -over switches are used, in conjunction
with a bleeder circuit across the H.T. supply.
Two of these switches are coupled (or a single
double -pole double-throw switch may be used),
and the wiring and method of operating for this
is shown in Fig. 2.
Components Required
So- much for the main outlines of the organ.
With regard to the components which are needed,

the valves are the most important, and a really
good low- impedance triode is best, as this will
work with quite a small H.T. supply, and the
heater (or filament) may be run at quite a low
voltage with consequent lengthening of its life.
There is no need for all the valves to be of the
same type, provided that oscillation can be,obtained
with the common L.T. and H.T.,aupply which is
-

-

Standard pitch -pipes, obtainable from any good
music store, may be used if a piano is not handy
for tuning. Large capacity condensers are required
at the bass, and small condensers at the top of
the scale. The transformer coupling the various
circuits to the main amplifier must be a really
good and hefty job, as it will carry varying currents
as the music is played, and accordingly the output
will vary if the core becomes saturated. This fact
is actually utilised in one model, the transformer
carrying split primaries and secondaries and these
being coupled to give additive or opposing effects,
and thereby adding second or third harmonics.
It is hoped that sufficient information has been
given above to enable those who are interested to
start experimenting and? as already stated, we shall
be glad to receive details of any results which
have been obtained by our readers with this type
of instrument.

"New Methods of Radio Production"
THE outstanding paper of the year was read
before the British Institution of Radio
Engineers recently.
The author, Mr. J. A. Sargrove, entitled it " New
Methods of Radio Production."
The technique at present employed in the production of radio receivers and amplifiers is well
known. Mr. Sargrove has, however, evolved a
method of producing radio and other electronic
equipment which not only reduces manual labour to
an absolute minimum, but can be applied to the
whole range of manufacturing radio products.
The basic principle of the system is the deposition
of metal and graphite into grooves and depressions
on pre- formed plastic plates. After passing through
an electronically controlled production machine,
these mouldings emerge complete with inductances,
fixed and variable capacitors, resistors and conductors all in continuous relation with one another.
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Recording on Neve Magnetic Tape
Some

Interesting Details of a Modern Recording System
By

H. SANDERS

possessed by the powder approximate to those of
the nickel -cobalt -aluminium -iron alloy known as
Alnico. It should be noted that the possession by
this powder of a high coercive force calls for a much
different recording technique and erasing technique
from that which is employed for wire and materials
having a lower coercive force. The final result is
that the recording mechanism can be simplified,
while the tape is of greater permanency.
The thickness of the tape is 0.002ín., which
includes the coating, whose individual thickness is
0.0005in. The breaking load of the tape is 61b. The
tape has excellent dimensional stability by reason
of the fact that it has a base of paper. The Germans
have employed a tape made of plastic material, but
the paper tape is regarded as being superior to this.
The production of the tape is already technically
established and uniform output ensured. In Table I
is seen a comparison between the magnetic proAdvantages of Tape Recording
The development of recording sound began, of perties of the new tape and those of other sound
course, with the wax cylinder of the old Edison recording materials :
TABLE I
Bell phonograph, which was succeeded by the
vulcanite and shellac disc of the gramophone -still
called the phonograph in America. There are,
Material
Hp.
Bp.
Br.
Re. mae'
S p .Gr.
ro
however, obvious disadvantages in either of these
two methods, and recording on tape has numerous
Sintered
good points. It is simpler to handle, economises
oxide.. 3,000 4,80o 1,600 goo 0.5
2.77
space, is easier to use again, and the maintenance
Magnetite 3,000 3,65o 1,600
190 0.09 2.62
of permanent records is less expensive. Moreover,
Alnico III 2,000 12,000 6,900 475 1.35 6.9
permanent magnetic tape of the type to be described
435
New Tape 3,000 11,000 4,450
000
0.85 4.8
has the additional advantages that it cuts out
metallic- sounding reproduction, can be run at
slower working speeds so that a greater length of
The reader should bear in mind that any of the
continuous recording can be obtained at less material included in Table I if suspended in a state
expense, while it is a simple matter to edit the of fine division would show values considerably
reproduction by a splicing feature combined with lower as regards Br, and in each instance the He
instantaneous erasure.
value would remain unchanged or even- a little
The way in which these advantages are secured higher. By regulated variation of the methods of
is by co- ordination of the inherent magnetic capacity processing, the new tape powder can be obtained
of the tape material and the specially designed with a considerable range of permanent magnet
recording head and associated circuits. These properties.
employ the high coercive force of the tape to keep
The powder is manufactured by a method of
up a high ratio of signal to noise. The employment novel type that produces an extremely uncommon
of higher tape speeds enables extremely high physical structure. It is considered that this may
fidelity to be attained at extreme temperatures. represent the basic factor in its achievement of
On the other hand, the higher tape speeds necessary remarkable magnetic properties. The matter is,
to produce maximum fidelity are not regarded as at the moment, being rigorously investigated.
the normal working range of die tape for the reason
that they involve a loss of recording time. The Magnetic Recording Tests
tape will work satisfactorily for the majority of
The majority of magnetic recording tests can
sound recording purposes at frequencies up to carried out by means of a continuous loop be
of
6,000 cycles with a tape speed of Bin. per second. adequate length. One of the most essential features
It is probable that in the near future additional in testing the tape is a well -balanced and positive
improvement may allow of a higher range of grip driving mechanism. The most satisfactory
frequency or a lower speed of tape, but at the kind of drive is a correctly chosen flywheel and
moment the above are regarded as sufficient for capstan. A flywheel of this type should be made of
most requirements of commercial type.
steel, and should have a diameter not less than
3ín. and a thickness not below sin. The driving
Metallic Base Powder
capstan should for preference be a cylindrical
The interesting point about this new tape is that projection on the flywheel, and be perfectly conit is coated not with a metallic oxide, but with a centric with both the flywheel and its shaft. It is
metallic base powder. The magnetic properties considered that the diameter of this hub or projection

REMARKABLE developments in the recording
of sound have been achieved of recent years,
and when the writer visited the Research
Station of the British Broadcasting Corporation he
was given a most instructive account of the numerous
advances made, particularly in Germany and the
United States, while Great Britain is obviously not
in the background. One of the most interesting of
these developments is the recording of sound on a
tape made of a paper which has been given a coating
of metallic suspension possessing a high degree of
coercive force. The tape is tough in character and
measures about +in. in width. It has magnetic
properties of permanent type basically dissimilar
to those of any other material, and is quite able to
receive and reproduce sound recordings of high
quality.
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should be not less than sin., and not more than lin.
in diameter. Satisfactory traction is most successfully obtained by means of the pressure of a wheel
maintained in firm contact with the capstan by a
spring exerting considerable pressure. A metal
driving capstan and pressure wheel have been
found superior to rubber or composition faced
driving members, which seldom retain their
concentricity for an adequate period. Flanged wheels
should not be employed for other use than as
guides before or after the drive capstan. A flanged
drive wheel always leads to trouble.

April, 1947

Silicon steel is not satisfactory by virtue of the
fact that its original permeability is not high enough
for the reproducing function. To reduce eddy
currents, the sheet material for laminations should
not exceed 0.012in. to 0.006in. in thickness. High
permeability material should be subjected to an
annealing treatment after punching or shearing.

H.F. Bias Oscillator and Frequency
Because of the high coercive force of the new
tape, the normal bias source for wire recording may
not suffice. One-half to two watts may be needed,
according to the design and dimensions of the
recording head, as well as the method of erasure
The Recording Amplifier
head and recording
Testing of the tape can be carried out efficiently used. Employing a special magnet
erasure have
by means of any good amplifier. In building a unit circuit, D.C. and permanent
of the
of this type, it is essential that there should be proved entirely satisfactory. By reason
higher than
minimum hum and thermal noise. Too high a gain high power requirement, a frequency
is worse than not enough. It has been found that 30 kc /s is not advised. When the current bias is
separate
two 6C5 stages and a 6N7 frequency inverter feeding applied, either a tapped winding or two
coils, one for the audio component and one for the
a pair of 6V6s is a satisfactory combination.
bias current, is advised. Mixing the bias frequency
in the ,audio amplifier has usually been found
Recording and Reproducing Head
Normal practice in simple test set -ups is to employ unsatisfactory.
With the type of recording head described,
a combination recording and reproducing head.
to 75 milliamp. into a coil giving
Separate recording and reproducing heads afford approximately20 50
amp. turns is characteristic, where
a number of advantages, but present greater about 15 to
is in the neighbourhood of
difficulty of alignment and location to eliminate the audio component
10 to 15 milliamp. into a 3 to 5 amp. turn coil.
interference.
of course, by the
The pattern of recording head found most These values are greatly governed,
of the head, as well
satisfactory is basically a laminated ring possessing dimensions and construction
material employed and the
an air gap 0.0005in. to 0.002in. in width, and as the magnetic
extending over the entire }in. width of the tape. characteristics of the gap.
Good coupling between the tape coating and this
Response Characteristics
air gap is essential. Because of this, the greatest Frequency
It has been established that the constant current
possible care must be paid to the construction of a
greatly with individual recording
suitable unit. It is suggested that this ring assembly response varies so head
design that curves of this
should be approximately lin. overall diameter and and reproducing
be given to any advantage here. Such
approximately sin. internal diameter, and possess type cannot
been made indicate considerably
a correct taper on the internal diameter under the curves as have
frequency response than is obtained
air gap so as to concentrate the flux to the point of superior hightape contact. A rectangular unit, made in two with wire media under the same conditions of gap
identical halves, is also satisfactory, and is rather and speed. type of magnetic recording tape referred
The new
simpler to construct.
by the Indiana Steel
A 77 per cent. nickel alloy has been employed to in this article is made
with good results and is commercially available. Products Co., of Chicago, Illinois.

G.E.C. Progress in 1946
AmONG

the many interesting developments

in the G.E.C. laboratories during the past
year may be mentioned the following :

V.H.F. Point to Point
Interesting experiments were carried out, involving the use of two transmitters operating on the
same frequency and carrying the same modulation,
the object being to increase the service area of
.F.M. transmission to mobile cars. Of several
methods the following was considered to be
technically the most promising :
At the main station normal circular coverage
was obtained working on 100 Mc /s. A second transmitter at the same site, carrying identical modulation, had the carrier frequency raised by multiplier
circuits to 250 Mc /s, and this transmission was
beamed on to a relay station outside the main
service area. Here the signal was frequency- divided,

amplified, and retransmitted from an aerial with
circular coverage. There were only small areas
where interaction was detected, and the effect was
not sufficient to reduce the combined service areas
of the two stations.
Work was carried out on V.H.F. intercom.
between all parties engaged on railway transport
and maintenance work. and a study of propagation
through tunnels, including " S " bends, was made.

V.H.F. F.M. Broadcast Transmitters
A complete 1 kW. F.M. broadcast transmitter
has been designed and òne has been supplied to
All India Radio.
Two amplifiers and their power supplies, similar
to the output stages of the 1 kW. transmitter, have
been supplied to the B.B.C.
Television

A table model, 25in. wide by 16in. high by 141in.
deep has been developed. There are three television
controls and push button selection of long, short, or
medium wave broadcast.
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Radio Contact with the Spirit World
THE Psychic Netts, which is a paper devoted to

the spiritualists and spiritualism, recently
published an article under the above title.
People's religious beliefs are no concern of mine,
nor am I an anti -spiritualist, since the whole of
Christianity is based upon spiritualism. The
Psychic News, however,in its article seems to suggest
that there is a connection between the spirit world
and this mundane sphere which can be established
by means of " vibrations." I seem to remember
some years ago the B.B.C. testing out this idea.
There were a number of people in the studio who
were invited to " radiate " their thoughts, and
listeners were invited to say whether they had
received the messages, which were recorded and
sealed in the studio. The result was most disappointing. No one received any of the thought
messages.
The paper quoted goes on to tell us that " what
we take for a block of concrete or a wooden table is
nothing but ether vibrating." Really ? This is an
entirely new thesis worthy of Dalton ; the present
one I mean, who has invented a new brand of
political economy which I have christened
Daltonomy. However, the burden of the article
quoted seems to be that it is possible by means of
radar to' make contact with the spirit world, or
that it will be possible a few years hence. Although
the article is unsigned we are told that it is written
by " a Radar Scientist who is working on cosmic
research in Australia." We should like to know the
name of this radar scientist and to have some
details of his qualifications, for it is only by the
possession of this knowledge that we can assess
the value of his remarks.
However, I wonder what sort of " vibration "
it was which induced the Psychic News to inform
Lord Herder of his death, when he was very much
alive Perhaps the radar scientist can explain that
one. I certainly can explain how so- called spirit
photographs are produced, and I could certainly
explain a great deal of the clairvoyance (alleged).
I could also give a séance equivalent to some of
those which make some spiritualists go goggle eyed with amazement. Perhaps some of my readers
who are interested in this movement can tell me
why the guides are nearly always Red Indians
Anyway, I do not advise my readers to take this
article in the Psÿphic News too seriously -not that
they will, having a greater knowledge of ordinary
physical phenomena than seems to be possessed by
many.
Here is a fair sample of the article to which I
have referred :
" The spirit world vibrations are of too short a
wavelength for us to be able to see them or handle
with ease. If, then, these high -frequency vibrations
are mixed with those of longer wavelength, then the
resulting effect should fall within our visible
spectrum.
!

!

-

This, of course, sounds remarkably easy. In
theory it is, and if the problem is to be solved
this is the way it will be done.
" But in practice it is surprising just how many
difficulties confront the investigator. Technical
difficulties are, of course, to be expected, but
they are never insurmountable. More difficult
is the finding out just at what wavelength the spirit
world vibrates."
Racketeers

received the following
IHAVE
" Radiorep " (West Bromwich) :

letter from

" Re your notes on quacks, racketeers, etc.,
and a study of Mr. Loveland's correspondence,
I find so much in common agreement with the
latter gentleman that I wonder I pen these words.
People will always put their heads into the lion's
mouth ; it is very human, but they will also follow
a friend's recommendation and go without hesitation
to a ` private ' service engineer who has turned out
a satisfactory job of work even though the receiver
had been repaired by a dealer only a month ago and
he charged me £4 odd, which has never been right
since.' This story was told to me quite recently,
and in one case particularly the set could not
possibly have functioned correctly or otherwise.
" My respects to the genuine ` dealer,' whether
he be a radio engineer, radio mechanic or any
associated trader or tradesman, who in these times
can, and will, turn out a sound job -but to the
others, ` racketeers ' and ` swindlers,' I join
you in hoping for a speedy end to the trouble."
Radio Controlled Models Society
THERE has recently been formed a society for
all those interested in the radio control of
models. At the inaugural meeting many schemes
were discussed for bringing about a closer
co- operation between those interested in the
radio control of models. It has decided on the
title which heads this paragraph. The society
will be arranging several lectures in the near
future. All types of radio -controlled models
aircraft, speed -boats, locos, race -cars, launches,
etc. -will be dealt with. Correspondence regarding
this society should be addressed to Mr. R. Lawton,
10, Dalton Avenue, Whitefield, Nr. Manchester.
Closed Shop?
`

-

PROPHET of woe I hate to seem,
But I've a premonition
That if you have few friends at court

You may get no audition.
With talent and ability
You may be brimming full,
But better far, to help you on,
Is having strings to pull
1

The " old gangs " know their way about,
And feast upon the fruits
Which surely should be fairer shared,
And more saved for recruits.
Of " Dug -in Blue-eyes " we grow bored,
We think this ought to stop,
Or is it that Broadcasting House
Is just one more " closed shop 't
Tones."
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An Experimental Oscillograph
Details of an Easy -to-build Cathode -ray Servicing

Instrument

By G. W. BROWN

of the Cossor 23D and has a 12 -pin base, connections
to which are shown in Fig. 4.
The transformer is a standard 400- 0 -400v. type,
in experimental work, are sufficiently well
known, making a lengthy survey unnecessary here. with two L.T. heater windings : 4v. -2.5A and 4v. -6A.
The practical advantages of this particular circuit, This latter winding feeds the heaters of the tube,
GT1C and W42, whose total consumption is approxihowever, may be summarised as follows :
(1) Simplicity of design. The number of com- mately 3.5A. Thus, a 4 -amp. winding is theoreticponents has been cut down to the bare essentials. ally possible, but a 6 -amp. winding should be used
if available. If the transformer to be used has a
third L.T. winding, it should be used to feed the
GT1C separately.
It appears to be standard practice to use a half wave rectifier circuit to obtain the advantage of
the higher (H.T.) voltage-in this case it would be
800v. ; but the writer is of the opinion that such
an advantage is negatived in an instrument of this
particular type, for three reasons: (1) the trace
shows an A.C. ripple on the lower time-base frequencies unless the smoothing is improved ; (2) the
working voltage of all condensers must be doubled ;
(3) the deflection sensitivity is halved. The circuit
as shown provides a sharp picture and the sensitivity allows more useful work to be done without
the use of a signal pre- amplifier.
The W42 may be replaced by an MVS /PEN /B
without affecting the performance if the former
should be unavailable.

THE practical advantages of the cathode-ray
oscillograph, both in general servicing and

Construction
The theoretical circuit of the complete instrument is given in two parts (Figs. 2 and 3) because
it is felt that the experimenter may desire either
to make up a separate chassis for tube and timebase or to assemble the tube circuit first for preliminary tests. A word of warning is. necessary here :
if a metal chassis is used, remember that it is H.T.
positive which must be earthed ; hence, care is

k ^alikt

Fig.

i.

R2

a:s4

C2

R/

View of the front of the
completed oscillograph.

(2) Low cost. Assuming all components are to be bought new, the
total cost is about £7.
(3) Efficiency in operation. None
of the above advantages has been
obtained at the expense of efficiency. av
The circuit will be found to be
thoroughly reliable, giving a steady
picture of ample brilliance, while
the time -base gives a range of
frequency smoothly variable up to
about 20 kc /s.

Components
The tube is a 21in. electrostatic
C.R.T., obtained from M.O.S., whose,..,

advertisements appear regularly
in this journal. It is the equivalent

UUS

A2
R3

R4

R5

R6

Fig. 2 Circuit of the mains
unit and tube connections.
The time -base circuit is
shown on the opposite page.
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necessary to see that metal electroR8
ToY2
lytic condensers, with negative
casing, are not automatically bolted
to an earthed chassis. It is important,
S 2
To E
too, to notice that electrodes that
o%------are normally considered " safe "
(valve cathodes, for instance) are R9
now at a high negative voltage with
respect to earth.
Wooden clamps with a felt or
-Ce
rubber facing can be made to hold R10
the tube in position. In mounting
the tube, the keyway of the holder
(spigot type) should be set to point
C/O
downwards. This locates the tube
approximately correctly.
Final
adjustments cannot he made until
the tube is in operation.
C6
The core of the mains transformer R12
should be in line with, but well
To X2
behind, the tube.
A convenient
size of chassis is shown in Fig. 5.
These are the plan dimensions of the
cabinet which the writer has divided R/3
To H7A
into two compartments, with the
(Nor E)
time -base and space for pre -amplifier
(not yet finished) underneath the tubo and
Fig. 3. Details of the time -base.
power -pack.
Mica condensers should be used where possible. height) between Y2 and E. This will cause the
In all other cases, the working voltage should not line to ripple vigorously. Adjust frequency controls until the wave slows down and finally stands
be less than 450v.
When the two circuits are built as one unit, the still. Advance synch. control if the picture is
time -base is switched on or off as required by at all unsteady. This will not normally be necesmeans of S2, which may form part of the 0.5 meg. sary when examining mains frequencies, but A.F.
oscillators usually show a slight frequency drift
synch.. control.
which makes the use of the synch. control essential.
Note that too much oynchronising voltage will
Operation
Turn all controls anti -clockwise, i.e., " off." distort the trace.
Adjust focus and brilliance, taking care not to
Switch on at the mains, leaving S2 open, and allow
the instrument to warm up. Slowly advance make the picture too bright in case the screen
brilliance control until a fuzzy spot is seen on the
screen. Adjust focus control until spot is sharp.
LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR TUBE AND
It may not be exactly central, but any slight
POWER -PACK
displacement will not affect results. A D.C. I
R1- 15,000 ohms, smoothing.
voltage applied now between Y2 and E will cause
R2-5 megohms.
the spot to move up or down (depending on polarity
50,000 ohms variable, brilliance control. i
at Y2) a distance proportional to the voltage. i R3R4-20,000 ohms.
t
An A.C. voltage will produce a vertical line of length - R550,000 ohms variable, focus control.
proportional to the peak voltage.
R6- 200,000 ohms.
t
Remove voltage from terminals, then switch i R7 -5 megohms.
t
Cl and C2 -8pF electrolytics, smoothing, 450v.w. t
on the time -base. The spot is now drawn out into
i
a horizontal line. (If the line is not truly horizontal, the tube position must be
corrected.) Adjust amplitude control
until the line nearly covers the
diameter of the screen. Apply an
A.C. voltage (10 or 12v. will
provide a picture of adequate
Al

Y2

C

Fig. 4.

Connections to the tube base.

Fig. 5.

Layout of the complete instrument.
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should become permanently marked. One com- and so on. When examining the output of a receiver
plete sine curve (when examining a transformed across, say, the output valve, connections to Y2
mains voltage) will denote that the time -base should be made through a large condenser, otherwise
frequency is set at 50 c.p.s. A time -base frequency the high potential at the valve anode will deflect
of 25 c.p.s. will produce two complete sine curves, the beam right off the screen.
LIST OF COMPONE NTS FOR TIME -BASE
C3- .025µF.
C4- .25µF.

=

i

R8 -0.5 megohms, synchronising control (with
switch S2).
R9-25,000 ohms.
RIO-50,000 ohms variable, amplitude control.
R11- 25,000 ohms.
R12- 25,000 ohms variable, frequency (fine)

control.

R13 -3,000 ohms.
R14- 100,000 ohms.
R15- 100,000 ohms.
R16 -500 ohms.

Location of

C5 -.1µF.

C6- .01µF.
C7-.002µF.
C8- .0007µF.

C9-.000I F.
C10- .025µF.
VALVES.
GT1C, gas -filled relay.
W42 -(As constant -current pentode.)

B.B.C.

BEFORE the fuel cuts in February, which
restricted B.B.C. transmissions, the B.B.C.
had released some interesting information on
tho location, power, etc., of transmitters radiating
the Home Service and some of the other programmes.
For example, stations transmitting the Home
Service are :

Coarse frequency control ;
selection by rotary switch St.

Transmitters

Brighton.
Bristol.
Cardiff.

Dundee.
Edinburgh.
Fareham
(Hants).

Leeds.
Liverpool.
London
(Balham).
Manchester.
Middlesbrough.
Moorside Edge.

Preston (Lanes)
Plymouth.

Redmoss (nr.
Aberdeen).
Sheffield.

Wavelength
Metres

1,384
1,384
1,050
1,050
1,059

216.8
216.8
285.7
285.7
285.7

..
Bartley (Hants) ..
..
Clevedon (Somerset)
..
..
Lisnagarvey
..
..
Londonderry
Stagshaw (Northumberland)

1,013
1,013
977
877
804
804
804
767
767
767
663

296.2
296.2
307.1
342.1
373.1
373.1
373.1
391.1
391.1
391.1
449.1

Droitwich (Worcs)
..
..
..
..
Norwich
Start Point (S. Devon) ..
..
Brookman's Park
..
Penmon (Anglesey)
..
Washford (Somerset)
..
Wrexham (Denbigh)
Burghead (Morayshire) ..
Aberdeen)
(nr.
Redmoss
Westerglen (nr. Falkirk)
Moorside Edge (nr. Huddersfield)

'

kW.

Service

Station
kc /s

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

West of England
West of England
Northern Ireland
Northern Ireland
North of England
Northern Ireland
Midland
..
Midland
..
West of England
London
..
Welsh ..
..
Welsh ..
..
Welsh ..

Scottish..
Scottish..
Scottish..
Northern

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
or
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

10

20
100
1

100
60
1

100
100
10
60
1

60
2.5
60
100

In addition to the radiation of the Third The Light Programm?
Apart from the main Light Programme station,
Programme by the Droitwich station (20 to 25 kW.)
on 583 kc /s (514 metres), it is also broadcast by the 150 kW. long -wave Droitwich transmitter on
a group of low- power synchronised stations on 200 kc /s (1,500 metres), the programme is broadcast
1,474 kc /s (203.4 metres). These. transmitters, the by 10 medium -wave stations, all working on
power of which varies according to the size of the 1,149 kc /s (261.1 metre's), located as follows :
town or area to be served, are situated in :
.. 60 kW.
Brookman's Park (nr. London)
Newcastle-onHull.
..
.. 20 kW.
Belfast.
Burghead (Morayshire)
Tyne.
Glasgow.
(Concluded on page 197)
Bournemouth.
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Practical Hints
Bench Voltages

this arrangement the
WITH
jig can be brought right

rTHAT

DODGE OF YOURS I
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS " must have originated some little

up to the job, which-is very useful
dodge which would interest other readers.
when working on portable receivWhy not pass it on to us
We pay half -aguinea for every hint published on this
ers, as the jig will very often go
page.
Turn that idea of yours to account
by
sending
it in to as addressed to the
inside the set, if necessary.
Editor. "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
The four sockets on the wall
Newues, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street,
Strand.
W.C.E.
Put your name
panel are wired to intermediate
and address ou every Item. Please note
that every notion sent in ram-... be original.
tappings in the H.T. The negaHark envelopes "Practical Riots."
tive, 110 and 120 volts (or maximum) are wired to the octal
SPECIAL NOTICE
socket.
All hints must be accompanied by the
The wander leads, VI and V2,
coupon cut from page iii of cover.
are also wired to the socket, the
corresponding pins in the plug
being wired to the sockets VI and V2 on the jig
Bulb
via the flexible cable. H.T.
110 and 120 are,
of course, wired to pins corresponding to their
respective sockets in the panel.
P

Shock-proof Socket
r THIS is an idea for a plug which
cannot be accidentally knocked
out of its socket, and which also

has four connecting pins.
The socket consists of a five -pin
valveholder which has had the
middle pin removed, and in its place
a long thin bolt is fastened by
means of nut A (bolt is 1 }in. long).
The plug is made out of the base of

-,

Battery

Wander Leads

A home-made electric torch
Cork which will be found very
useful for servicing work.

Panel Fixed
to Back

or Bench
To

to- aL.T

\N
/

Octet
Socket

Switches

Cable

Switch

P
LT

i®
®r

/20
4?) V2

C7t---------Battery
G. B.

in Box

L6-_

.t

0_0 e 0_ 0 0'

A very

Under
Bench

,

i

/01Flexible

rr+

an old five -pin valve; again the middle pin is removed,
so that the bolt on the socket may pass through the
hole made. Inside, the plug wires are soldered
to the remaining pins and allowed to stick out well
beyond the back of the plug. The back of the
plug is now filled with pitch and the plug forced
into its socket while the pitch is still soft. This
allows the bolt to stick out of the pitch, and over
this bolt press the washer B, and then smartly pull
the plug out of its socket, so that it just leaves the
washer stuck in the pitch. When pitch has set the

Octal
Valve

Base

`\
,.

\\_\\=_hl.!u

useful addition to the workbench.

r.

L.T. terminals are on the side of the jig. The
control panel has also switches for trickle charger ;
the other switch was for H.T. charger, which is
not now used. The toggle switch on the jig is to
connect H.T.
and G.B.+ if necessary. -ROBERT
C. BELL (Ambleside, Westmorland).
Home -made Servicing Torch
short of funds, as I am still a student, I
BEING
did not wish to purchase a pen-torch for
throwing a light on the works of a faulty set.
I pushed a torch bulb into a hole in a cork about
tin. thick, and pushed this assembly into a small
test -tube. A negative wire is led down the tube
and a pen-torch battery inserted.
A plug which cannot be knocked out of its socket.
To switch the torch on I just pressed the bared
negative wire on to the end of the cell. Hence an plug can be slipped into its socket and held there
efficient small torch was formed.-J. M. WOOD by means of the nut marked C, and thus prevent
(East Park, Hull).
the plug being pulled out. -G. Nor. & (Bradford).

-
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Notes from the Trade

H.F distribution of approximately 60 deg.
horizontal and vertical, and a frequency range of
approximately 50- 12,000 c.p.s.
The solidly constructed cabinets have closed backs
and can be fixed to a wall with no detrimental
effect to the performance. The cabinets are 32ín.
auditoria.
high, 20in. wide, and 21in. deep, and are smartly
To ensure perfect audibility at higher audio finished in veneered birch, stained walnut and
requencies, the Bitone reproducer has a multi- polished.
Alternative cabinets are available,
veneered in oak and mahogany. The horns are
Full
finished in an attractive bronze lacquer.
details as to prices, etc., may be obtained from
Messrs. Vitavox, Ltd., Westmoreland Road, Lon-

Bitone Reproducers
MESSRS. VITAVOX, LTD., are introducing
the new Bitone series of reproducers,
specially designed to facilitate high -quality sound
reproduction in small halls, cinemas and similar

don, N.W.9.
Woden Amplifiers

THE Woden Transformer Co., 'Ltd., of Moxley
Road, Bilston, Staffordshire, announce that
t heir " Junior " and " Classic " amplifiers have now
been redesigned and in consequence give an
increased undistorted wattage output.
The " Junior " amplifier, formerly giving 15
watts, now has an undistorted output of 20 watts.
The new retail price of this model is £27 10s.
The " Classic " amplifier, formerly a 50 -watt
miidel, now has an undistorted output of 60 watts,
with a new retail price of £47 10s.
H.A.C. Short -wave Products
WE understand that the above firm is now trading
under that title, with a new address at 66,
New Bond Street, London, W.I. The business is
still under the control of Mr. A. L. Bacchus.

/

One of the new Bitone speakers reviewed here.

cellular horn, consisting of a number of small
horns, correctly orientated to give adequate
coverage, and a moving-coil pressure unit with a
lightweight duralumin alloy diaphragm specially
designed for high- frequency reproduction. A 12in.
moving -coil cone type loudspeaker, oper ting in a
vented enclosure, reproduces low frequehcies and
reduces amplitude distortion to a minimum.
A dividing network, consisting of a high pass /low
pass filter, incorporating high -grade condensers and
carefully adjusted air -cored inductances, ensures
correct distribution of the frequency spectrum
between the two units and has an attenuation of
12 db. per octave either side of the cross -over
frequency of 1,000 c.p.s.
There are two types of Bitone reproducer : the
610 (power handling capacity, 10 watts) and the
6.20 (power handling capacity, 20 watts). Both
types have a terminal impedance 'òf 7.5- Ohms, a

M.O.S. Catalogue
THE Mail Order Supply Co., of 24, New Road,
London, E.1, have produced a new catalogue
(Issue No. 3), well printed on good paper and running
to 16 pages. It carries illustrations and covers
electrical equipment in addition to radio components. The catalogue may be obtained by sending
ld. stamp to the above address.
M.O.S. also inform us that they have now been
appointed sole distributors for Great Britain of the
Burgoyne Aerial Coaxial Connector. This is a form
of " T " -piece in aluminium, with steatite insulation,
and is equipped with two forged steel eyebolts at
either side. It is designed to accommodate ¡in.
coaxial cable, although smaller cable could be used
by wrapping it with insulation tape. The connector
is supplied with a bottle of weatherproof cement and
a length of fin. outside diameter rubber tubing. It
can be used to connect a lead -in to an inverted
" L " or similar aerial, or for joining a down-lead
to the centre of a dipole. It is weatherproof and
highly efficient in use, both for receiving and
transmitting aerials. The price is 24s. 6d.

Wireless Transmission
6/ -, or 6/6 by post from
:: Tower
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
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LET ME BE YOUR FATHER

"

Thus is expressed the friendly, personal bond exist in
between The Bennett Collegeand
each student. It is this close
individual tuition which leads
to quick success. We teach
nearly all the Trades and
Professions by post in all parts
of
the world. The most
progressive and most successful
Correspondence College in the
world. if you know what you
want to study, write for
prospectus.
If you are undecided, write for our fatherly
advice. It is free.'
Distance makes no 'difference.
EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST

SOUTHERN

RADIO'S

ex Government

LATEST

Purchases

MINIATURE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
A.C.ID.C. complete with POWER PACK, 'PHONES, AERIAL,
ETC., for immediate use on all voltages. 20 metres to 3,000
metres. 5 valves. Can be used with Loud Speaker. Brand
New in original cartons. £10 : 10 : 0. Carriage and packing
516 extra.
Ex Government Morse Tappers,
116
each, 151- dozen.
Buzzers,

116

each, 151- dozen, all brand new.

Portable TRANSMITTERS TYPE TI333. Brand New. Complete with Hand Driven Generator, etc., in original cases,
551 -, carriage and packing 516.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY Co.,
46, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.

Gerrard 6653

COVENTRY RADIO
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 192$.
OUR
RADIO

1947 LIST

OF

A

1,000

COMPONENTS will undoubtedly
interest you. May we send you a copy
Price 3d. Post Paid.
PROMPT SERVICE, COMPLETE SATISFACTION

COVENTRY RADIO,
DUNSTABLE

ROAD,

LUTON,

Accountancy
Examinations
Advertising and Sales
Management
Agriculture
A.I.I. Fire E. Examinat ions
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate
Agents
Aviation Engineering
Aviation Wireless
Banking
Blue Prints
Boliers
Book- keeping.
Accountancy and Modern Easiness Methods
11.Se. (Eng.)
Building, Architecture and
Clerk of Works
Builders' Quantities
Cambridge Senior School
Certificate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural
Engineering
Draughtsmanship.
All
Branches
Engineering. All branches,
subjects and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.

YOU?

Metallurgy
Mining. All subjects
Mining. Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County
Engineers
Naval Architecture
Novel Writing
Pattern Making
Play Writing
Pollee, Special Course
Preceptors,. College of
Press Tool Work
Production Engineering
Pumps
and
Pumping
Machinery
Radio Communication
Radio Service Engineering
R.A.F. Special Courses
Road Making and Mafotestanee
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Sanitation
School Attendance Rainer
Secretarlal Exams.
Sheet Metal Work

Shipbuilding
shorthand (Pitman's)
Short -story Writing
Short-wage Emilio
Speaking in Public
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Raadierafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Television
Transport Inst. Exams.
Viewers, Gaugers, Inspectors
Weights and Measures
Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony
Works Managers

Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Matrieuiat ion
JI you do not see your ou,a requirements above, write to us on
any subjel. Full particulars free.

COUPON -CUT THIS OUT
To DEPT. 104, THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
Please send me (free of charge)

Particulars of
Your private advice
about

(Cross out line
which does

not apply.)

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

Name

Address

BEDS.
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Away with your old,
out -of -date hand drill
brace Get your hand on
this new " Levtool " drill
and feel the difference in
the perfect balance, the
comfortable hand grip and the
smooth, easy action. Note the
steady power produced by the
precision-cut gears, and the
ease with which it does its job
without the need for body
pressure. Here is a note
worthy improvement in
design on all previous
a 'precihand drills
t>
sion -made tool without
compare.
!

Transmitter -receiver for short waves 20 -40 metres.
Uses standard
Provision for crystal control.
headphones and microphones. Battery operated,
requiring standard 120 volts h.t. and 2 volts I.t.
Six
Includes 9 valves standard English types.
valves in receiver and three in transmitter.
Circuit Rx, 2RF., Det., 2 Audio and Power.
Tx, Osc. PA and modulator.

M6
199

...

carriage paid

THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.
Stamford St., Ashton -U -Lyne, Lancs.
Telephone

:

ASHton 1964.

PRECISION
If any difficulty

locally, send your
descriptive leaflet.

in

obtaining

for fully

LEYTOOL WORKS, HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10.

FOR THE

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER

ORDER SERVICE
SHORT -WAVE BATTERY 3 RECEIVER KIT. -Complete
set of parts with drilled chassis and panel bandspread with
100 : 1 ratio slow motion dial. 6 Eddystone plug -in. low -loss
coils, covering 9 to 375 metres. valves and theoretical circuit
and point to point wiring diagram with full instructions.
enabling the beginner to easily make an efficient receiver.
Complete kit as above. £6.18.9. Circuit and full constructional
details, with list of parts, 1 /6.
COIL PACKS. -Weymouth superhet coil pack, 19-50, 200 -5.50.
and 800 to2,000 metres for 465 kc /s I.F., contains coils, trimmers.
padders wavechange switch. One hole fixing. Only five
leads to connect. Complete with circuit of modern 5-valve
mains superhet, 36/6.
W.P.E.-All-wave superbet tuning unit. 3 wave -band with
tuning condenser, slow motion drive, coloured dial with station
names, coils, trimmers and padders. One hole chassis fixing.
with circuit of F.C. stage, 59/6.
3 WAVE-BAND TUNING UNIT.-19-50, 200550, and 800 to
2.000 metres with calibrated ivorine scae In three colours.
slow motion dial, coils, trimmers and padders, I.F. transformers. and first two valveholders already wired ready to
connect by 7 leads to D.D.T. and output valve. In fact, the most
difficult part of a superhet receiver already built for you.
Complete with blue print of super bet receiver (less power pack).
15.5.0.
SPECIAL OFFERS. -Trimmers on paxolin base. Capacity,
le
30 to 100pf, 3/- per dozen. Safety earth switches, single
double throw with carbon safety gap and replaceable fuse.
Massive lob on porcelain base. 1/6 each. Morse keys, solid
brass, mounted on polished wood base, 4e6. Block condensers,
4 mid. 800v. D.C. Wkg.. 5/ -. Wilkins It Wright W170 slow motion
dials, 100 to 1 ratio, scaled 0-180 degrees, 6/9. All these items
absolutely unrepeatable when stocks exhausted.
Send 131. in stamps for latest illustrated catalogue of 800 lines
for the amateur.

SOUTHERN RADIO &
ELECTRICAL

24/-

LEYTONSTONE JIG & TOOL CO., LTD.

PROMPT MAIL

85,

DRILL

HAND

order direct, or write

SUPPLIES

AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to tooth the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every-day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!

INTERNATIONAL ,.CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London,

W.C.2.

Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dem., statine your
requirements.
It places you under no oblieat,on.
Age

Name

(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
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The Accurate Alignment of
a Superhet
Servicing Without a Signal Generator.

By

J.

R.

DAVIES

THIS article is written more for the beginner in General Procedure
wireless than for the " old hand." The
The usual procedure in lining
superhet
writer says this now in case some readers accurately is to short the A.V.C. lineuptoaearth
and
may think that he has over emphasised certain use an output
meter, the signal being supplied by
points. This article is intended also for those who a signal generator.
In the opinion of the writer,
have, say, a multi -test meter, but are not fortunate shorting the A.V.C. to
earth is liable to introduce
enough to possess a signal generator and its slight discrepancies
in the tuned circuits. As the
set
will
be used finally with the A.V.C. working, it
Mi/iiammeter
is best to line it up under working conditions, i.e.,
with the A.V.C. not shorted out.
Now, as the A.V.C. voltage is derived from the
Fig.
GYrcuit of simsignal
voltage fed to the double -diode triode (i.e.,
plified valve voltmeter
the second detector), we can measure the signal
which could be used to
voltage by measuring the A.V.C. voltage. We
measure
the A.V.C.
then don't need to use an output meter at all (in
voltage of a superhet.
fact, we are not interested in the A.F. stages, as
The resistance R is of a
they make no difference to the R.F. and I.F.
high value and might be
circuits in any case).
omitted in this case.
Measuring the A.V.C. voltage may sound rather
difficult to the beginner, but it can be done quite
simply by using an adaptation of the valve volt,

r.-

associated equipment. It outlines the procedure
necessary for the accurate aligning of a set using
just a meter, a few simple tools, and a good aerial earth system.
Accurate alignment of a superhet is very
necessary if best results are to be obtained. A
badly adjusted set will probably bring' in local
stations with plenty of volume, but will not be
very sensitive to weak signals.' Also, a badly
lined up set is liable to introduce second channel
whistles which spoil the entertainment value of
the programmes listened to.
.

meter principle.
The valve voltmeter works as follows : We have
a valve, whose anode current varies according to the
voltage on its grid with respect to its cathode.
Fig. 1 gives a simplified circuit. As more negative
voltage is applied to the grid (with respect to the
cathode), the valve takes less anode current and
the meter reading drops, thus giving an indication
of the voltage applied to the terminals of the valve
voltmeter. But the reader will not have to use a
valve voltmeter to line up his superhet, as we
already have a valve, voltmeter in the set
Fig. 2 shows an I.F. valve, A.V.C. controlled, in
a mains superhet. As the A.V.C. voltage rises,
!

HT.+°

H.T.
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Next
Stage
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Circuit From

Meter

Next
Stage

To

Measure

Previous Stage

Variations
In Screen

Current

r
Meter to

,
1

i

Measure
Cathode

Current

AVÇ

2.-Circuit of A.V.C. controlled I.F. stage,
A.V.C. being applied to the grid of the valve via
coil Lt.- The " trimming meter " is connected
Fig.

across resistance Rr.

6F Tuned
Circuit From
Previous Stage

Fig. 3. Battery version of Fig. 2, showing how
" trimming meter " is this time connected between
screèñ grid of the valve and earth.
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the grid of the valve becomes more negative with
respect to the cathode, and the valve takes less
anode current. Now, as the anode current drops,
so does the cathode current, and the voltage
dropped across the cathode resistance R1 becomes
lower. So that, if we connect a meter between
the cathode of the valve and chassis, the meter
reading will drop, as the A.V.C. voltage is increased.
In other words, we have an uncalibrated valve
voltmeter measuring the A.V.C. voltage of the
set by the simple process of connecting two leads
from an ordinary testmeter to the set. The meter
should be set to a low voltage reading. The long
leads to the meter will cause no instability as the
cathode is by-passed by its decoupling condenser.
In Fig. 3 we have the battery version of Fig. 2.
There is now no cathode resistance to measure
across. However, there is a screen supply resistance
and that will do quite well. As the A.V.C. increases,
the screen -grid current becomes lower, and therefore
the voltage dropped across R2 becomes lower. As
the H.T. voltage is fixed, the voltage between
screen -grid and earth becomes higher. So, if we
connect the meter, switched to a high voltage range
this time, between chassis and screen -grid, we can
again have a measure of the A.V.C. voltage.
.Signal Voltage

at DDT

-/5
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No.

0
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Kc/s.

will be turned to full when receiving weak signals,
it is best to have the coils at their best in this
condition. It is a good idea to use a trimming
screwdriver made entirely of insulated material,
such as ebonite, bakelite, fibre, etc. The blade ofsuch a screwdriver is liable to get broken in use,
but a touch with a file soon puts it right. If the
trimmers are stiff they can always be adjusted with
Fixetf Vanes

Moving Vanes

Fixed Vanes

Moving Vanes

Fig. 5. -This illustrates how two different positions
of an air -spaced trimmer will give the same capacity.

a small pocket metal screwdriver, and the final
adjustment done with the insulated screwdriver.

The best station, in the writer's opinion, for
lining up the I.F.s., is Droitwich in the long -wave
band, as this station usually sends out a good,
strong signal its modulation depth isn't so deep
as to affect our " A.V.C. trimming meter," even on
loud passages of music, and the stability of the
frequency- changer valve in the set is at its best
on the long -wave band. Of course, if the set has
no long -wave band, the medium -wave local will
have to be used.
The strength of the signal will probably be too
great for our purposes, so the aerial coupling can be
reduced by connecting a variable condenser in series
with the aerial, or by using a smaller aerial. A
few feet of wire laid on the bench will usually suffice
as an aerial.
Tune the set until maximum deviation on the
trimming -meter is obtained. Reduce this, if necessary,
by reducing the aerial input. Remember, we only
need a small deviation on the meter for accurate
;

#5

off

+/O

t/5

Tune

Fig. 4. Example of " bandwidth curve" of I.F.
The signal cuts off sharply after
transformers.
io kc /s off-tune on either side and remains
substantially fiat for ±7.5 kc/s.

NTr

Finally, to make certain that the resistance and
leads of the meter make no difference to the circuit
being trimmed, it is advisable to connect the meter
to an R.F. or frequency -changer valve when
trimming the I.F. transformers, and to an I.F.
valve when trimming the R.F. stage or stages.
If the set is fitted with a magic eye or some form
of tuning indicator operating from the A.V.C., an
external meter isn't even necessary at all. It's
built into the set
!

The I.F.s
When lining up any tuned circuits, it is always
advisable to use a weak signal. This is because a

strong signal makes the trimming appear flatter,
and accurate adjustment is hard to obtain.
Sufficient signal just to cause the A.V.C. measuring
meter to deflect a few degrees is all that is required.
It is also advisable to have the volume control
turned to " full." This is because the control, unless
really well decoupled from the diode, is liable to
introduce small; stray capacities into the last I.F.
the' volume
coil as the control is turned: And,

HT-

Y
6.- Typical circuit

showing how the A.V.C.
voltage is sometimes obtained from the anode of the
last I.F. valve. In this case L2 is not included in
the A:V.C. circuit.

Fig.
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trimming. The volume control should be at full.
Then adjust the I.F. transformers, starting at the
second detector and working backwards, for
maximum deviation in the meter. Go through
them again if there was any bad maladjustment.
The I.F.T.s are now lined up for maximum
results. With good -quality I.F.T.s, this should
automatically ensure that a good symmetrical
bandwidth curve is obtained. See Fig. 4. Unfortunately., this doesn't always happen. It may be
found that as the tuning condenser is turned
from the central tuned position, the signal does
not fall off similarly either side for the number
of kc /s off tune. It will be necessary to increase
the aerial input to observe this effect on the meter,
and it can be readily observed by ear. To get a
nice bandwidth curve, it will probably be necessary
to adjust one trimmer slightly, usually one of those
of the last I.F. transformer. The trimmer chosen
should not be adjusted much, but if this is the case.
it should be readjusted to maximum and another
chosen. The fall in sensitivity through finding this
bandwidth position should be very small indeed.
The Optimum Position of the Trimmer : Its Range.
It ús very necessary to see that the optimum
position within the range of the trimming con denser is found. This is a point that the writer
has rarely seen stressed, but as he has seen quite a
few sets out of alignment because of this fault
he thinks it is worth a few paragraphs.
The simplest case of this maladjustment can be
illustrated by means of I.F. transformers using

the very common compression type of trimmer,
wherein the adjusting screw brings the two plates
together as it is tightened. Someone lines the
LF.s up and he finds that one of the trimmers
has to be screwed up tight for maximum signals.
He does not know whether it might be possible
to get stronger response by putting more capacity
into that particular circuit. Now, as the trimmer
is already tightly screwed up, it is obvious that
this extra capacity which might be required is
beyond the range of the trimmer. Therefore,
assuming that the coil and trimmer are serviceable,
the I.F. is a little too low. If we raise this slightly,
we will probably get the very satisfactory condition
when, as we screw in the offending trimmer, the
signal strength increases to its maximum and
then falls off again. We then know that the
" peak " is within the range of the trimmer.
People do not usually make a mistake of this
sort with the compression type of trimmer, but
they do quite often with air - spaced trimmers and
iron dust cores.
The air -spaced trintner consists of what might
be described as a midget variable condenser, with
a preset screw for adjustment, which usually swings
through 360 degrees. As there is usually no stop
for maximum or minimum capacity, and as the
condenser vanes are hidden under the I.F. cans,
it is impossible to tell what position the trimmer
is in. Still, it is quite easy to check whether
the optimum position is within the range of the
trimmer as this setting will appear twice as the
condenser is rotated through 360 degrees. Fig. 5
illustrates how two positions of this condenser
give the same capacity.
Something of the same nature may occur with
iron -dust cores. These cores usually screw into the
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centre of the coil and then out again the other side.
Thus a similar trouble may occur when the core
is in the dead centre of the coil. Here again, two
maxima should be obtained, although the core
can usually be seen through the adjusting holes
HTa

From Aerial

or

Previous Stage
.i

Signal
Grid

L

,.

- - -- --

7.-

Ganged

---

---

HT-

Fig.
Circuit of typical frequency-changer,
illustrating various condensers used for tuning,
trimming and padding.
in the can. The above does not apply to all ironcored I.F. transformers as some are designed for the
coil to go only half-way through the coil former.
Care should be taken in checking this point before
looking for non -existent faults
Raising or lowering the intermediate frequency
whilst tuned to a station is carried out by slightly
!

changing the tuning of the set. Tune the set to
a higher frequency to raise the I.F., and to a
lower frequency to lower the I.F., using the same
signal all the time. Only small changes will be
necessary. Adjust the tuning until the station
is just audible and retrim the I.F. transformers
to bring the station up again. This will vary the
I.F. by about 5 to 10 kc /s and should be quite
sufficient. If the I.F. transformers are very badly
out of adjustment (perhaps through someone
meddling with the set), a signal generator will be
necessary to get them on correct frequency.
(To be continued)

LOCATION OF B.B.C. TRANSMITTERS
(Concluded from page 190)
Lisnagarvey (N. Ireland)
..
.. 10 kW.
Londonderry (N. Ireland)
.. 1 kW.
Moorside Edge (nr. Huddersfield)
.. 60 kW.
Plymouth (S. Devon) ..
..
.. 1 kW.
Redmoss (nr. Aberdeen)
..
.. 2 kW.
Redruth (Cornwall)
..
.. 2 kW.
Stagshaw (Northumberland) ..
.. 10 kW.
Westerglen (Falkirk)
60 kW.
Two of the three transmitters used for the B.B.C.
European Service are in this country, at Crow borough (Sussex), 100 kW. on 1,122 kc /s (267.4
metres), and at Ottringham, near Hull, 100 kW.
on 167 kc /s (1,796 metres). Both these transmitters
have their aerial arrays beamed on Europe, so they
cannot be reliably received in Great Britain. The
third transmitter for this European Service is ill

Norden, Germany.
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THIS set may be used with headphones to listen
to the television sound programme, or on
the 5- and 10-metre bands. The television
transmissions cannot be received normally at any
great distance (although they have been picked up
with one and two valve sets of this kind at 100
miles and more from the transmitter), but for those
in areas where reception is good, the receiver will
give satisfactory reception. For 10 -metre use it
will be found to oscillate readily, and for reception
on any wavelength the " output " terminals of the
set may be taken to an amplifier, for speaker
reproduction.
The Circuit
This, as shown in Fig. 1, is built up round two
triodes. With a careful layout and suitable components this gives good results with ease of oscillation
on wavelengths down to five metres. Provided a
good reduction drive is used tuning is not exceptionally critical. If the set were to be used for television

reception, or other purposes where curtailed tuning
range was unimportant, the tuning condenser may be
reduced to .00005 mfd.
A dipole coupling coil is not used, as a short single wire aerial gives reasonable results. Should it be
desired to use a dipole, this should be coupled to
the grid coil by a small coil of one or two turns
situated ¡ to ¡in. from the grid coil. The ends
of this coil are then taken via the usual feeder to
the dipole aerials.
R.C.C. is employed between the valves to lessen
the possibility of instability when the receiver is
used with an amplifier, and the H.T. positive lead
should he taken to about 80 to 100 volts. With two
detector valves such as Osram HL2 and 1.5 volts
bias used with the L.F. stage quite a useful degree
of amplification will be obtained.
Construction
Fig. 2 shows the layout. A baseboard 91in.
by 94in., covered with foil, is used. By mounting

U.S.W. Tv
A Battery- operated Receiver for Use on

M

the two variable condensers hack from the front
of the baseboard, and raising the detector valve holder so that its sockets are level with the soldering
tags of the variable condensers, very short wiring
will result.
The reaction condenser must be mounted upon
an insulated bracket, as the moving plates of this
component are not directly earthed. It is also
necessary to use insulated rod, or an insulated
extension spindle, to couple the condenser to the
control knob.
The tuning condenser is fitted with a reduction
drive and pointer as shown, and an insulated;
flexible coupler is added between drive and condenser to smooth operation and avoid rustling
noises due to rubbing metal surfaces in the reduction
drive.

The panel controls are completed by a

rotary on -off switch as shown in Fig.
The set may be wired
up before adding the
coils. Keep the detector
valveholder as near the

2.
d/IINIIIIIfUiNIHN11

condensers as possible,
and all connections
short and direct, as
The condepicted.
nections in the L.F.
stage are not so important, but these should
be kept clear of the
H.F. choke and leads
carrying H.F. currents.
For ease of connection
when using with an
amplifier, or second
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Dres

valuer
By

and Below.

F.

G.

RAYER

receiver used as amplifier, the battery and output
connections are taken to a terminal strip. It
is possible to take connections from this to a
valve -base, so that when the latter is inserted in
a receiver in place of the detector valve necessary
battery supplies (excepting Grid Bias, which may be
provided by a small cell) are obtained. The receiver
is then used as an adapter.
The detector valveholder should be about 21in.
above the base ; the L.F. holder is also raised
about lin. to permit connections being taken to the
sockets.
The aerial pre -set is supported in the wiring. All
leads in the detector circuit should be kept clear of
the metal foil, or some loss of efficiency will result.
The H.F. Choke
This may be wound by putting 80 turns of 32

AVM&

MIS

IT°
a

Qn

Q1f

Switch

a

Fig. 3. -This illustration shows the general
appearance of the set.
(or similar gauge) enamel wire on a glass tube ¡in.
in diameter. The turns should be divided into
five or six sections with lin. between each. The
finished choke (suitable for 5 to 10 metres) may
be mounted on a cork screwed to the baseboard.
The top of the winding is taken to the fixed plates
of the reaction condenser.
The Coils

tr
MC

'0001 MIO

Gr,O Coi/

O0OG5

/

c!

These are wound with 18S.W.G. tinned -copper wire.
Nine turns, wound on a ¡in. diameter former, are
used. Thee winding should then be removed from
the former and pulled out so that about }in. space
is left between each turn for five turns, and rather
less between the remaining four turns. The five
turns form the grid coil, the end of the winding
being soldered directly to the fixed tag of the tuning
condenser. The other end of the winding is then
soldered to the móving- plates tag of the reaction
condenser, and a short wire from the junction
of the fourth and fifth turns to the moving -plates
tag of the tuning condenser finishes the coil.
It is easy to solder other coils in place, but if it is
expected to change coils frequently then three

F
G

Aerial

000i MtO

COMPONENTS
Two four -pin low -loss valveholders.

WQ.

3 Meg IL
Earth

M.C.

I

CBLT+
HTGB+
LT
ing diagram of the Two -valuer.
'T+

Four component-mounting brackets.
Two stand -off insulators.
.0002 mfd. and .0001 mfd, low-loss variable
condensers.
Three knobs.
Reduction drive.
Couplers and extension spindles.
.0001 mfd., .001 mfd. and .01 mfd. fixed
condensers.
.00005 mfd. pre-set.
i
Three megohm leak.
.5 megohm, and 30,000 ohm resistors.
Terminal strip, wire for H.F. choke, etc.
On-off switch.
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sockets should be soldered to the reaction and tuning
condenser tags, and plugs soldered to the coils so that
they may be inserted when changing coils. For
10 -metre reception seven turns of slightly greater
diameter will be required on the grid coil. For
five metres it may be necessary to reduce the grid
coil to four turns unless the tuning condenser has a
very low minimum capacity.
In aft cases, if reaction is weak the reaction turns
may be brought slightly closer to the grid turns, or
an additional turn added. If reaction is fierce,
pull the reaction coil slightly away from the grid
coil. It may also be necessary to adjust the .00005
mfd. pre -set if the aerial is at all long for U.S.W.
reception, er has a fair capacity to earth.

On

the

Operational Notes

Both tuning and reaction controls, although not
exceptionally critical, require to be handled with
care. To avoid tuning drift, there should be no
play on any of the controls or erratic operation will
result.
The " output " terminals of the receiver must not
be connected to the P.U. sockets of a receiver
unless a transformer of about 1 : 2 ratio is interposed. H.T. plus should then be tried in different
sockets of the battery to determine which H.T.
voltage is most suitable for the detector. If an
amplifier with considerable gain is used, it may be
necessary to add decoupling in the H.T. plus lead
to the U.S.W. receiver to avoid instability.

Amateur Bands

A Monthly Report of Results and Conditions Experienced
By " KAYAK"
on the Short Waves.

More 50 Mc /s DX
ALL existing records for 50 Mc /s DX have been
Following G5BY's and G6DH's
broken.
November record of hearing North American
signals on this frequency, comes the news of a
4,100 -mile span. This was achieved by KH6DD,
Oahu, Hawaiian Islands, and J9AAK, Okinawa,
both of whom were in contact on this frequency.
Shortly afterwards, J9AAK worked W7ACS /KH6,
also at Hawaii. Following on this, KH6DD then
worked W6VDG/KW6 on Wake Island. Interest
in this frequency is running high in the Pacific
Ocean area, and further startling results may be
expected. Many schedules have been arranged for
daily tests over the Okinawa- Hawaii path. It
is considered that conditions in this area will remain
good until at least the end of 'March, and good
possibilities exist for two -way working from
Australia, New Zealand and the Philippines, to
Hawaii as well as Okinawa.
A.R.R.L. DX Contest
Full details of this annual DX event arrived too
late for inclusion in last month's notes. This year
the contest has been split into four periods, two
for CW and two for 'phones. By the time this
issue is in your hands the first period of both the
CW and the 'phone contest will have been run.
The second " legs " take place over the following
dates : CW : March 15th, 00:01 hours to March 16th,'
23.59 hours ; 'Phones : March 22nd, 00:01 hours to
March 23rd, 23.59 hours. Although this contest is
primarily for transmitting amateurs, nevertheless
short -wave listeners will be well rewarded by close
attention to any of the amateur bands over these
periods. The contest is a world -wide one and much
rare DX will be in evidence.
,

28 Mc /s Band

Conditions on this frequency have remained
consistently good. The band has been " open "
daily since the New Year, an occurrence that has
not happened since about 1937. All continents were
regularly heard, but we ourselves came across little

in the way of " outstanding " DX. The most
interesting CW station consistently heard was
ZC6FP, Jaffa, Palestine. Of the other logs we
have received covering this frequency there is
little of interest from which to select, most stations
listed being those heard daily.
14 Mc /s (CW)

es
This month we are listing CW and 'p
separately. There is such a rich selection {rom
weeding -out " i§ no
which to choose that the
EP3D, Abadan, Iran, was often
easy matter
heard at good strength early mornings. On several
occasions EP3D was heard working SV1RX in
Athens and it would appear that they run a daily
schedule at 06.30 hours. Cards for the Iran station
go coo R.E.F., Paris. J3AAD, Kyoto, Japan, was
frequently heard around 10.00 hours calling " CQ
Europe " and making many contacts with this
country. Signal strength was normally a solid S7.
Eritrea produced IlAHC /16 and the more well khown W6VKV/I6. The former station is operated
by an Italian amateur, and cards should be sent
c/o A.R.I., Viale Bianca Maria 24, Milan.
W6VKV /I6,, was, heard to say that he will shortly
be changing his call to IOUSA.
An unusual one heard was HP2CA/MM. The
" MM " denotes " Maritime Mobile " and when
heard this station was off the coast of Brazil.
HP2CA/MM was working east -coast Americans
and he was complaining of difficulty in working DX
due to QRM from Argentine and Brazilian 'phone
stations. The only other " Maritime Mobile " of
which we have knowledge is W3KIF /MM, on
board the S.S. White Falcon.
On a few occasions the band remained " open "
throughout the night and Pacific coast stations
were numerous. They were mostly working the
eastern seaboard and very few contacts were made
with Europe. Best signals were from W6EBG,
W7A00, W6CEM and W7AYJ. Alaska produced
KL7CZ and KL7AV. (Cards for Alaskan stations
may be sent via J. W. McKinley, Box 153
Juneau.) Others of interest were ZD4AB. Gold
!
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Coast ; ZC1AN, Transjordania ; CX3GC, Uruguay ;
and VQSJTW, Uganda.
A log from Dennis Tyler includes VO2L, Newfoundland ; PK4KS, Sumatra ; KL7GG, Anchorage,
Alaska ; and KA1ZU, Philippines. Dennis remarks
upon TF3A, Iceland, who was calling " CQ DX
not Europe " and who was answered by a station
in this country. We are sorry to say that cases of
this kind are only too common. J3AAD, Kyoto,
Japan, was answered by a station in the Argentine
after J3AAD had called " CQ Europe " while a
British station urgently calling " CQ Long Island "
was answered by a French station. The last two
cases were heard by us during a two -hour listening
period.
Robert Brookes, North London, asks us if we can
tell him anything about LI2BO and KUFRA.
The prefix "LI " is not listed and this station is no
doubt a pirate. As regards KUFRA, we too came
across this station but failed to extract a QTH from
him. The signal was very weak and the note very
unstable. There is a possibility that the station is
operating from the Libyan oasis of Kufra as the signal
gave every indication of being a DX one. Robert
also reports the following ; OX3GC, Greenland ;
VO6H, Goose Bay, Labrador ; KS6DX, U.S.
Samoa ; EL3A, Liberia ; and SU9SV, Egypt.
While this latter station is not DX it is of interest
because there are very few " SU " stations on the
air these. days. At one time there were a number
of British amateurs working from Egypt but we
understand this has been stopped by the Egyptian
authorities who are now granting licences to
Egyptian nationals only.
14 Mc/s ('Phones)

Several reports include FF8FT, Lagos, French
West Africa, on the HF end of the 'phone band.
We heard this station on several occasions at
strength S8. The operator appears to be an
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American and most contacts are with the U.S.A.
Dennis Tyler lists VP2GB, Grenada, and numerous
of the more difficult American Pacific -coast districts.
Space prevents our giving the full list. Others
from Dennis are XAFN, Trieste OX3GC, Greenland ; LUIJC ; and VU2LR. The only outstanding DX 'phone station reported has been
W3KIF /MM, mobile maritime, reported as having
been heard off the West Indies.
The AR R L announce that owing to the
imminence of the world -wide tele- communications
conference (opening May 15th) they are, for the
moment, not pressing for a widening of their 14
Mc /s 'phone allocation.
;

7 Mc /s Band

DX activity on this band is increasing, particularly
in the U.S.A. where on this band there are more
stations per kc than on 14 Mc /s. DX activity
from Europe will continue small until removal of
the broadcast stations from the region 7,200/7,300
kc /s.
American amateurs have exclusive use of the
whole band ; in Europe we are not so fortunate.
Some DX catches from our log : VP4TS,
Trinidad ; Cuban CM2BU and CM2LT ; XE lA,
Mexico ; ZS6DM, Transvaal ; PY2ADA, Sao
Paulo ; W7GRL, Wyoming ; and several from
California. Another of interest was. W3USA, a
station of the U.S. Signal Corps located in the
famous Pentagon Building in Washington. G2BAB,
using 24 watts, reports many contacts with the
U.S.A. He also tells us of having heard ZS6's
coming through at S8 around 01.00 hours.

Wireless Coils, Chokes and Transiormers
By F. J. CAMM
6/- or 6/6 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,

Tower House,Southampton Street,Strand,W.C.2.

:

The well- known
Australian station

VK3GG. The

main receiver is a

Hallicrafter
model.
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Hospital Calling System
A Combination Calling System and Radio Unit is One Australian's Answer to the
Problem of Hospital Inter -room Communication
By DAVID CAIRNS
THE engineer in Canberra who fitted the Eight Programmes
plumbers and electricians of Australia's
On the panel in the nurse's room are controls to
national capital with radio to keep them in give a choice of eight radio programmes from
touch with their headquarters-the Department of several States. Two are made available at any
the Interior -has now perfected a new system of one time for the patients' sets. By a room selector,
inter-room communication for Canberra's £A190,000 the nurse may adjust her microphone to the patient
free Community Hospital.
she wishes to answer.
He is Mr. R. G. Fowler, a Federal employee.
When the nurse is in a position to hear any
His device has already been installed in the patient, the small light on the patient's own panel
recently -completed isolation ward of the hospital, glows, showing him that he can be overheard.
The nurse also has a paging system. By putting
and it will soon be operating throughout the
a switch on her panel over to " Paging," she cuts
building.
Each patient in the hospital (which was used off all radio and connects her microphone to ail
during the war by American forces) is in a separate the speakers under her control. She can thus
room, and near his bed, sunk flush to the wall, get into instant touch with a doctor or anyone
else who is visiting the rooms.
is a small panel which holds a loudspeaker, a red
A remarkable point about the installation is its
light and two switches. One switch controls the
speaker, and allows the patient to choose between small cost. Although the existing unit covers a
two radio programmes, with the extra choice of ward of eighteen separate rooms, with twelve
whether he will have them at full or medium lines to each and a great amount of wiring, it costs
strength. The other switch enables him to call only £A340, and Mr. Fowler thinks that when the
whole hospital is fitted the average cost will be
the nurse on duty.
If he presses the second switch down, the radio even less. Here is his technical description :
in
" The radio input consists of two separate R.F.
the
programme is cut off the monitor speaker
nurse's room, and she can hear, instead, anything units, each containing R.F. stages and 455 kc /s.
the patient says. At the same time a small red I.F. stages with A.V.C. on the R.F. and I.F. valves.
light glows over a number on her master-panel, The tuning is carried out by the use of cerêmic
telling her which patient is calling. If the patient variable air-spaced midget condensers, which are
is needing the nurse urgently, he presses his switch preset to the desired stations, selection of the
upwards and a buzzer also sounds, attracting correct combination of capacities in aerial, R.F. .
and -oscillator stages being made
her attention.
with a 4- position, 3- circuit rotary
When the patient calls the
switch.
nurse he also causes a light to
" There are three amplifiers,
glow outside his room, so that
each capable of approximately
should she be in the corridor
12 watts output of quite good
she will know that she is being
This
quality reproduction.
called.

In the centre picture a patient is
seen calling the nurse by the simple
process of pressing a switch and
speaking. This cuts off the radio

programme in the nurse's monitor
speaker. On the left is a view of
the back of the main unit.
The paging switch (centre left)'carries out the complicated operation of cutting out all radio lines to speakers and
paralleling them with the nurse's mike. It has 96 separate connections. The main panel is seen on the right. '
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permits of up to watt being available for each room
speaker which, in these circumstances, is much more
than is ever likely to be needed. For although the
rooms are quite independent of each other, inter room interference could not, of course, be tolerated.
" Output valves of the amplifiers are 6V6G in
push -pull, working 500 ohm lines, two amplifiers
feeding the two main radio programmes and the
third standing-by for the call system and the paging.
" A power unit at the base of the main rack
supplies 500 mA. at 400 volts well filtered D.C.
for both radio tuners and the throe amplifiers.
This unit also supplies 48 volts A.C. for indicator
lights, etc. Rectifiers are 866A mercury vapour
valves.
" The switching and line -matching of input and
output circuits are the factors which have enabled
a quite orthodox amplifier system to be used to
.
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obtain unorthodox results, and it is here that a
certain amount of ingenuity had to be used. For
instance, one switch (Paging) has to (1) cut two
radio tuners and put them to dummy loads ;
(2) remove all room speakers from the two 500 ohm
radio lines whichever line' then may be on ; (3)
parallel all room speakers to one matched line ;
(4) switch this line to the output of the third
amplifier ; (5) switch input of the third amplifier
to the main rack microphone. All this necessitated
the use of a 96 contact switch.
" The patient's bedside speaker is used as a
dynamic microphone, the output of which feeds
back to the third or stand -by ' amplifier, thence
to the nurse's monitor speaker.
" Speaker attenuators are fitted in the voice
coil circuit of each speaker for individual control,
the maximum signal being preset."
`

A 10 -watt Quality Amplifier
A Useful Unit Incorporating Flexible Tone Control, Negative Feedback
a Stabilised High Tension Supply.
By C. SOMMERFORD
TO the serious experimenter, whether he be
Further requirements will be a very flexible tone interested in radio or television reception, or control system, adequate sensitivity, and a generous
in gramophone reproduction only, comes the power output with,'low harmonic distortion.
necessity of possessing a high- quality A.F. amplifier ;
Reference to the circuit diagrams will show that
and if he happens to be interested (as many are) all of these have been taken care of in this amplifier
in all of these, then a generous power pack with a without making it unduly complicated.
stabilised H.T. supply also becomes an essential.
Most amateurs, on using mains supply for the
and

6L6

Heater
EF39, H63

Heaters

Theoretical circuit of the 10-watt amplifier.
C1-.01 mfd. (mica).
C2-4 , (elec.).
(elec.).
C3-16

C4-.25
C5-.02
C6-.1
C7-.0003

(tubular).
(mica).

(tubular).

mfd. (mica).

C8-8 mfd. (electrolytic).
C9-.06 mfd. (tubular).
RI-.3 megohms.
R2-300
ohms.
R3-50,000
R4-20,000

R5-.25 megohms.

R6-.25 megohms.
R7 -.25
R8 -100 ohms.
R9 -2,000 ohms.

RIO- 100,000 ohms.
R11- 20,000

R12 -.125 megohms.
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R13 -240 ohms.
R14

-50

R15-60
R16 -1,300

,

-.5 megohm.
VR2, 3, 4-.1 megohm.
VR5-50,000 ohms, with switch.
VR1
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first time, begin by building a power pack that will
just satisfy the needs of the moment and which
may be constructed at a reasonably low coat.
Before long, however, this original power pack will
be found to be inadequate and will either have to
be scrapped or reinforced by the building of a
second one.
It is clear, then, that the small, cheap pack is
really a most uneconomic proposition.
In this design, therefore, a power pack has been
chosen to give a smoothed H.T. of 364) volts at
150 milliamperes.
This entails using a mains transformer having a
H.T. secondary of 400-0-400 volts.
Rectification is full -wave and an indirectly heated rectifier is used for this purpose, thus
ensuring that voltage surges on the smoothing
condensers are kept to a low value.
Twin 20 -Henry chokes with three electrolytic
condensers totalling 24 mfds. reduce hum ripple to
an almost non -existent level.

April, 1947

As the three -valve amplifier requires approximately 80 mA. the stabilisers will have to bleed
away the surplus 70 when using this alone ; but
when a tuning unit is also used, up to 65 of these
70 mA. become available to supply H.T. to the
unit. Those readers who wish to mount the
stabilisers on the power pack chassis may do so,
but the five-pin plug and socket will then have to
be changed for a six -pin one.

The Output Stage
The 6L6 output valve working under class A
conditions with 350 volts on the anode, 250 volts
on the screen, and 17 volts grid bias, gives about
10.5 watts output with 15 per cent. total harmonic
distortion. This distortion is reduced to an
exceedingly low value by applying negative feedback from the secondary of the output transformer
via a suitable resistance network to the cathode
circuit of the preceding stage.
To prevent the likelihood of core saturation with
curtailment of frequency response, a large output
Avoiding Modulation Hum
transformer is used, and this should' have a load
Although a transformer with a screened primary impedance of about 4,200 ohms. The writer
is used, there is every possibility that modulation actually uses one of the multi -ratio variety, having
hum will be experienced when short -wave tuners tappings on both primary and' seoondary, and
(especially those of the superhet type) are used although this is not absolutely essential, it is very
with the apparatus unless the two condensers useful for matching up to different loudspeakers.
(C4 -05) of .01 mfd. capacity are connected between
Voltage for the screening grid of the 6L6 is
each anode and heater of the rectifier. These are obtained by connecting it to the 250 -volt stabilised
of the 1,000 volt working type.
H.T. line, and because of the very excellent voltage
Over a period of years, during which time the regulation here, no decoupline is necessary.
writer has built short- and ultra -short -wave
Preceding the 6L6 is a Marconi /Osram T63,
receivers of both the straight and superhet variety, which is a high -gain triode having an amplifictltion
the above method of eliminating modulation hum factor of 100 ; but, as the anode load has been
has always proved most effective.
Ch./
Ch.2
400 Volts
It is recommended that for ease of handling
/50 mA.
construction
be
adopted.
when servicing, unit
made
by
a
five
-pin
is
Connection to the amplifier
plug and socket.
T

The Circuit

Passing to the amplifier circuit, probably the
first thing to catch the reader's eye will be the
neon stabilising arrangement N1-N2 -R16.
To those who have had no previous experience
in the use of these stabilisers, a brief explanation
of the way they work would perhaps be helpful.
Each of these valves is a Cossor 8130 which, as
the type number signifies, keeps the voltage across
its two ends almost constant at 130 volts. This is
what happens. Until the voltage across the valve
reaches 130 it is non -conductive, but as soon as this
voltage is reached the valve commences to glow
and pass current, the starting current being some
5 to 10 milliamperes. As the voltage from the
power pack endeavours to rise, more current will be
passed by the valve until it reaches its maximum of
75 milliamperes. This maximum is reached when
180 volts -are applied to the valve ; but, although
this voltage may be applied, the actual voltage at
the valve terminals will still be within 2 or 3 volts
of the original 130.
To sum up, then, the valve may be regarded as an
automatic bleeder circuit, the current through
which varies as the applied voltage varies. If
then, two valves are connected in series, via a
suitable resistance across the smoothed H.T.
supply, an almost constant voltage supply will
be ensured.

AC
Mains

SW-o

Theoretical circuit of the mains unit.
Cl

Tl -Secs. 400.0400 v.,

Ch.l l20 Henries.
Ch.2 J 150 mA.

Sw.1-Single pole toggle.

8 mfd., 500 volt
(electrolytic).
C3
C4 1.01 mfd., 1,000 v.
C5 J working.
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150 mA.
6.3 v., 3 A., C.T.

6.3v.,3A.
5 v., 2 A.
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reduced somewhat in order to maintain a fairly
high H.T. voltage, a gain of rather less than two thirds of the amplification factor (which is usual
with correct load under R.C.C. conditions) may be
expected.
C9 of .06 mfd. and R12 -.125 megohms have been
chosen carefully to give the maximum gain at low
frequencies and should be adhered to a further
increase in the values would most probably bring
about grid blocking, while a decrease would, of
course, restrict the bass response.

variable treble -cut control comprising C6 and VR5.
A switch is incorporated in VR5 in order that the
filter circuit may be switched in or out as required.
Separate volume controls are provided for treble,
middle and bass boost, the degree of contrast
obtained at the extremes being dependent on the
setting of the middle control.
The treble boost is simply a volume control with
a small condenser in the slider circuit, while middle
and bass are looked after by suitable filter networks.
The resistors R5 and R6 are inserted to prevent
mutual short- circuiting.
Biasing
It should be noted that the anode circuits of all
Two hundred mfd. by -pass condensers were tried three valves and the screening grid of the EF39 are
across cathode resistors of all three valves at first, connected to the 360 -volt line. This is done in order
but were finally dispensed with as no difference to have a reasonably high voltage at these electrodes,
could be detected in the case of the latter two thereby ensuring good power -handling capacity.
valves, while the increase in gain obtained from the
A four -pin valveholder mounted at the input end
tone -control valve was not large enough to warrant of the chassis carries L.T. and stabilised H.T., and
the use of a condenser. This tone -control valve
a simple three-pin wander plug socket takes care of
Mullard EF39 -is a variable -mu high-frequency the input to the grid circuit of the EF39.
pentode of fairly high gain, which has in its anode
If this method is adopted, it is a simple matter
circuit a load resistor of 50,000 ohms shunted by a to connect a tuning unit to the amplifier.
:

-

The

Communications Equipment
of H.M.S. Vanguard

Radio

THE radio organisation of a fleet includes many
separate communications channels: external
ones for transmitting and receiving messages
by morse to and from the Admiralty, shore
authorities and other fleets internal, using both
morse and telephony, for manoeuvring signals, for
radar reporting, for gunnery control, for administrative messages, for the direction of aircraft and
for many other purposes. A large warship, such as a
battleship, must be provided with radio equipment
for each of these many channels. And H.M.S.
Vanguard, as Britain's newest battleship, is not only
so equipped but is fitted with all the newest
types of apparatus developed as a result of lessons
learned during the Second World War.
The majority of the equipment is arranged in
five compartments. In the forward superstructure
conveniently adjacent to the Command is the
Bridge Receiving Room. This contains nearly a
dozen receivers covering the low -, medium -, high and very- high- frequency bands, i.e., from the
16 kc /s used by the Rugby world -wide broadcast
morse transmissions up to the 100 -150 Mc /s band
used for the radio -telephone communication with
aircraft. There is also the medium-frequency
direction. finding set used for navigational purposes
and a 50 -watt output high- frequency transmitter
principally for emergency use, which, with an
associated receiver, can be operated off batteries
in the event of a failure of the ship's normal power
supplies.
A small compartment at the back of the Bridge
itself contains the V.H.F. radio -telephone transmitters. This position is dictated by the need
for keeping the length of the aerial feeders to a
minimum. The dipole aerials are necessarily
mounted high up on the foremast in order to
obtain the maximum practicable quasi -optical range
for communication with other ships and aircraft.
;

The remainder of the Vanguard's transmitters,
covering the medium- and high -frequency bands,
are divided, on the principle of not putting all
one's eggs in one basket, between two transmitter
rooms sited below the mainmast.
The Lower Transmitter Room, sited below
decks for protection against bomb hits and shell
fire, contains a 400 -watt output medium -wave
wireless -telegraphy transmitter, a high -frequency
set of similar power for either wireless- telegraphy
or radio -telephony and two 50 -watt dual purpose
sets. There is also a crystal wavemeter of high
accuracy. The Upper Transmitter Room, sited
high up in the after superstructure to avoid the
effects of underwater damage, contains a 5 kW.
output medium -wave wireless- telegraphy transmitter and four high-frequency sets, of 2 kilowatts,
400 watts and two of 50 watts output respectively,
for both morse and telephony working.
Lower Receiving Room
The fifth compartment, intended as a standby in

the event of damage to the Bridge Receiving Room,
is the Lower Receiving Room, which is sited aft
adjacent to the Lower Transmitter Room. In
addition to receivers, this contains the perforators,
undulators and relays needed for high -speed morse
transmission.
An extensive remote control system is provided
to allow the sets in the three transmitter rooms to
be controlled from any receiving position in either
the Bridge or Lower Receiving Rooms, and from
various other places in the ship, such as the Bridge
for manoeuvring purposes and from the Operations
Room for the direction of aircraft.
Power for all the equipment is provided by a
50 -cycle three - phase A.Ö. system giving 400 volts,
supplied by three 40 kW. motor alternators widely
spaced in the ship.
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News from the Clubs
R.S.G.B. (BRIGHTON & HOVE)
Hon. Sec. : R. J. Donald, 2, Canfield Road, Brighton, 7.
THE Brighton and Hove group is going ahead with
its winter programme. Recently, Mr. Crabtree
demonstrated the Eddystone 504 Receiver, and Messrs.
Aldridge (GSZQ) and Sharman (5982) opened a debate
on the merits of crystals and VFO's.
G3WR and G8AC are active on 20 metres. G3YY is
rebuilding for 5 metres.
The following are forthcoming fixtures :
March loth : Power Supplies (z), Mr. Johnson ;
March 24th : Aerials (z), Mr. Crabtree ; April 7th :
Radio Quiz, arranged by Mr. Epton ; April 2rst :
Aerials (2), Mr. Crabtree ; May 5th : Mobile and V.H.F.
(2), Five -metre Receivers (speaker to be arranged) ;
May r9th : Aerials (3), Mr. Crabtree.

THE STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : D. Rock, Flat r, Block r, Worcester Road,
Summerfield, nr. Kidderminster, Worcestershire.
AT a recent meeting of the above -named society
(with Mr. S. L. Jacobs (G3AAQ), Kidderminster,
in the chair), a discussion on modulators was held.
Various types of modulation, including Heising, transformer, grid and suppressor grid were ably discussed.
Chief speakers were Mr. J. Timbrell (G601.), Mr. McLean
(G2CLS), Mr. A. Higgins (GSGF), and Mr. Whitehouse
(G6WF), the latter also giving some interesting information on microphones.
The January meeting fell on a night when the weather
was against travelling, and so the attendance was rather
low. The members who did attend held a short discussion on frequency measuring apparatus, followed
by a ,general " get- together."
Further particulars of the society, etc., can be
obtained from the secretary.
AND
SOCIETY

READING

DISTRICT

AMATEUR

RADIO

Hon. Sec. : L. A. Hensford, B.E.M. (G2BHS), 3o,
Boston Avenue, Reading, Berks.
AT the January meetings of the above society,
interesting talks and demonstrations were given
by Mr. S. A. Cook (G5XB) on " Economic Power
Units," showing the best methods of obtaining high
voltages, etc., from small voltage transformers.
At the second meeting, Dr. Lemon (G2GL), who has
become an honorary member and accepted the presidentship of the society, gave a most interesting talk
and working demonstration of " Hellschreiber," the

German teleprinter system using German apparatus.
All meetings at Palmer Hall, West Street, Reading,
at 6.3o p.m.

SOUTHAMPTON RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : J. H. Silence, 8o, The Drove, Coxford,

Southampton.
WE are informed that Mr. A. Ward, of 5o, Onibury
Road, Bittern, Southampton, has now retired
from his position as hon. sec. to this club, and Mr.
John H. Silence, of the above address, was duly elected
to this position. The club meets each Wednesday
evening, and a programme is being drawn up to cover
the next three months. Several new members have been
enrolled, and continued expansion of the membership
is expected.
PROPOSED DERBY AND DISTRICT SHORT-WAVE
RADIO CLUB
IN view of the increasing number of short -wave radio
enthusiasts in this locality, it is felt that a club
for such enthusiasts would be appreciated. Further
details regarding proposed radio club may be obtained
from J. F. Mathers, 54, Fife Street,, Derby.,

SLADE RADIO
Hon. Sec. : L. A. Griffiths, 34, Florence Road, Sutton
Coldfield.

SLADE Radio are extending their activities, and are
now holding meetings fortnightly, and have included an outside event in a visit to the telephone
exchange.
New members are invited, and any interested radio
enthusiasts should call at the club rooms. The meetings
commence at 8 p.m., and are held at Broomfield Road,
Erdington.
BRADFORD SHORT WAVE CLUB, G3NN
Hon. Sec.: V. W. Sowen, Rushwood, Grange Park
Drive, Cottingley, Bingley, Yorks.
THE club's transmitter has not been on the air for
the last few weeks owing to a full programme of
lectures, the most interesting of which was given by
the makers of G.E.C. Quartz Crystals.
The morse class is continuing, and further lectures are
being arranged.
New members may obtain full particulars of the club

from the secretary at the above address.

THE WHITEFIELD AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : E. Fearn, 4, Partington Street, Newton
Heath, Manchester, ro.
MEETINGS of the Whitefield and District Radio
Society are held every Monday evening at 7.3o
p.m. at the Stand Grammar School for Girls, Higher
Lane, Whitefield, and all radio amateurs in the Manchester, Prestwich, Whitefield and Bury districts .tare
invited to all meetings.
The S.W.L: section is rapidly expanding, and ,,4ll
members are very keen in obtaining contacts with " all
continents." It is hoped to obtain full workshop facilities
to enable members to construct their own apparatus 'on
the club premises in the near future.

EXETER AND DISTRICT AMATEUR SHORT-WAVE

RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : E. G. Wheatcroft, 7, Mount Pleasant Road,
Exeter, Devon.
AFTER a postponement due to very bad weather
conditions, the inaugural meeting of the above
Society has been recently held. Eleven enthusiastic
members turned up, including two licensed amateurs
GzDOL and G6JN. A president has not yet been
obtained, and the selection of chairman has also been
temporarily postponed. The hon. secretary is Mr. E. G.
Wheatcroft (member RSGB), hon. treasurer, Mr. A. M.
Smith (member RSGB), and two committee members
are Mr. C. H. Garroway (G2DOL) and Mr. R. S. Jackson
(G6JN). Meetings will be held weekly on Thursday
evening at 7 p.m. A series of interesting lectures is
already being prepared on almost every branch of radio.
Morse classes have begun, following a lecture on a newly
designed receiver, by Mr. A. M. Smith. For the morse
practice an oscillator has been presented by Mr. R. R.
Tiley.

-

THE STROUD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
CLUB

RADIO

: K. D. Ayers, Victoria Villas, Whitesllill,
Stroud.
THE Stroud and District Amateur Radio Club have
now obtained the use of a room in the Labour Club,
Cainscross Road, Stroud, and meetings are held there
every Tuesday evening commencing at 7.3o p.m.
A programme of forthcoming club activities is being
drawn up, and further particulars can be obtained from
the hon. secretary.

Hon. Sec.
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Underneath fze Dipole
Television Pick ups and Reflections.

By "THE

THE natural importance of the picture in

SCANNER"

a little off each end of their newly gained sound
television tends to relegate to the background frequencies, and a more active manipulation of the
its complementary sound. But sound is microphone volume controls ; but it will be worth
tremendously conspicuous by its absence on those while.
occasions when it suffers from the " technical
hitch," when -usually after a long delay
Television Aids to Film Production
printed announcement is ultimately displayed to
In the meantime, and in spite of
the viewers. But when picture and sound are enmity of the film trade to television,thea declared
of
both alive, does the sound always do justice to the reverse lend -lease of ideas and processes iskind
going
picture ? Not always, I think.
on between these two factions. At least two
companies in this country and one (only one !)
Extended Frequency Range
in the U.S. are playing with the idea of introducing
Consider the great possibilities of sound on this television into the film studios as an aid to film
very low television wavelength. Here we have a production. The principal aim is the same in each
medium capable of transmitting an extended sound case : a very small television camera fitted (in
frequency -range as compared with medium and the viewfinder position) on the sound -proof blimp
long waves, and on many occasions one is conscious of the eine camera, which will enable the director of
of the improved " top," the richness of the high the film to view on a cathode -ray tube a reproducharmonics and the attack in the transient sounds. tion of the exact scene being photographed on the
Such little noises as the clink of knives and forks or film. The director need not be close to Life cine
keys are reproduced with uncanny fidelity. When camera, and if there is more than one camera in
an orchestra is broadcast simultaneously on the use, he can switch his viewing screen from one to
television waveband and also on the medium wave- the other at will. Actual preliminary trials have
lengths, the improved reproduction quality on the already taken place at an independent studio with
former is quite startling.
promising results, and I now hear that similar
It is on the straightforward dialogue transmission developments will soon be tried out at one or other
in t:levision that sound frequently falls below par, of the many Rank -controlled studios.
parti9çularly during television plays. Here, the
extended sound range results in the reproduction The Compact Light Source
of all kinds of peculiar studio noises, clicks, bangs
It is only two or three months ago that I
and-worst of all -the low rumble of the ventilation mentioned in these columns the startling developsystem. Footsteps on the " marble " staircase ment of the " compact light source," the near -white
register as wooden thuds, and the urgent rustle of version of the high -pressure mercury street light ;
a telegram being opened reminds one of the crackle but great progress has been made. Private
of a newly -lit bonfire. Such discrepancies may be enterprise has been seen at its best in the intense
partly due to the extended sound frequency range, friendly rivalry between the B.T.H. and the
but they are also often aggravated by careless or G.E.C. companies to produce a " compact " lamp
unimaginative handling of the microphone and its of commercial reliability and consistency for use
controls.
in the film studios on black- and -white and colour
work, and also for television. The B.T.H. company
Bass Rumbles
led the field at first, making steady progress after
Bass rumble is not difficult to cure, In dialogue the war with experiments in which various proporrecording for films, a considerable reduction of tions of zinc and cadmium were added to the
sound pick -up is arranged at the bass end of the mercury in the quartz bulb. This had the effect
scale, at least 15 decibels being cut at 100 cycles of adding a sharp band of " red " frequencies to
per second. Some recording systems cut out the light radiated -very much like adding a bass
entirely (on dialogue) all frequencies below 120 boost to an amplifier or a loudspeaker. The result
by means of filter circuits. Bass cut is especially was a light which was very nearly white. The
important for recording on exterior scenes, when the G.E.C. neglected the studio " angle " on this type
noise of the wind blowing on the microphone of lamp at first, but, suddenly realising its
registers as a deep rumble of thunder unless it is potentialities, not only developed its own special
electrically " extracted." The amount of bass studio bulb, but designed and produced a special
cut is frequently varied from shot to shot; however, housing and mounting for it. This lamp is now an
and in this manner the boomy effects of excessive accomplished fact, seen and approved by the film
" chest tones " in dialogue of intimate type is experts and demonstrated at the Institute of
the same time as the rumbles of feet, Electrical Engineers. During the reading of a most
reduced
the studio ventilation or even camera noise.
interesting paper on the high -pressure mercury
This is a point that the boys at the " A. P." lamp, the authors, Messrs. V. J. Francis and
should watch a little more carefully. Perhaps they W. R. Stevens, demonstrated the 2¡ kW Compact
can learn a little from their colleagues in the film Light Source lamp of the G.E.C. together with a
studios. It will probably mean the sacrificing of technicolour test film made with it.

-a

-at
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The " Research Stakes "
The two great British electric companies thus finish
I saw the lamp myself at the I.E.E. and can the race for the " Research Stakes " in a dead heat,
testify as to its remarkable steady white light and no other runner, British, American or French, taking
the accurate rendering of all colours under its rays. part !
A specially interesting demonstration was the
In the good old days of Brooklands, it used to
side -by -side comparison of similar colour charts be
said that any development in car design which
under the isolated rays of the-standard high -pressure
mercury lamp, and under experimental lamps into proved itself on the track found its way ultimately
which varying amounts of cadmium or zinc had into the designs of the most conservative family
been introduced. The steady improvement in saloon ear. Film and television studios are
colour rendering was most obvious, and the success similarly the testing grounds for the latest forms
of the experiments led to a full technicolour test of illumination, and what is successfully adopted
being shot in which direct comparisons were made in these specialised usages may eventually find its
with the arc lighting which is normally used. The way into general home or industrial use. In this
results were shown on the screen, and amazing they case, the first obvious general use for the new
were, too. I have been fortunate in being able to compact light source will be for street lighting.
see similar technicolour tests shot by the B.T.H. However, lighting efficiency (lumens per watt) is
company, and these were equally successful. So not yet as high as the normal standard high far the B.T.H. company have confined their pressure mercury street lamp, and, of course, the
attention to 5 kW focusing spotlights, while the cost at present is a great deal higher. But in the
G.E.C. have perfected a 21 kW floodlight. Shortly course of time, with the introduction of this new
both companies will be producing a range of light, complexions in the factories and in the
" Compact " lights from 24 kW to 20 kW for street will acquire a more natural hue, and one
film and television studios, and within two or three more milestone in the progress of the development
years carbon arc lighting will be a relic of the past. of electrical illumination will have been passed.

Triode Vectors
Detailed Consideration of the Points Discussed Last Month.

month we published correspondence
between a reader, Mr. R. S. Hatch, and
myself on this Vector problem.
Mr. Hatch has effectively criticised the vector rules
given in my previous articles in so far as they apply
to triodes. For pentode circuit the rules are
approximately correct, whilst I was aware of certain
difficulties in trying to oversimplify the rules for
triodes.
As I stated, I considered it better to adhere to
an " idealised " picture in the first place and to
thresh out difficulties or controversial points afterwards. This had the advantage of giving the
reader a good smattering of vector procedure,
which was also near enough correct for high internal
resistance valves such as pentodes, whilst at the
same time doubly emphasising important modifications to the simple theory which would become
necessary in the case of triodes.
Those readers who have been following my
articles should thank Mr. R. S. Hatch as the only
correspondent who took the trouble to help them
to get their ideas right and for showing that I
was wrong upon one fundamental issue in the case
of triode circuits -the relative phase of Eg and Ia.
A great deal has been written in various periodicals
on valve vector relations. In no case do they come
down to the basic questions which have been
elucidated in these articles and correspondence.
Assumptions are generally made, without any
attempt to justify them, whilst often the whole
subject becomes hopelessly complicated by trying
to attempt too much in one or two articles.
My correspondent has pointed out that, even
with an inductive load having a reactance as much
as 10 times the valve ra, the output voltage Vo
LAST

By

"DYNATRON"

will still be phase -shifted nearly 180 deg. on Eg,
exactly as if the load were a pure resistance," i.e.,
with triode valve. In pentode circuits, the

arguments adduced in previous articles are near
enough correct.
With triodes, too, Mr. Hatch proved conclusively
that la can, and does, become phase -shifted upon
Eg.
Taken together, these two principles call for
considerable modification in the vector relations

(a)
Fig.

z

-A

(b)
simple problem circuit. Are
ra in series or parallel?

Z and

which we represented for pentodes. In the present
article, I propose to discuss my correspondent's
points in detail; sew why they apply to triodes and
not to pentodes ; and, possibly in another article,
consider how the vector rules must be modified
or enlarged upon to represent triode conditions.
Valve equivalent circuits will have to be left as a
special subject demanding its own articles.
(Continued on page 211)
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GALPINS COMPONENTS
NEEDING
YOU ARE

ELECTRICAL STORES

HIGH

408,

LONDON, S.E.I3.

Telephone

Near Lewisham

Lee Green 0309.

:

:

mfd. 500 v.. 3/1 ; 8-8 mfd. 500 v., 8/52' 8
and 4 mfd. iN v.. 5/11 ; 4 and 4 mfd.. 618

Hospital.

mfd. -16 mfd. 500 v.. 919.
CASH
WITH ORDER. 16
CAN TYPES. 4 mfd. 500 v., screw fixing.
REGRET NO C.O.D.
6 mfd. 500 v.. screw fixing, 7/6 ; 8 mfd.
'7/ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, 500
v., 4/6 : 8 mfd. 500 v.. screw fixing. 3'9
K.W.H. type, for A.C. only. 2001250 20 mfd.
32 mfd. 250 v.,
150 v., reversible, 3(9

TERMS

:

:

:

volts 50 cycle,

:

amp. load, 1216 81- condenser clamps, 44. each.
each ; 10 amp, 151- ; 15 amp, 201- ; 20 amp, RIAs CONDENSERS. 10 mfd. 50 v., 1./9
251- ; 30 amp, 301- ; 50 amp, 401- ; 100 25 mfd 25 v., can type, 2/8 ; 60 mfd. 12 v.,
: 50 mfd. 50 v., 3/B.
amp, 501 -. Carriage 116 extra on each, 1/9
HIGH VOLTAGE CONDENSERS. 2
all guaranteed.
mfd. 1.000 v.. 2/8 4 mfd. 1,000 v., 8/8 ; oil

EX- G.P.O.

I

phase,

5

PRE-UNISELECTORS,

3

ohm automatic relay operating a 4-way
Yaxley switch, fitted with 2 condensers
.01, I¢ M.P.,.new, boxed, 51- each. G.P.O.
Polarised Telegraph Sounders in new condition, 15/- each. G.P.O. Polarised Relays,
operating on 10120 mlamps coil resistance,
230 ohms, 151- each, as new.
S H U NT WO U ND D.C.
0 volt motors,
1,500 r.p.m., approx. ¢h.p., condition as
new, 1716 each, post 21 -.

immersed, ceramic insulators.
2,500 v., 2/- :
1.000 v.. 3 /8.

.01

mfd. 5,000 v., 5/6

.01
;

1

mfd.

mfd.

MANSBRIDGE TYPE (PAPER) METAL

2 mfd. 350 y.. 3/6 : 2 mfd. 400 v.,
: 2 mfd. 500 v., 4/3 ; 4 mfd. 500 v., 4/8 ;
mfd., mica metal case. 1/8.
ELIMINATORS. 200/250 v. A.C. With
trickle charger. Dulci, £5 5s. 9d. Atlas,
ß415s.. without charger, B.M.S., £419s. Bd.
Heayberd
BATTERY CHARGERS,
trickle, 2 v. } amp and 6 v. 3 amp., 22/7
5 amp. 6-12 v., 27 3s. ; Crypton, 2-6-12 v.
LARGE SIZE I MFD CONDENSERS, 2 amp., 85 18s. ; 5 amp, £13 18s. 3d.
at 4,000 v. wkg., 101- each, carriage 216. Bryce. 12 v. 1 amp.. 57/9.
LINES include mains and output
" Selenium Rectifiers," output 200 volts OTHER.
transformers for every purpose, valves of
at I amp, half -wave type, 2716 each. Instru- every available type, coils,
switches. prement Rectifiers, 5 mla., and 10 mla., 416 each. cision dials and others, crystals, rectifiers.
Ex- G.P.O. Multi- Contact Relays, SI- each. test equipment, in fact everything in
EVERETT EDGCUMBE 2!)in. METERS, radio for the constructor, amateur, and
O to
5
volts A.C./D.C., incorporating professional.
Westinghouse Rectifier, 4716. Ditto, cali- Please send your orders and enquiries for
brated in decibels +3 -10, with rectifier, our prompt attention. All goods well
despatched C.W.O. or C.O.D.
651 -. Another reading 15-0-15
mlamps, packed, andbest
suits you. When sending
351 -.
Ditto, .30 -0-30 mlamps, 351-. These whichever
C.W.O. please include sufficient for packing
meters are all first grade moving coil
and postage.
instruments.

MAINS TRANSFORMER,
Primary, 500101500 v. at

3/9
.05

VALLANCE'S

2001250 v.

ISO mia., 4 v. 4 a.,

Ditto,

and 6 v. 5 amps, 551-.

5 v. 3 a.

CASE.

1

1

144,

Briggate,

LEEDS,

1.

350101350 volts at 1001120 mlamps, 4 v. 4 a.,
v.2 a., 6 v. 4 amps, price 3216, post 116.

5

EX-G.P.O. VERTICAL TYPE GALVANOMETERS, centre zero reading
3010130, 716 each,post II -. Mallory 12 volt

;

;

;

1

II

x

I

I

in., price £311010.

Carriage

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS for A.C.

801100 volts, useful for sewing
machines,
Pathe Cine's, etc.,
double
ended shaft, 301- each.

or D.C.,

VOLTAGE

CHANGER

TRANS-

FORMERS, auto wound, fully guaranteed,
immediate delivery, all tapped 0, 110,

200, 220, 240 volts 250 watts, 451- ; 350
watts, 551- ; 500 watts, 701- ; 1,000 watts,
£511510 ; 2,000 watts, £811510.

EX -GOVT. ROTARY CONVERTERS,
input 12 to 18 volts D.C. at 31 amps, output

450 volts 60 mlamps., fitted with automatic
switching and smoothing, 3216 each, 216

carriage. Also a few only to clear, as above,
but without brushes or brush caps, at 201each, post 216.

DORSET.

I.

79

I
I

.,---.

X65. X71M.

and 101 more types.
Order C.O.D. above listed numbers or
equivalents (subject to stock). Please
enquire for any valve you require,
even if not listed. We may have it.
Old and new types are arriving daily.
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL
PETER PAN MIDGET RADIO
KIT,
complete
cabinet
from
(black and white plastic) to the last
All components and valves
screw.
4 valves, medium and long
A.C. /D.C.
Printed circuit,
diagrams and full instructions. 211/9/7,
post free. C.O.D. or remit with order.
circuit
Complete
and plan (refunded on
purchase of kit) 5 / -.
& Sons (P.W.)
246, High Street,
Harlesden, N.W.10

waves,

Courses.

l'.

X63M,

SP22, SP41.
QP25,
SG215.
QP230,
SP2220. TH41, TH233. TH2321, TP22,
TP25, TP26, TP2620, U403, UU5, UU6,
UU7, UU8, V914, VP23, VP41, VP133,
VP1322.
MULLARD. -2D4A, 2D13C, 5Y3, 6C5
6136. 6J7, 61.6, 6Q7, 6R7, 164V, AZ1
AZ31, CCH35, CL33, CYl, CY31, DAC32
DF35, DF51, DK32, DL35, DW2.- DW4 /500
EA50, E1334, EBC3, EBC33, ECC31
ECH35, EEG, EF36, EF39. EF50, EL2
ELI. EL32, EL33, EM34. EM35, FW4 /500
HL13c, 1W4/350, 1W4 /500. KBC32, KF35
KK32, KL35, Pen4VA, Pen428, PenA4

guaranteed.

Home -Study M.it l,ematics and Radio

NAME
I ADDRESS

X61M,

A.-

AC5pen,
AC2PenDD,
M D
A Z
AC6pen, ACHL, AC /P,
AC5penDD,
ACPen, ACTED.. ACVP1, ACVP2, Dl,
DD207, DD620, HL21DD, HL23, HL23DD,
HL41, HL41DD, HL42DD, HL133DD,
HLDD1320, P41, Pen25, Pen45, Pen45D0,
Pen46, Pen P41, Pen 453DD, PenDD4020,

1A4, 1A5, 1A7,
1B4, 1B5, 105, 107. 1E5, 1E7, 11'4, 1F5,
1F6, 117. 1114. 1H5. 1106, 1LA4. 1LC6,
1LN5, 1N5, IRS. 155, 1T4, 1T5, 2A6,
IA7, 2B6, 2B7, 5U4, 5V4, 5Y3, 5Z3,,
5Z4, 6A4, 6A6, SAES, SAO, SAGS, 6B7,
6B8, 6C5, 6C6. 6D5, 6D6, 6138, 6E6, 6F5,
6F6, 6G5. 6H6, 6.15. 6,17, 6JI. SKI. 6K6,
6K7, 6K8,'IL5. 6L6, 6L7, 6117. 6Q7, 6P5,
6R7, 65A7, 6SC7. 6SF7, 6SJ7, 65147,
61.7, 6115, 6V6, 6X5, 6Y5, 7A6, 7A7, 7135,
7136, 7B7, 7B8, 7C5, 7C6, 7H7, 7S7. 7Y4.
10, 12A, 12A5, 12A6, 1287, 12J5, 12K7,
12Q7, 12SA7
12SF5, 12SR7,
12108.
12Z3, 12Z5, 14A7, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 25Y5,
25Z4. 31, 32. 33. 34, 3525, `38, 42, 46,
48, 49, 50, 53, 55, 57, 59, 71A, '77, 79. 60,
81, 82. 83. 89. 807. 954, 955, 956, 11726,
1299A, 9001. 9002, 9003. 9004, 9005,

Please send me free details of your

1

X14, X41,
Y63 Z14.

AMERICAN. -0Z4,

i(Post in unsealed envelope ld. postage.)

'

523. U10. U16, U17, 1.118/20, 1131, U50.
U52, 1374. VMP4G, VMS4B, W21, W42,

VP4S.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE,

COSSOR.-4TPB, 4TSP, 13SPA, 41MP,
41MPT, 41MRC, 42mp /Pen, 42- OT -DD,
42PTB, 203THA, 210DG, 210LF, 220P.
807
DDL4.
220PA, 220TH, 506B1J,
MP /PEN, MS/PEN, MS /PEN /b, MVS;
PEN, MVS /PEN /B, OMS,
HIVAC. -XD, XH, XL, XP, XSG.
MARCONI/OSRAM.-B30. 041, D92,
D63, DA30, DL63, DL74M, DN41, GTIC.
GU50, 1130, H63, HA2, HD24, HL2, KT2,
KT24, KT41, KT61, KT63, KT66, KT74,
KTW61, KTS1M, KTW63, KTZ41, KTZ63,
KTZ73M, L63, LP2. MH41, ML4, MS4B,
MSP4, N14, P2, PT25H, PX25, QP21,

HP1018, HP1118, HP2018, IIP2118, HR210,
MH1118, MH4105, LD210, LL2S, P2018,
PP6E, SP2BS, SP4B, SP4S, SS210.

We are specialists in Home Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.

1

11D3, 11D5, 12SR7 25Z4, 42.

Pm12M, Pm202, QP22B
S154B, SP13, T6D, TDD2A
TDD13c, TH2. TH4B, TH21C, TH30C
TT4, UR3C, VP4, VP4A, VP4B, VP13A
TUNGSRAM. -5Z4, 6B8, 6J5. 6TH8,
6V6, 6X5. 25Y5, 807, APP4c, APP4G,
CB215S. DD13, DD818, ECHI. EF12,
EH2, ELS, ELli, EM4, EZ4, HL13, HP13,

RADIO
ENGINEER

I

6K6, 6K7, 6SJ7, 65147, 6T7, 6V6, 7B5,
7B7, 7B8. 7C6. 7135, 7Y4, 8D2, 9D2, 10D1,

SP2, SP4,

can become
:a first -class

I

British and
RADIO VALVES.
American from 5/10, all at official
List Prices, not increased since 1940.
BRIMAR.-1D6, 5B/250A, bB6, 608,

PM2, Pm2HL

"1117

vibrators, new and unused, 716 each.
Electrolytic condensers, 80 mf. 350 volt
wkg., 516 each, post 9d.
WESTON MOVING COIL METERS,
edge type wich knife edge pointers, 21 in.
scale, all 2 mla. F.S.D., 0 to 300 m /a.,
301- ;Oto2 amps, 27 /6;Oto60 volts, 2716;
O to 150 volts, 2716 ; ditto, 0 to
volt
mla. 1,000 ohm per volt. 351-; another
301 model 0 to 3 mIa., 351- 0 to 50 mia.,
301- ; 0 to 200 mla., 3216
another 501
model 0 to 50 mla., 2716 0 to 10 mla., 2716.
ERNEST TURNER, moving coil mlamp
meters, tin. scale 0 to 10 mIa., 0 to 20
mia., 0 to 50 mla., 2716 each ; all fully
Standard
Telephone
guaranteed.
Sin.
scale mlcoil meters, calibrated to read
100 volts movement,
mia.,
O to 25,
incorporating metal rectifier, 451- each.
PORTABLE
SINGLE
EX - G.P.O.
CHANNEL CARRIER TELEPHONE
SYSTEM, TYPE 50G-IA (Active).
These units are new and unused, consisting of all valves, 6D6, and cold rectifier,
A.C. mains input, complete in metal case,
14¡-x
5f..

9L

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. Tubular types, 1 mfd. 500 v., 1/8 : 2 mfd. 350 v.,
BLOCK TYPES.
8 mfd. 500 v., 4,8.
2/3

LEWISHAM,

ST.,

á
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More Bargains for you
LOWER

COST

IMPROVED

PLUS

PERFORMANCE

Ist, 1947, the
retail price of the Weymouth

As from Jan.

The

coil pack has been reduced
from 38/6 to 36/6 each.

"Fluxite Quins" at Work

"That's

a

big fall of snow," exclaimed

EH,

rushed to the door right away.
Cried OI, from the night.

As he

"That

was me, and FLUXITE.

Which twerp took that ladder away

See

-

- -

that FLUXITE

by you

-in the house

"

?

SUPERHET COIL PACK
3 - WAVE
(Type CPIC)

is always

garage

workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all

ironmongers-in tins,
10d.,

116

and

WEYMOUTH RADIO
Crescent Street, Weymouth,
Dorset

Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET BLOW LAMP,
price 216.

Your wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless
the spokes are tied with fine wire
at the crossings and SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger
wheel.
It's simple
with
FLUXITE -but IMPORTANT.
To CYCLISTS

:

-

The FLUXITE

GUN

where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 116, or
filled, 216.
ALL MECHANICS

WIW

PRATTS RADIO
1070 Harrow Road,
LONDON, N.W.1O

(Nr. SCRUBS LANE)
'Phone LADbroke 1734.
COILS.- Weymouth 3 -wave coil
:

packs,

36 /6 each ; L.. M. and S. wave coils, aerial
and ose.. 465 kc /s., 1118 set.: L. and M.
wave coils, with reaction. 9/- pair : dual
range coil with reaction, 4/6 each ; set of
3 plug -in coils, 12-80 m., 9/- ; Wearite " P "
coils. 3,- each.
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. -.0005 mfd.,
2 -gang, L /trimmers, 11/6 ; with trimmers.
12/6 : Dielectric con., .0003 and 0005. 4'3
each ; trimmers, 50 pi., 9d. each.

ÑAVE

FLUXI
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL

SOLDERING

"

Write for Book on the ART ON "SOFT
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING

STEEL and TEMPERING
with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
¡OINTS."
Price Id. EACH,

TOOLS

FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

SUPERSEDERS.
H.T. Battery Superseder D.C.ID.C. for Radio
Receivers,
6voltlnput, IIOv.15 m.a. output ; 12 volt
input, 230v. 30 m.a. output ; last for ever
and cost little more than a few months
run on one H.T. battery 5á;n, x 3.1 in. x
3lin., ball bearings, model finish, 311510.

TELEPHONES For House and
Constructors Parts for Your
Set -up.

Office.

Own

WALL TELEPHONE SETS.

Bracket
Mike, vertical or horizontal, 101-, Transformer and Condenser for same, Sr-.
Magneto Bell fitted. SI -. Switch Hook and
Contacts, 216. Walnut Cabinet, 8in. x 6in.
x Sin., fitted terminals and connections, 516.
Two L.R. Watch -pattern Earphone, 81 -.
Hand Magneto Ringer, 101 -.
SET AS ABOVE 301- or 501- PER PAIR.
BELLS.
Large Tangent IIC bells, 6in.
gong, 230 volts A.C. New condition, 421 -,
Circular A.C. bells, 518 volts, 616. House
Bells, battery
type. 21ín. gong, 519.
Magneto bells. SI -. Twin Bell Wire. 151per 100 yards.
Bell Transformer, 230v./
3.5.8. A.C., 716.
SWITCHES. Dewar key panel type 8 -pole
C.O. flush fitting, SI -. Yaxley 3 -pole 3 -way,
316 ; 8 -pole I -way, 316.
D.P.C.O. toggle
switch 250v. I amp., flush panel, 313,
8-way Lucas switchbox, 316 ; 6 -way, 31 -.

RHEOSTAT SWITCHES.

I
ohm to 0 and off up to 3 amps., for
regulation of 6v, A.C.ID.C.
Charger
subcircuit regulators. Model speed control, etc., -hole fixing and extra bracket
for rack.
Hollow knob has base for
miniature bulb to glow when "ON "; new
1

Aetna Co., U.S.A. Price 216 each. Postage 6d.

BUTTON MICROPHONES

provide
experimaking
outside listeners,
sound
transmission,
interesting
ments
for

etc. These ex- G.P.O.
Voice Units are under
I in. diam., filled carbon
granules and fitted
mica diaphragm, 316 each. Special Transformer and Condenser, 51 -,
Instruction
Leaflet with each Button.
G.P.O. Mike
insets, 316. Special armoured inset, latest
pattern, SI -, useful for making a Home

Broadcaster.
RELAYS. G.P.O.

1,000 ohms 2- S.P.C.O

51- ; 500 -1,000 ohms, 2 -make, SI- ; 30 ohms
2 -make 2- break, SI-. Telephone type 2 -coil

polarised S.P.C.O. 325 ohms, 51-. Siemens
high speed keying relays two 500 ohm coils,
Siemens slugged 200 ohms -break
S.P.C.O., SI -.
We have a large stock of
Relays for immediate delivery ; send us
your enquiries.
TERMINALS and Terminal Blocks.
/
:
Belling Lee heavy bakelite terminals,
:
11- each, or
101- doz.
Smaller model
;
Belling Lee, all metal plated, 7d. each,
or SI- dozen.
R.A.F. 10-way Terminal
319: T.M.C., 8x8 mfd., can, 450v.. 6'6: Blocks, bakefite case, 219.
50 mid. 50v., 3/- ;
50 mid. 25v., 2/6 ; 10 mid.
PLUGS and SOCKETS. Red and Black
100v., 2/9 : most types of paper condensers
insulated, single socket with plug, 113 pair ;
in stock.
MAINS DROPPERS. -.3 amp. 800 ohm. 2-way Radio plug and socket for table
5/- ; .2 amp. 1.000 ohm. 4/9 each, complete mounting, II- ; 2-pin plug and socket
with feet and sliders. Line cord, .3 amp. 60 for cord connections, 21 -.
ohms, per ft., 2 -way, 7d. ft. ; 3 -way. 8d. ft. MULTIPLE CONNECTION STRIPS
MISCELLANEOUS, -Octal valve screens, of soldering tags, telephone type, moulded
1/- each ; knobs, lin. to 2in., black or mounting, 60 -way, 316.
R.A.F. 10-way
brown. Bd. to 9d. each ; pointer type, 1/volume controls, less sw., 3/3 : with switch, telephone terminal strips, bakelite, 219.
intervalve transformers, midget, PARCELS. 7lbs. useful oddments for the
5/- ;
3 -1 or 5 -1, 5/6 each ; carbon mike trans- funk box.
All clean and dismantled from
formers, 5/6 each : valvebolders, 8d. ;
and other surplus apparatus,
amphenol, 9d. - fuseholders, Min., single, Government
41d. ; twin, 7d.:
magnetic pick -ups, 716 post free.
30/7 each.
Please include postage for mail orders.
SPEAKERS. -P.M., L. /Tr., 21in., 25/- :
31ín.. 29/- ; 5in., 18/9
6 ?in., 21/- ; 8in.,
23/6 : 10in., 38/6: Celestion, 8in. P.M.,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
w./trans.. 34!- ; 61in. Bala, ALE., 1,000
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
ohms. 32/8.
NEW UNUSED GOODS ONLY.
Telephone : MACaulay 2IS9_

TRANSFORMERS.-Mains.
350-0- 350v.,
6v., 5v. or 4v., 4v.. internal shield, C.T.,
speaker transfrs., midget
26/6 each
universal. 5/3 : pentode, 519 : multi- ratio.
7.6 each ; auto- transfrs., 110/250v., 100w.,
sttandard.15 -: Weymouth midget, I8 6 each
CHOKES-- Midget 40 m/a 300 ohm. 4'9
20 hy. 360 ohms 60 m /a, 8/9
250 ohm, 90
ma. 916 : 150 m'a 20 hy. 500 ohm, 21/250 m'a 450 ohm 20 hy., 24'6.
CONDENSERS.- Ferranti 8 mid., 500v.,
;

puts FLUXITE

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

DIMMER

MFG. CO. LTD.

31 -.
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Triodes and Pentodes
Why did Mr. Hatch emphasise triodes in the
course of his criticism Why should certain vector
conventions (or facts ?) be almost true for pentodes,
but a long way from the truth if applied to triodes
Surely it might seem vector conventions applicable
to one type of valve are equally applicable to another.
If not, why try to represent standard conventions
in an " equivalent circuit " ?
Forget equivalent circuits for the time being.
Obviously, effects occur in triodes which are absent.
or negligible in pentodes. Let us look at one or
two essential points of difference in the two types.
The first thing which stands out is the extremely
high internal resistance of a pentode -the ra.
A power triode will have an ra of something like
1,000 or 2,000 ohms. A pentode will, nominally
at any rate, have an internal resistance of several
hundred thousand ohms, or even megohms.
Secondly- though it really reduces to the same
pentodo has
thing as a high internal resistance
a " constant current " characteristic. What does
that 'mean ?
Well, if you stick a milliammeter in the H.T.
supply circuit and start varying the H.T. volts,
you will find, with a triode, the current changes
considerably-nearly in the same proportion as the
voltage. But, odd as it may seem to those who
have never realised the theoretical principles, the
current taken by a pentode will change but little
over a wide range of H.T. voltages ; it will romain
nearly constant or independent of the anode voltage
Y

Y

-a
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Thus, in any amplifier such as Fig. 1 (b) the HT+
line is virtually at the same A.C. potential as the
HT- line-both are at cathode potential. But, of
course, if we consider D.C. conditions, one side is
100 v. or 200 v. positive (or negative) with respect
to the opposite side. The point is that, to A.C.

(a)
Fig,. 2. -The

(b)

E.M.F.s of two alternators in
parallel are virtually in series opposition in the
closed mesh ABCD. In the shuntfed valve
circuit (b), Z and ra are in parallel relative to
Vo, but pEg still acts upon Z, ra and C
regarded as a closed series mesh.

potentials, HT+ and HT- are joined, either by a
large capacitance condenser C or the low internal
resistance of the H.T. source.
The main difficulty about this way of regarding
things is the fact that Z and ra are also virtually
in series, for example, when in a constant -voltage
-hence the term " constant current."
equivalent circuit we say that the proportion of
The explanation is simple. Several " screens " pEg developed across Z is Z /(Z +ra).
or " grids " are interposed (two, as a rule) between
The total alternating E.M.F. acting in the anode
the anode and the control grid. As far as " anode circuit is µ times Eg, or pEg volts. Then :
volts " are concerned, these -screens effectively
Alternating current in the series circuit,
prevent. the electric field from the anode exercising
µEg
Ia=Z+ra
(1)
any appreciable effect upon electrons in the vicinity
of the cathode.
Output
voltage
across
Z
In a triodo we have only one grid, usually a fairly
Vo =IaZ
open -meshed one, which means the anode potential
µEg
is going to have a marked effect upon the number
Z+ra x Z
of electrons drawn across from the cathode ; not
so much as the effect of the grid potential (when
= ,uEgxZ- ra
(2)
there is no load impedance in the anode circuit),
but the important point is that Ia is then far from
The basis of this equation is plainly that of a
being " independent " of the volts on the anode. series circuit -or simple potential- divider principles,
In a pentode the extra two grids will screen the if you like. pEg acts upon a circuit comprising
anode so much that the anode itself is largely (Z +ra), when we get potential division in the ratio
devoid of effect upon the internal space current. Z /(Z +ra), as above. How, therefore, can Z and
It is the same two grids, or screens, which also re, at the same time be said to be in parallel ?
account for the extremely high internal resistance.
(To be continued)
If varying the H.T. quite a lot results in hardly
is
that
only
another
way
of
any change in current,
stating that a valve has high resistance-or, rather,
OUR COVER SUBJECT
a high A.C. resistance, since, under D.C. conditions,
The arrival of an R.A.F. crew at London Airport
V/I may give a moderately low resistance such as to man the newly -installed G.C.A. (Ground Control
1,000 or 2,000 ohms.
Approach) apparatus completes the installation
of the last of the safety aids for landing at Britain's
Shunting Effect of Valve
No. 1 airport. It is said that it will be the safest
Of what significance are these facts in vectorising? airport for landings in the world. The only oth
Well, in the first place, we must try to understand civil airport i n the world to have the same installation
an aspect of valve circuits which generally causes is Gander, Newfoundland.
considerable difficulties. If we omit the H.T.
Our cover illustration shows a scene inside the
source we observe that ra is virtually in parallel G.C.A. unit at the airport, showing members of the
with the load impedance (Fig. 1 (a)) ; the valve is R.A.F. crew at work. The dials in foreground,
which work in conjunction with the cathode ray
said to " shunt " the load impedance, from an A.C. tubes, indicate to the controller the height and
point of view.
azimuth position of the aircraft under control.

-

i
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Programme Pointers
In This Article MAURICE REEVE Discusses the
Vexed Question of Announcer's Historical Notes

AGOOD deal of thought and variety of opinion
has been exhibited in the interesting question
as to whether high -class -alias brow
musical programmes shall be interspersed, or
interrupted, some may say, with factual comments
relative to the works being played and the composers
of those works. It is a knotty problem which must
be cleared up soon, one way or the other. Shall a
concert of classical music be played without

-

comment of any sort, 'Lon the supposition that
listeners to it know all about the works -being
highbrow third-programme -ites, otherwise they
wouldn't be listening -or shall analytical notes of
the works plus biographical data be read out, on
the premise that there is always some new boy
in the class who doesn't know his Bartok, or some
old one who has forgotten his Bach ? Something
comparable to the programme notes in the concert
hall, for which we are mulcted of a shilling.
Broadcasting is Entertainment

Personally, I am very much against the latter
system. (In parenthesis I protest most vigorously
against any charge being made in a concert hal for
the right to know what we have paid to come and
hear performed. The American system of free
programmes in boxes dotted around the hall is the
only fair and logical one.)
Broadcasting is, and must remain first, last and
all the time, entertainment. This must apply
equally to Bach's Artof Fugue or Bartok's Quartets
as to Itma or In Town To-night. It stands to
reason that the musical pedagogue, who knows all
about the Artof Fugue and how, when, where, why
and by whom it was made, will not only listen to it
because he wants to, but will do so irrespective of,
and deaf to, how it is put over. It is the equally
musical but less well-informed listener whom we
have to think of.
The greatest work for V music that the Promenade
Concerts have done is to rope this type of person into
the world of the " satisfied " music lovers without
trying to teach him or to play down to him, but
letting him feel absolutely equal and at home with
the most seasoned symphony concert habitué
which he is not -when rubbing shoulders with the
twelve -shilling stallites in those august and olympian
assemblages. Although exactly the same music is
being played in both places, the atmosphere is
entirely different.
Now, I do suggest that when -our less scholarly
but equally ardent and worthy music lover turns
Ar his radio with a view to spending the next
minutes absorbed and entranced in a symphony
" will now
concert hears something like this, .
play Symphony No. 6 in F minor, by Schubetfsky.
This work was written in 1811, when the composer
was at the height of his creative genius. The same
year saw the string quartet, the two piano Sonatas
of 76 and the Mass in A, together with numerous
songs and smaller pieces. The first movement opens
with a subject, played by the strings, of a sombre

-

and melancholy character, which is said to depict
Schubetfsky's grief at the unhappy termination
of a love affair...." etc., etc., followed by similar
disquisitious comments on the other three movements. It, is rather apt to make our friend feel that
he has been taken to school to be not very well
taught, instead of to what he had hoped to be
taken -the most glorious entertainment in the
world
symphony concert.

-a

A Feeling of Frustration

The feeling created in his breast is one of annoyed
frustration, of not being allowed to think for
himself, and of always being " taught," " lectured,"
or, more properly, " nagged." It is like when the
harassed housewife, being informed that she
cannot have what she asked for, gets her nerves
further frayed by having to listen to a diatribe on
the virtues of, to her, an inferior substitute.
It annoys me intensely, and I am all in sympathy
with those who prefer to listen to good music
with their own thoughts, and who intend to " look
up " any information they may be ignorant of
concerning it after the programme is over. As one
who, whilst preferring to listen like this, whilst
always seeking new knowledge, I must relate í-ìò'w
grateful I was the other night for a piece of ch
knowledge. It was Brahms's fourth Sympho ÿ.
The announcer began his little diatribe, in 'the
manner I have just tried to picture. But, just as
I was moaning to myself, " Oh, hell, why will the
B.B.C. alwayla try to teach one instead of letting
one listen in peace and quiet-I've heard this all
a hundred times before, " he let drop a piece of
information -that the theme of the great
Passacaglia came from Bach -which was entirely new
to me. But I would have been bound to have come
across it in the course of my reading sooner or later.
The remedy ? Simple, my dear Watson. Just as
we have our programmes at a public concert, with
specially written analytical notes, which we can
buy -or not as we please, so should they either be
included in the " Radio Times," with the programmes, for us to peruse or ignore as we wish.
They should not obtrude themselves over the air,
any more than a person should walk on to the
platform at a public concert and read them. Lots
of people are fully able to distil all the beauties of
great music, and gain the utmost intellectual and
ascetic pleasure without any such extraneous aid,
whilst many others don't care a dominant seventh,
anyway, whether the first subject means this, that
or the other, or whether such and such a work was
written at the height, or the depth, of its composer's
powers. Laissez faire, honi soit, a little knowledge
is a bad thing
and all that.

...

NEWNES SUPERHET MANUAL

e /-, or 6/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
Tower
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2
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COI LBORN G3A.111
RETURN OF POST MAIL
ORDER SERVICE"
C.

:

-

Note New Address

58,

:

Derby Street, Ormskirk,
Lancs.

New Goods Only- C.O.D. or cash with
order. All orders over 5/- post free.
A few of our lines are listed below,

send 21d. stamp for latest 18-page
catalogue.
Valves.-All B.V.A. and Tungsram,
including American.
Eddystone short wave gear. 21d.
stamp for catalogue. S.W. Manual 2/6.
Mains
Transformers.- Interleaved
and Impregnated. For 200,,250 v. mains.
300 v. 60 mA. 4 v. or 6 v. L.T.s, 19/6
350 v. 100 mA. 4 v. or 6 v. L.T.s. 25/450 v. 200 mA. with three L.T.s, 4 v. or
6 v.. 42/6.
Smoothing Chokes. -40 mA., 5/60 mA,, 6/100 mA.,
90 mA., 7/- ;
12/8: 200 mA., 21/8.
Speaker Transformers.
Midget
Power/Pen. 40 mA.. 516. Std. size Push Pull Universal, 60 mA.. 6/6 Heavy
Duty, P. -P.. 21/ -,
Extra H.D. 100
mA., 3218.
:
;

;

;

-

;

Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet
and two sliders. .2 amp.. 4/3 :.3 amp..
4/6. Resistors 1w. 6d.: lw. 9d.
Loud Speakers P.M., 21ín. 25,- 31in.
:

51n., 20/6 8in. 23'8: 101n., 33/6.
With Trans., 81n.. 2916 : 10in., 39/6.
Weymouth Tuning Coil Pack. -Completely wired. Short. Medium and
Long Wave Superhet type for 465 kc /s.
I.F., 36/8. Midget LF.T.s 18/9.
Line Cord, 60/70 ohms per foot. .3 amp.
Note price per yard, 2 -way. 1/8 ; 3 -way
L9.
Tuning Condensers,-Midget 2 -gang
0005 with 2 -speed drive, 16'8 .Dr. 11
Aluminium Chassis 3M. Deep. 10 in. /6x
81n .,86;12in.x9in.,916 14in.x91n.
and 16in.. 8in. 10'6: 20in. x 0in., 12'6.
EXCLUSIVELY MATI, ORDER.

28/6

:
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RADIO SPARES

;

POST -WAR

TELEVISION

The advance in Radio Technique will
offer unlimited opportunities of high
pay and secure posts for those Radio
Engineers who have had the foresight
to become technically qualified.
How you can do this quickly. and easily
in your spare time is fully explained
in our unique handbook.
Full details are given of A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.Bri t..I.R.E. City dt Guilds Exams.
and particulars of up-to-date courses
in Wireless Engineering. Radio

Servicing. Short Waves, Television,
Mathematics, etc.. etc.
We guarantee " NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to-morrow's opportunities
and post -war competition by sending, for
this very informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH
INSTITI'TE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242).
17, Stratford Place, London, %%.1.

A FREE 1100K
for all interested in

MORSE CODE

TRAINING.

There are Candler Morse

Code Courses for
Beginners and
Operators.

Send

for

this

Free

" BOOK OF FACTS "

It gives full details concerning all Courses.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
Primaries
200)250 volts. Secondaries 350-0-350 volts.
TYPE C. 100 ma. 4v. 5a.. 4v. 3a.
... 34/6
TYPE D. 100 ma. 6.3v. 5a.. 5v.t3a. ... 34/6
TYPE E. 120 ma. L.T.'s as Type C... 37/6
TYPE F. 120 ma. L.T.'s as Type D... 37/6
TYPE H. 200 ma. Three L.T.'s of
4v. 6a. +4v. 3a. Rectifier
... 47/6
TYPE I. 200 ma, Three L.T.'s of
6.3v. 6a. +5v. 3a. Rectifier
... 47/6
Secondaries 500 -0-500
TYPE J. 200 ma. Three L.T.'s of
6.3v. 6a. +5v. 3a. Rectifier
.
56/This month we are giving a more detailed TYPE K. 200 ma. Three L.T.'s of
4v. 6a+4v. 3a. Rectifier
.
list of our standard products. All are
56/TYPE
L.
ma.
Three
250
L.T.'s
of
manufactured and tested to conform to our
6.3v. 6a. +5v. 3a. Rectifier
... 59/usual high standard of technical excellence. TYPE
M. 250 ma. Three L.T.'s of
A superhet Coil
p
4v. 6a. +4v. 3a.
Secondaries 400- 0-400
40
Pack with an H.F.
stage. Uses 9 iron cored coils in a 16 -50, TYPE R. 120 ma. 4v. 5a., 4v. 3a. ... 42/8
S. 120 ma. 6.3v. 55., 5v. 3a.
42/8
200 -550 and 800 -2,000 metres circuit for 465 TYPE
SPECIAL UNITS MANUFACTURED
kcs., I.F. Complete with circuit diagram,
TO FRIENDS' REQUIREMENTS
aligned and gain tested, this Coil Pack enables Please note Types H to M have 2 of the L.T.'s
theamateur with no signal generatdr to con- centre -tapped. Owing to dimensions and
struct a first class all -wave receiver. Price weights of these types, kindly add 2/8
for carriage and packing.
£3 10s. Circuit diagram only, 216 post free. HEAVY
DUTY MULTI -RATIO OUTPUT
s
famous
es
TRANSFORMER
190e., eA er70.
eri
of 120ma. 15 watts, tapping for 6L6s in push precision made Coil Packs now too well pull, PX4s in push -pull, low impedance
triode,
low
impedance
pentode, high imknown to need description. Superhet pedance
27/6 ; complete instructions
typés: Model 30, 16-50, 200 -550, 800- with eachtriode.
unit.
2,000 at 421- ; 30A, 12 -30, 30-75, 75 -200 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
Special
at 421-; 30B, 16 -50, 200 -550, at 301 -; 30C, offer. Multi -ratio 30 1, 45 1, 60 1, 90 : 1,
200 -550, 800 -2,000 at 301-; 30S, 12 -30, 7/6.
CHOKES. 20 henrys, l0C
30-75, 200 -550 at 421-. TRF types
Model SMOOTHING
123 ma., 14/6 20 henrys, 150¿ma., 18/6 ;
30D, 16 -50, 200-550, 800 -2,000 at 351-; or
30, 35 or 40 henrys, 200 ma. or 250 ma., 27/8.
30E, 12 -30, 30-75, 75 -200 at 351-; 30F, WOULD FRIENDS PLEASE
NOTE THAT
16 -50, 200-550 at 2716;
30G, 211141-550, OWING TO DEMAND FOR OUR TRANS800 -2,000 at 2716. Each is complete with FORMERS AND CHOKES WE HAVE
CEASED
circuit diagram. Circuits only 216 each.
TO STOCK OTHER RADIO

Ceti'

/

:

:

:

:

;

/5/4'44Y

/ {,7raHfifil'N(PYj

COMPONENTS.

116:

Iron cored, permeability tuned. Recommended for use with Coil Packs 40, 30, 30A,
30B, 30C and 30S. Aligned and gain tested.
Price 1716 per pair.

H. W. FIELD & SON,
Cable Works,
Station Road,
HAROLD WOOp, ESSEX

Maun-

%LLd10iff5e 70
factreud
exclusively for A.I.S. and bearing our name.
Attractively designed and colour printed
on metal. Size Ellin. by 6in. For use with
30, 30D and 40 Coil Packs. Price 51 -.

/#

% a te'.30 TUN
//E4RT :
Completely assembled and tested, this unit
is built around the 30 Coil Pack covering
16-50, 200 -550, 800 -2,000 metres. Fitted with
6K8G, 6K7G and 6Q7G valves. Ideal for
use with any amplifier. Requires 250 volts
at 30 mla and 6.3 volts at .9 amp. Price £99s.
Delivery approximately 6 weeks from
date of order.

WAIKIE - ¡Al.KIES!
(Wireless Set Canadian No. 58).

A fresh purchase of this famous
transmitter- receiver enables us
again to offer the complete
chassis

This famous

íneee<aer/fie 5- valveA.C.ID.C.
Superhet Kit uses the 30 Coil Pack
and thus provides excellent reception
on all bands. All components included
plus 3 blue-prints giving full constructional
information. Price £12 Is. I Id. An
attractive oak veneered cabinet is available
to house this receiver. Price 551

4.íi CvRCf//T5

,

MANY OTHER
INTERESTING A.I.S.
PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE.
SEND
STAMP FOR NEW PRICE LIST.
NO
C.O.D. UNDER E2.

Brand new,

case.

50!-

ONLY

(Carriage and packing 2/6)

Alternatively with

£6

a

set of

8 valves

at

per set.

Spares available

mains super

het using 40 Coil Pack. 3 constructional
drawings and priced Parts List, 316 per
set. The same, but for A.C.ID.C.
operation, 316 per set. 5 valve A.C. mains
superhet using 30 Coil Pack. 3 constructional drawings and priced Parts List,
316 per set. The same, but for A.C. /D.C.
operation. 3/6 per set. These drawings show
how to make the best use of our Coil Packs.

in

ready for use.

:-

Section Aerials 12/6 (colour
coded to facilitate ease of assembly).
16

;

of Headphones and Microphones, 22/6.
,,. Battery Boxes, 10/6.
'1! Wire Aerials with Binding Post, 2/6.

;

Pairs

g Individual Valves, 17/6.
2v. Vibrators, 15/6.

\e

4,°'

ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS
SERVICES,
1, COLWORTH RD., LEYTONSTONE, E.11
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LASKY'S RADIO

DIELECTRIC
VARIABLE
SOLID
CONDENSERS, for reaction or tuning.
Values .0005 mid. and .0003 mid. Highest
quality. Price 2111 each.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS, permanent
magnet 3-ohm speech coil, less transformer. 21in., 271- ; 31in., 29/6 ; 5in..
21/ -; 611n..
22/6. With
191- : 8ín..
transformer 61 in., 28/6 : 61n.. 29/6.
INTERNATIONAL OCTAL VALVE HOLDERS AMPHENOL, 9d. each, 6!- per
doz.
AND
MAZDA
INTERNATIONAL
OCTAL VALVEHOLDERS PAXOLIN,
71d. each, 6/- per doz.
LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE T.R.F.
COILS, high gain A.E. and H.F., with
reaction, 8/6 per pair : circuit supplied.
All types of condensers In stock. Electrolytic, paper, oil- filled, tubular, block, cans,
mica, bias, smoothing, bypass. Ail capacities and voltages.
COLLARD RECORD PLAYERS. in
carrying cases, leatherette with handle.
magnetic pick-up, best quality motor,
200/250 volts, A.C. mains, automatic stop
and start. Price £11 5s. Delivery from
stock (carriage extra).
PICK -UPS. All types now available :
Crystal, Magnetic, and Moving Coil. All
makes : Rothermel, Aces, Cosmocord,
Goldring, B.T.H., Lexington.
Brass spindle couplers. lin., 2 grub screws,
Bd. each, 5/- per dozen.
MULTI-RANGE TINT GEAR. Immediate delivery from stock. AVO Minor
D.C., 84/ -, complete with leads. Universal
Avo- Minor, A.C. /D.C.. £8 10e. (Complete)
Avo
Avo Model 7. £19 10s. (complete)
Model 40. £17 10s. (complete) ; G.E.C.
Selectest, £17 10e. (complete).
All goods new and unused unless otherwise
stated and covered by our unconditional
guarantee. Bend ld. for our current list.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. (over
It), postage extra. Large stocks of all
radio components, valves, etc. Hours
9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Open all day Saturday.
Closed 1 p.m. Thursday.
LASKY'S RADIO,
370. Barrow Road, Paddington, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital.)
Telephone Cnnninoham 1979
1

:

;

:

CIRCUITS AND
PACKS
COIL
(and other components)
"DORSET" SUPERHETS

Wave 5v, A.C. or A.C.ID.C. 4v.
All Dry Battery. Manuscripts, SI- each.
3

The best and most
set of drawings and

comprehensive
instructions on

the market. Genuine 51- worth of
information.
Theoretical sheet only of any above
circuits and price list, 21d. each.

COIL PACKS
Wave, set tested, guaranteed. Available in any 3 rangea of " P " type
Please
coils, 37/6 each with circuit.
state if A.C., A.C.ID.C. or battery and
bands required. (Standard 19 -49 m.,
200-550 m., 1,000 -2,000 sp.).
3

Write

:

Weldona Radio Accessories

Ltd., Swanage

SCOTLAND'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
Agents for
EDDYSTONE

TANNOY
& RAYMART
Nrite for Lists

AMPLIFIER CASES
High grade.

Black

crackle finish

with base shield. Excellent valu_.
35/
". Complete
Chassis 15" x 6" x
Midget Radio Cabinets. Pa+tel Shades. Il9JLs
Inside sizes : I0.(" x 91" x 41" deep. LLs. Y

2

BUCCLEUCH RADIO
MANUFACTURERS
Melville Terrace,

Fhone Edinburgh 42803,

Edinburgh.

Grams. Therm. Edin.

April, 1947

TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS

(Type 58 Mk. I')
The most modern version of that very fine
Canadian set, the 58 Mk. I, this " Star "
Model is now offered at only 2 /3rds the
STORE
price. They are in Original Makers' Cartons
as supplied to the Government, and are
BRAND NEW and UNUSED. Each Set is
" WESTECTORS." Type W.X.6. New. supplied with 8 valves. 2 sets of headphones
1/8 each.
and microphone, 3 aerials, Battle Battery.
MOVING COIL MIKE INSERTS. Coil Haversack, etc., and Instruction Book.
Complete and Ready to Switch on. Only
30 ohms. 5/- each.
10s. Od. (Carriage 5/ -). Descriptive
EX-R.A.F. Tubular Bakelite Electrolytic £10
Condensers, 8 mt., 150 volt working. 2/-. leaflet available.
We also have available a few of the ExTUNING CONDENSERS. Single .0005. R.A.F. Type 3002 I.F.S. Transmitter
Best quality, air spaced, tin. spindle. New. Receivers advertised last month at
3/6 each.
79/8. carriage 4/ -.
CONDENSERS. Split Stator 2-gang.

ONDON CENTRAL

RADIO

10/6.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES.
6-way.

2/6.

WAVEMETERS

2 -pole,

VIBRATORS. 12 volt, 4 pin. New, with
holder, 9/6 each.
WIRE 'WOUND POTS. Resistance 400
ohms and 25,000 ohms. 1/9 each.
We have a stock of R.A.F. VALVES,
every one guaranteed. EF50, BL63, X65,
MELD6, SP41, EBC33. KTW62, 8D2, EB34.
All at 5/6 each. For 6 at 4/8 each. Ask our
price for three. six and twelve dozen lots.
ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS, 500
ohms coil. Counting up to 9,999. Operating
from 25v. to 50v. D.C. Many industrial and
domestic applications. (S.H. and G.P.O.,
all perfect.) Postage 94. 5/6.
PRESS BUTTON UNITS. 4 or 5 way, with
Buttons, 418 ; 7 or 9 way, with Buttons, 5/6.
EX- R.A.F. TYPE 1154 TRANSMITTERS.
COMPLETE WITH 4 VALVES. For full
details see March issue. Price, less Power
Pack, £7. Carriage and Packing 7/8.
WITHOUT VALVES AND METERS,
301 -. Carriage and Packing 7/8.
EX -ARMY No. 58 MKI TRANS-ILECEIVER. Frequency Range 6-9 me/s.
Complete with 8 valves, one pair phones
and microphone. Carriage Paid. £5 15s.
MINIATURE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER AND POWER PACK. Type
M.C.R.1. 5 -valve Superhet using midget
valves (4,
1, íR.6) for A.C. or D.C. mains
97 -250 volt input. These sets are complete
with aerial and earth equipment, lightweight headphones, mains leads, etc.
Dimensions: Receiver 71 by 31 by 21ín.;
Power Pack approx. same size. Range,
100 kcle to 20 me/s in 4 ranges. These sets
are brand new, ex -Govt. and sealed in metal
containers. Complete with operating
instructions. 10 gua.
SELF ENERGISING TABLE MICROPHONES AND HEADSETS. The microphone is mounted on a fully adjustable
stand with on -off switch. No batteries or
current required to operate. Unused, in
cartons, complete. 1 set 25!-, 2 sets 45/ -.
PLUGS AND JACKS. These ex -Govt.
Jacks have powerful phosphor -bronze
springs ensuring a perfect contact. Overall
length 31in. (including tin. threaded shank).
Supplied with nut for panel mounting.
Price complete with best quality plug.
2/9. Postage 3d.
EX -GOVT. HIGH SPEED RELAYS.
6/8. For details see March issue.
PORTABLE UNIVERSAL AMPLIFIERS. 200/250 volt input. 5 valves.
Push -pull output, 6-8 watts. In rexine
carrying case. Complete with Mika and
Loudspeaker, etc. Size when closed, 13 by
15 by 10)1n. Bargain offer, 012 10s.
SPL. PURRCHASE. 'TELEPHONE LINE
OR UNtsEtyrrOR Sv\ ITCHES. 2- or
3 -bank. 26 constants. Have various applications, including automatic tuning, circuit
selection, etc. Operates on 25/50 volts.
2 -bank, 2216, 3 -bank 25/,
-

Class D No. 1 Mk. II. Ranges : 1,100.4,000
Kcs., 4.000 -8,000 Ken., with check frequencies
up to 25 Mcs. Employs twin crystal, 100/1,000
Kos., and ensures ± 2 Kcs. accuracy.
BRAND NEW and UNUSED in ORIGINAL
ARMY TEAK CARRYING CASE, complete
with Instruction Book and SPARE VALVE
and SPARE VIBRATOR, orris' £6 15s. Od.,
or a few only without spares at 85/- (carriage
3/6). Illustrated leaflet available.
Operates from 6v. battery but easily con-

vertible for 6v. A.C. operation.

For the Serviceman we also offer

AMERICAN SERVICE
MANUALS
Vols. 2 & 3
1 Sparton- Emerson.
- Belmont.
Vol. 4 RCA -GEADMIRAL. Vol. 5 Emerson Part II. Vol. 6
Stewart-Warner -Fada. 12/6 per volume
or set of 6 vols., 65/ -. Post orders only,
C.W.O. S.A.E. brings current lists.

Volume
Crosley

32, St.

U.E.I. CORP.

Gabriels Road, London, N.{ß.9

Radiospares'

Quality Parts
The

Service Engineer's

First Choice

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.

SPECIAL OFFER OF EX -GOV. ALL
DRY BATTERIES, highest grade manufacture, tropical standard, brand new and
fully guaranteed by us, 90-v. H.T. plus I1 -v.
L.T. 51 -, post 8d. Sealed cartons of 8, 351 post paid. Trade inquiries invited. Above
can easily be split to form three 30-v. H.T.
units (size of U.2 cell), ideal for midget
sets, deaf-aids, etc.
GARRARD A.C. 7A MOTOR AND EX-GOV. MOTORS, 2301250v. A.C.1
PICK -UP. 200/250 VOLT A.C. In steel
carrying cases with 2 handles. Size. 16 by D.C., speed approx. 3,000 r.p.m., weight
Brand new, not fitted with
16 by 71in.
fitted gearbox (detachable) with
auto -stop. £10 15e. Carriage and Packing Bibs.,
three powerful reduction gear shafts,
7/8 extra.
speeds approx. 4, 8 and 16 r.p.m. Superior
as new, 401.
23, LISLE ST., LONDON job, ball- bearing, condition
post paid. Hundreds of other interesting
W.C.2
2d.
with s.a.e.
New
March
Lists,
items.
GERra rd 2969
18, Harborne Park Rd., Birmingham, 17.
Tel.: HARborne 1308.
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the Wax

®n

Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
RICHARD TAUBER'S successful and charming
operetta " Old Chelsea," is replete with
tunes which stay in the memory. The
story is set in the eighteenth century, when Chelsea
was still a pretty village surrounded by green fields,
the centre of one of the supreme.porcelain factories
in England. The gay figures from Chelsea plates
and saucers seem to have stepped on Mr. Tauber's
stage, and the music suits them to perfection.
The production, among other things, emphasises his
amazing versatility. This month Columbia DB2274
gives us a generous selection from the show, and
the delightful melodies are played with the satisfying richness of feeling that one associates with
Albert Sandler and the Palm Court Orchestra.
Gaetano Pugnani was born at Turin in 1731,
dying in his native place 66 years later. He was a
great violinist and composer for strings, of the
best eighteenth century stamp. Operas featured
largely in his output, in common with most composers of that century. The " Praeludium and
Allegro " is the most familiar of his pieces and has
long been a favourite with violinists. Now Rawicz
and Landauer have taken it into their capable
hands and made a brilliant version if it for two
pianos on Columbia DB2235.
The selections played this month by Andre
Kastelanetz and his Orchestra are " Poinciana "
(Sorrg of the Tree) by Simon and " Song of India,"
by Rimsky - Korsakov which have been recorded
on Columbia DX1348. These new contributions
should be widely acceptable. An old favourite
makes a welcome return this month in the " Yeoman
of the Guard " Overture played by the Liverpool
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Dr. Malcolm
Sargent. It is coupled with another of Sullivan's
Patience " Overture. The number of
works
this recording is Columbia DX1339.
" Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano, Op. 31 "
on H.M.V. C3547 -8 by Albert Sammons (violin)
and Gerald Moore (piano) has been recorded this
month under the auspices of the British Council.
These records are certainly worth hearing as also is
" The Banks of Green Willow," played by the
Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Maurice
Miles on H.M.V. C3491.

-"

employed ; indeed, it was not developed until
after Bach's death. The themes in the older type,
to which the D Minor Concerto belongs, are treated
in counterpoint and modulated strikingly to,
sometimes, remote keys.
It is fortunate that
Harriet Cohen has been engaged for these records.
She is particularly happy with Bach, and this
recording shows her complete command of the
spirit of Bach performance. Walter Susskind with
the Philharmonic Orchestra supports the soloist

brilliantly.

The work of Delius is again featured in this
month's recordings with his Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra played by Jean Pougnet (violin)
ably supported by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart., on
H.M.V. DB6369 -71. These recordings have been
made under the auspices of the Delius Trust. For
a long time the work of this composer remained
something of an enigma to the larger musical
public, though there has always been a steady
band of admirers who have stoutly maintained their
devotion to him. The high individualism of his
feeling, style and idiom -especially his harmonic
idiom, which is characterised by a subtle chromaticism
took some time to impinge on the
consciousness of music- lovers nurtured on the great
Viennese classics. In 1929, a festival of the composer's works was organised in London, at which
Delius himself, blinded and crippled as he was
then, managed to be present. Those records reveal
every subtlety of a composer whose orchestration
is one of the finest features of his style.

-

Vocal Recordings

the

among
vocal recordings
OUTSTANDING
this month is a record by that famous Italian
tenor Beniamino Gigli. He sings two songs-

" Vainement, Ma Bien Aimee " (In Vain, Oh Well
Beloved) and " Rachel ! Quand du Seigneur "
(Rachel When the Grace of the Lord) on H.M.V.
DB6366. He is admirably supported by the Royal
Opera House Orchestra, Covent Garden, conducted
by Rainaldo Zamboni.
Other interesting recordings include the lovely
aria from " Samson and Delilah," " Softly Awakes
My Heart," which is sung in Italian by Ebe Stignani,
mezzo soprano, accompanied by the Orchestra
of the Opera House, Rome, under the baton of
Luigi Ricci on Columbia LX976. Another talented
singer is Gladys Ripley who has recorded " The
Holy City " and " Largo (Xerxes) " on H.M.V.
C3549. She is accompanied by Herbert Dawson
on the organ. Finally Robert Wilson, tenor, sings
" My Life is Yours " and " Lassie O' Mine " with
orchestra conducted by Henry Geehl on H.M.V.
BD1159.
!

Bach Concerto Recorded
THE compelling rhythm inherent in Bach's music
is nowhere more striking than in his orchestral
works, and especially in the piano concertos. This
month a recording has been made of his " Concerto
in D Minor for Pianoforte and Orchestra " on
Columbia DX1312 -4. The steady driving power of
Bach's inspiration is felt in the two flanking
movements of this impressive triptych, while the
adagio is more reflective in character. All concertos
of Bach's time, whether for single instruments, as Light Music
here, or for a group of soloists, are constructed on
much the same plan of a slow movement between "CONCERTO in Jazz " is the latest recording by
Charles Shadwell and his Orchestra on
two quick ones. The internal plan of the individual
The young British composer
movements differs from that of the later eighteenth H.M.V. B9506.
(Conclúded on page 218).
century concerto, in that sonata form is not

,,.
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WORKED RADIO
CALCULATIONS

IVCO

11

By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E.

t;iiET E R
tests everything
electrical
RADIO,
HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES & MOTOR
CAR LIGHTING, ETC.

Ask your local Factor to
show you one of these
remarkable
instruments a n d

Perhaps the most necessary qualification for
successful radio engineers is to be fully

conversant with radio -servicing formulae.
But many radio-mechanics and wireless operators find that the mastery of the various
mathematical problems is the most difficult
part of their training. This book has been
designed to meet the need of such students.
It contains worked examples of most of the
important formulae met with in radio courses,
and its detailed index enables the student to
pick out immediately the desired examples.
It is invaluable to radio service engineers and
those studying for examinations in radio.
6s. 6d. net.

to put your
name down on
his waiting list.

PITMAN
IN STOCK!

OFFERED AT A FRACTION OF COST!
EX -GOVT.

( Immediate

10

11, METRE

SUPERHET

VALVE
UNITS

dispatch)

Stuart centrifugal ELECTRIC PUMPS
for all pumping purposes, garden
fountains, etc.
Morphy Richards Cyldon DOOR CHIMES
post free, 49/6
Avominor D.C. TEST METERS, £4 4
Avominor A.C. /D.C.TEST M ETERS, £810
(Supplied on Easy Terms if desired)
SHAVEMASTER 475 comb & cutter sets
Leaflet of any item on request

The
LONDON
BALCOMBE

CIRCUIT
COMPRISES

Pre. amp., Osc.,
Mixer, 5 I.F., Det.,
Video Amp. I.F.
Frequency
12.
Megs. Band -width
4 Megs. Co -axial

OR

90

Cash with

Order. Special dis-

counts to Trade,
Radio Societies,
etc., in lots of 25
or more receivers.

INTO

RECEIVERS

MEGS. F.M. RECEIVERS

External source cf L.T. and H.T.
supply is required. Manufactured to
stringent Government specification by
such famous makers as R.G,D.. Pye
and Murphy. Brand new and unused
and in manufacturers' sealed cartons.
Complete with

WIRELESS

10

THE

Size of model on photograph e x 41 x 3t

Mazda valves.

INSTRUMENTS

(LEEDS)
54-56

SUSSEX

Carriage paid.

IDEAL FOR CONVERSION

TELEVISION

(Est. 1925)

GAS.

1

input and output
sockets.

RADIO SUPPLY Co.

LTD.

HEADROW,

LEEDS,

I

PLASTIC MIDGET RADIO CABINETS
available in Blue. Green, Peach, Yellow.
Pink and White or combination any two
colours. Other style and sizes up to 12"x9'
x6 °. Trade enquiries invited.
TRESHA SERVICES
33, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. Cen. 6163

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SAMSONS SURPLUS STORES
169 -17L ISdgwaWre Road,
London ,2.
Open All Day Saturday. Tel Padd. 7851.
No. C.O.D. under £2. Postage Extra on all
Orders.
Rrand New Marconi All Wave 5v.Superhet. Miniature communication receivers
for 90v,-250v., A.C,. D.C. or batteries.
Freq. range 20 -3000 m. Complete with power
supply unit and batteries £11 105. Od.
Battery model as above less power pack,
£8 10s. Od.
Ex -Army No. 38 5v. Battery Trans Receiver. Freq. 7.4 -9 me /s., complete with
standard 2v. valves and jonc. box, 55/ -.
Spare set of 3 valves in metal container,
15/-. Ex -Army Ear Phones, 10/ -. Throat
Mikes, 716. haversacks. 4.9. Rod Aerials,
4 lengths in canvas case, 1248.
Ex -Army 109 Reception Sets for 6 volts.
8 valve superhet.,complete with spare valves,
vibrator and self- contained speaker. Freq.
range 12-2 me /s., £14 10s. Od. Lightweight model as above less speaker,
£1e 10s. Oil.
Ex-Army 208 Reception Sets, 6 valve
superhet. for 6v. and 100 -250v. A.C. Freq.
range 5-30 metres, complete with selfcontained speaker phones and mains lead
built in strong metal cabinet, £28 10s. Od.
Ex-Army Remote Control Units,complete
with generator bell, morse key, relays.
etc., 22/6. Component value, £10.
Special offer. The following moving coil
meters all new and by well -known makers.
Thermo- Ampmeter. 0.4 a.. 211n. dial in
rectangle bakelite case with shorting switch
2716. A.C. 23in. 0-150. 0 -300v. with external resistance. 39/8.
0-1 milliamp 2'in. dial mounted in sloping
bakelite case with terminals, 39/6. 0-500
and 0-300 m,'a. 3in., 27/6.
0-150 m'a., 27/8. 0-300 Ma., 2 //in.. 2716.
0-6 m/a movement, 3M. dial calibrated for
ohms, volts and ma., 57/6.
Miniature Ceramic Button %'illohlers,
1 3. Miniature Valve Screens, 1/9. Ceramic E.F.50 V /lfolders, 19. Bulgin Octal
Plugs, 1/9. Mlnlalure flogs for Butte.
AT/Holders, 1/9. Epicyelle Urire 6-1.26.
Coaxial Aerial Feeds. 30ft. lengths. 12/6.
High Speed Relays, 1,000 ohms each coil,
5/6. Siemens 2,000 ohms Relays, 6/6.
:
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Open to Discussion
All letters must
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
he accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
Ex- Service

Equipment

-I quite agree with sets.
your correspondent
SIR,regarding ex -Army
A letter to his
19

local M.P. might get matters cleared up a bit.
Whilst there must have been a considerable number
of ex- R.A.F. R.1155 sets sold, I have yet to see any
letters published giving details as to the results
obtained on the short -wave bands. These sets
are undoubtedly value for money, but some idea
as to ease of tuning, signal -to -noise ratio, performance on the short -wave broadcast bands, also
amateur bands, would assist those who are considering purchase. I note that some firms are
supplying service data. This is a wise move, and
one that I suggested before these sets were made
available. In closing I have not yet seen any of
the pre -war type Hivac special short -wave battery
type valves advertised yet. Now then, advertisers, if you have any, we should be glad to see
about them in your adverts.-A. W. MANN
(Middlesbrough).

-Your correspondent, Sigm. P. Barnes
SIR,
i7 (Paris), is under a slight misapprehension
about the No. 19 sets listed in the U.S. magazines.
These sets were made by Emerson and
ap.A were lend -lease to Britain and Russia. He,
hbtvever, raises a very interesting point in the
release of the service's electronic equipment. It
would seem, from articles in the U.S. magazines,
etc., that the U.S. Government has released most
of their surplus, while here in Britain one can
only conclude from the various articles which have
appeared in the daily Press it is used mostly
for filling disused pit shafts instead of being sold
and thereby reducing taxation.
Another interesting point. Do wholesalers obtain
the present U.S. equipment available here at the
same rates as the wholesalers in the U.S.A. ?
If they do there must be some colossal profits
being made out of this surplus. For the benefit
of readers who do not take the U.S. magazines, I
will quote a few current prices of new surplus
equipment.
U.S. valves : 954, 955, 956, 3S4, 3s. 6d. each ;
9001, 9002, 9003, 6J6, 6L6, etc., 4s. to 5s. U.S.
sets : 9 -valve Horsie Talkies, £4 7s. 6d. ; 5 -valve

to inform him that if he wants a low -powered
trans -receiver, he can get one from either the
Stamford Radio Co. or " Raymart." These instruments are ex- R.A.F. and consist of a separate
6 -valve receiver and a 3 -valve transmitter using
C.O., P.A. and Mod. They should have a pretty
good range under suitable conditions. Hoping
that this information will be found of interest to
Mr. Barnes and other readers. -G. CLUOSTON (Co.
Antrim, N.I.).
Service Engineers

SIR, -May I endorse the remarks of R. A.
Loveland (Addlestone) regarding service
engineers, in " Open to Discussion," February
issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
I am a spare time service engineer of some 15 years' standing,
and during that time have handled almost every
class of receiver. I do not canvass or advertise
but rely only on recommendations and I get more
work than I can really cope with. I have at times
had to turn work away. I endeavour to, and do
in many cases, give 24 -hour service. Like R. A.
Loveland I have handled many receivers that
have been " repaired " by local professional service
engineers -my conscience wouldn't let me turn
out some of the work they do. To quote a few
instances : badly -soldered and often high- resistance
joints ; huge blobs of solder when just a spot would
do, this by a recognised service agent. On one
occasion, an 8 mfd. smoothing condenser just
loosely wired in and not soldered
I leave
readers to guess the queer noises that emitted
from the speaker due to arcing. Repairs charged
for but obviously not carried out -one can generally
tell by examination of the chassis what actually
has been done. I could quote many repairs that
I have been called in to rectify due to just bad
workmanship. In many cases simple things for
which the set owner has paid the dealer an exorbitant sum. I quite often carry out small repairs
free, replace small things like resistors, small
condensers, etc., for only the cost of the component
-and it is my proud boast that I have never yet
turned out a " dud " repair. I pray my conscience
never lets me. I could list many other " rackets,"
but our old friend " Thermion " has exposed most
of them in the February issue.
May I add in closing that I have been a reader
of PRACTICAL WIRELESS for many years and wish
the journal every success in the future. To other
private service engineers I say," Keep up the good
work " -B. G. WRIGHT (North Harrow).
!

Emerson midget pocket superhets. with 'phones,
batteries, valves, etc., £3 15s. (similar £12
here); I4 -valve U.H.F. 158 -210 me/s. RX. A.C.
mains (not ex. radar), £10 ; 15 -valve ditto,
6 acorns, used a few hours, £5 10s.
Also, most U.S. distributors usually supply
a circuit and instructions for converting to normal
amateur wavebands with every surplus set sold. SIR, -May I through your columns reply to a
letter from R. A. Loveland (Addlestone)
Readers should demand this here when purchasing
surplus sets. -A. W. J. MARSH (Newport, Isle of which appeared under the. heading " Service
Engineers " in your February issue.
Wight).
Surely this should have read " Dabblers," and
not " Service Engineers " ?
SIR, -With regard to the letter sent in by
Your writes appears to be doing a very good
tJ Sigm. P. Barnes (Paris), I would like job of Work, in his spare time, one job not being
!
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enough for him. He talks of doing work after it
has been vetted by an expert, or at least by a dealer.
I wonder !
After some 20 years of full -time work in the
radio trade I would venture to suggest that the
boot is on the other foot; I myself would like to
have a pound for every set I have had to put in
good order after " an expert friend has had a look

Like K. Beasant, I am also 14 years old and
have a 0-V -1 T.R.F. RX. I have a choice of two
aerials, a 20 metre IA. doublet or a 40 metre IA.
doublet, beamed respectively to the U.S.A. and the
East Indies.
Best catches include VS, BD, CX2CO, YV5AC,
FM7QC, and W7HRV.
QSL's from VS, BD,
W7HRV, W4DSY, W2RM, XACP, D4AFS, and
at it "
D4AMX.
It would appear that R. A. Loveland, on his
I should like very much to contact a reader of
own admission, is an expert at simple faults, not my own age either in Great Britain or 'abroad.
a very good recommendation surely for such a JAS. NEILSON(32, Ardgavan St.,Greenock, Scotland).
clever chap. Not saying a lot for the dealer who
went before him
Unauthorised G5BU
No, R. A. L., I am very sorry to say that your
The following notification has been received from
letter does not cut much ice these days, and I Messrs. Bulgin, owners of Amateur Station G5BU
think the majority, like myself, agree with " Ther" It has been drawn to our attention by the Post
mion." Most good dealers to -day employ an Office
that operating is taking place on certain
engineer who usually knows his job ; he has to
frequencies
(these not even in the allotted amateur
By dealers I mean those who hold good agencies bands) by some
using our call sign G5BU
such as Murphy, Bush, Pye, H.M.V ;, etc.; these and we desire tostation
notify you that at the present
firms expect and insist that the dealer keeps an time we are not emitting
at all.
efficient and expensive service department.
" We shall be pleased to give notification, at a
The solution is in the hands of the public these later
date, when tests are likely to recommence
days. By going to a dealer who keeps a good shop,
well stocked, and has good agencies, and although from our station."
perhaps the price for the repair will be higher than
Correspondent Wanted
R. A. L. would charge, the customer can always
SIR,
should like to correspond with two or
go back to the dealer in the event of it not coming
three amateurs about my own age, and
up to his expectations. After all, a set can be perhaps
ideas. I am an amateur radio
repaired one day and still refuse to work the next. operator.exchange
-M. Scanty, R.M.D., Waipawa, H. Bay,
Most sets to -day are old, and have had a lot of work
New Zealand, N.I.
during the past six years.
May I, on behalf of my fellow radio men, full
timers that is, thank you för keeping up publication,
IMPRESSIONS ON THE WAX.
and for a very interesting and informative book.
Taorres Saurn (Service Dept., Murdoch's, Biggin
(concluded from page 215)
Street, Dover).
Donald Phillips, born in London, has evolved in
" Concerto in Jazz," a symphonic style embodying
German People's Receiver
the best characteristics of jazz music, appealing
-As an owner of a " German People's to
the increasing number of listeners who have a
SIR,Receiver," I was extremely interested in
for both jazz and serious music. The work
your article of this set in your November issue istaste
in one movement and contains three principal
of " P.W." and it is being kept as a service sheet sections
varied in style and rhythm. It was first
in case of trouble in future.
by Charles Shadwell and the B.B.C.
The set is in perfect order and functions equally broadcast
Orchestra, and has been consistently
well on A.C. or D.C. mains, although it is rather Variety
featured
by Shadwell's own orchestra since he gave
too " tricky " to tune for the everyday listener. it at his first
stage show.
It will, when finally tuned, hold the stations without
This
month
Williams makes her first
fading providing it has an efficient earth which it recording for theRita
Columbia Company with " It's
seems to like.
All
Over
Now
"
and " Goodnight Darling " on
With regard to Mr. Neale's letter in your February
FB3269, with orchestra directed by
issue, I would like to state that it is totally out of Columbia
Yorke. She has appeared in many broadcast
proportion to try to compare it with the British Peter
including " Monday Night at Eight,"
Utility, the approximate price of which was £12, shows,
" Here's Wishing You Well Again " and " Accent
compared with 28/- of the German set.
May I take this opportunity of thanking you and on Rhythm."
your staff for the most enlightening book on the Dance Music
market, and may you soon be granted more paper.
ALL the latest tunes have been recorded this
-R. H. NEwarex (Hove).
month by many well -known bands. To name
a few there are two records by Geraldo and his
QTH of W2CZO
Orchestra " Zip -a -dee Doo -dah " and " The Old
-In answer to K. Beasant's request for Lamplighter " on Parlophone
F2200, and " SeptemSIR,W2CZO's QTH, I submit the following details. ber Song " and " Ole Buttermilk
Sky " on
W2CZO's QTH is-Amateur Radio W2CZO, 39, Parlophone F2201 ; " All by Myself " and " Five
9th St., North Arlington, N.J., U.S.A. His Minutes More," by the Skyrockets Orchestra,
power is 950 watts fone and he uses a three element directed by Paul Fenoulhet on H.M.V. BD5955;
rotary-beam.
and finally " Ole Buttermilk Sky " and
He verifies with a very attractive card against a " Anniversary Song," played by Joe Loss and his
good report, over a reasonable, period, and an I.R.C. Orchestra on H.M.V. BD5958..
!

-

!

!
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ADVERTISEMENTS

3 RATES
per line or part
thereof, a wage five words to line.
Box No. 6d. extra. Advertisements
must be prepaid and addressed to
Advertisement Manager, " Practical
Wireless," Tower House, Southampton St, Strand, London, W.C.2.
THE SHORT WAVE LISTENERS
ANNUAL, 1947 Edition, is now on sale.
Over 80 pages essential data for DXers.
216 from local booksellers, or 2/9 direct
from " Short Wave News," 57, Mafda Vale.
:
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Pd`i/Fl M AiTtiaSít
SPEAKERS.

All p.m.

2218.

5

in., LIT., 1.5/6

lin., LIT.,

:

ROTHERMEL CRYSTAL PICK -UPS.
Deluxe," £2 16s. 3d., inc. P /Tax.

CONDENSERS. ,1, .01. .05 mfd., 9/- per doz.
LINE CORD. 2 -way, 1/8 per yd. 3 -way.
21- Fer yd. .3!amp., 60 ohms, per ft.
SHUTTERED SOCKETS. Flush, 5 amp.,
London. W.9.
H. A. C." Short -wave Receivers, famous 3 pin, 4/- each.
availkits
now
Complete
for over 15 years.
CONTROLS.
Centralab.
VOLUME
able. All components, accessories, with full Various values. L /S, 2/8. W/S, 3/6.
instructions. One -valve model 201 -, twovalve model 431-. Easily assembled in one HEADPHONES. Special offer. 5/8 per
hour. Send S.A.E. for free catalogue.
pair. 2 pairs in box complete with lead and
" H.A.C." Products (SW). 66, New Bond lack plug.
Street, London, W.I.
Largest Stock of B.V.A. and U.S. valves
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS in England.
" OSMOR" A.C. /D.C. 3 -wave 5v. superhet
Let us have your enquiries.
Excellent reproduction' and
Receivers.
sensitivity. Attractive Cabinet. Early
delivery. Shipping wave band if required.
RADIO SERVICE
Write for literature. MORGAN OSBORNE
do CO., LTD., Southview Road, War -

-

-

-MATT

lingham, Surrey.
KITS of Radio Receivers from £71810,
All new materials. Table
4 and 5 valve.
Models, Semi -Midget. Our latest Kit
Wylwyn Star 1947 -has connections for
Gramophone Pick-up and extensions to
Loudspeaker. A.V.C. 6 hours average time
for constructing. Full details and diagrams
with each kit. C.W.O. or C.O.P.-Isherwoods,
Reme House, 81, Plungington Road, Preston.

-

Lancs. Tel.: 3348. Estd. 1936.
NEW RECTIFIERS. 2v. amp. 5 /-, 12v.
1 amp. 13/8, 12v. 4 amp. 28/6, 1 mA. for
3/6,
meters 218. Midget m. /c. speakers vol.
transformer 1 /8. Small wirewound
controls, 25 and 500 ohm. lin. long spindle.
type
switches,
Yaxley
Others
each.
2/8.
1/single and 2 bank 1'6, 4 bank 2/ -, Many
other bargains. Send lid, stamp for Hat.
-Carter's. 67, Bell Lane, Marston Green,
Birmingham.
NEW LINES for this month. Farley thermal delay switches, 4, 5, or 6.3v. heaters,
10/- each. Jackson epicyclic friction drives,
6 -1 reduction ratio. 3/3. Universal couplers.
2/9. 3 watt wire-wound resistors up to
25,000 ohms. 1/6. 5 watt up to 2.000 ohms.
Rothermel senior crystal pick -ups,
2/-,
Garrard
£2/103. Replacement heads for Sapphire
and Collaro pick-ups. £218/11.
'needles. 1216- State whether for crystal or
magnetic pick -up. Surplus goods. Paper
Condensers. 8mfd. 600v., 6/9. -lOmfd. 6011v.,
7/6. 4mfd. 1.000v., 9 / -- Bmfd. 1.000v., 15/ -.
.001,
Metal -cased tubular condensers.
01mfd. 1,000v. .02mfd. 750v, ; .05, .25mfd.
500v.. 71d. each. ./mfd. 500v., 8d. 2-pole
3 -way miniature rotary switches. 113.
3 -7Opf. trimmers, 4d. Some of our regular
lines. Marconi Type 25 pick -ups, £21112.
Ivorine dials for medium and long waves,
1/6. Screened wire. Single, 7(1. yd., twin,
1/- Yd. Midget H.F. chokes, 1/6. Postage
extra on all items. We are now in a position
of being able to build up amplifiers to your
specification. May we have your enquiries.
High Road,
-T. W. Comins, 399, Chiswick
'Phone : Chiswick 4530.
L_ondon, W,4.
SPECIAL. EX- GOVERNMENT
CLEARANCE OFFER
Moving Coil Meters. Volts. 2in. Dial,
0 -26. 0-40, 15' -; 0 -300, 17,8. 0 -300, £1. 3ín..
Cell Testers, 3in. scale,
0-3,500, 30'
and 30 -0-30, 30' -. Amps 2in.
3 -0-3
Dial Centra Zero, 0 -20, 0 -50, 12 /8.
IvIllliamps, 2in, dial, 0 -1, tl0 0-5, 17/6; 0 -100
(scaled 0 -300), 15' -: "l in. dial, 0 -1 (scaled
0 -100), 25/ -; 0-100, 0-200. 22/8. Amps. 2!ir.
dial, 0 -20, 15/ -. Thermo Amps. H.F. 0 -1,
0 -5. 17,8. A.C. volts, 2lin., 0 -15. 0 -300. 20 -.
Taylor Output, 4i in. square type, Ima
F.S.D. in oak case, 7in. a 7in.. 55:' -. W.D.
type Output meters in teak case, 9in. x
5in. r. 41ín., Meter 23in., 45/-. Test benches.
Oak case fitted drawer. Everitt Edgecombe
meters, 0-30v. and 0-15a., circuit breaker,
and switch, size 143in. by 8in. by 7in.
Rotary Transformers, a
£3 7s, 8d.
truly amazing bargain, 12v. D.C. in. 275v.
D.C. 110 m.a. and 500v. D.C. 50 m.a. out.,
in Chassis with smoothing, toggle switch,
32 mfd. 450v. Electrolitfc screw -in bakelite
fuse -carriers, red indicator light and
connecting sockets, H.F. chokes, etc.
Rotary Transformer. ,guaranteed new,
other parts not guaranteed, £1 ea.
II. English, The Matthias. Rayleigh Rd.,

152, R,chmoed Road, Kingston -on- Thames, Ser,eY,

,

-.
/

Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.

-

,

-

structors, 1 /-. Bulgin Radio Service Manual.
218. Radio Constructor's Manual, 3l -. Radio
Resistor Chart -Colour codes at a flick. 1 /-.
Radio Reference Handbook -Cloth bound,
comprehensive] and up to date, covering
all branches of radio, 12/6.
American
Service Manuals. Sparton- Emerson, CrosleyBelmont (Parts I and II), Stewart- WarnerFada, 1216 per volume. Postage extra on
all publications.
YAXLEY type Rotary Switches, 2 -way, 5 / -.

Resistances, assorted values, 2 watt to i
watt, 201- per 100. Permanent Crystal
Detectors, 2/6 each. Aluminium Panels.
16- gauge. 18ins. x 7in., 3/8. Cutler Harmer
Rheostats, 30 ohms and 10 ohms, 4/6. ExGovernment Morse Keys,. brand new. 1/6
each (15/- per dozen).
Ex-Government
Buzzers, brand new, 1/8 each (15/- per dozen).
Westectors, type WX6 and W112, 1/- each
(10'- per dozen).
LUFBRA Adjustable Hole Cutters, for use
on metal, wood, plastics, etc., 5'- each.
LATEST ex- Government purchase. Miniature Communication Receiver (M.C.R.I.).
A.C./D.C., complete with power pack,
'phones, aerial, etc. For use on all voltages
20 to 3,000 metres. 5 valves, brand new In
original cartons, £10 10s.. carriage and
packing, 5,6 extra. All goods advertised
are postage extra.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
48, Lisle Street. London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
Transformers
REWIND SERVICE.
Fields-Pickups-Speakers-New Cones and
Speech Coils fitted- Armatures- Vacuum
Cleaners -Gram. and Fractional H.P. Motors.
All work guaranteed and promptly executed.
Special Terms to the Trade. Send S.A.E.
for Price List and Radio Spares.-A.D.S.Co.,
261 -3-5, Lichfield Rd., Aston 6. Birmingham.
TRANSFORMERS rewound. All types
mains, output television EHT and line.
Pickups repaired and rewound. Prompt
service. Trade enquiries invited. -North
West Electrical Co., 21a, Goidhurst Terrace.
-

.,

1

;

RADIO'S WIRELESS
SOUTHERN
BARGAINS.
LATEST RADIO PUBLICATIONS :
Radio Valve Manual-Equivalent and alternative American and British types, with all
data, 318. Radio Circuits -Fully illustrated,
receivers,-power packs, etc., 2! -. Amplifiers
Fully descriptive circuits, 2/ -. Radio Coil
and Transformer Manual, 21 -. Short Wave
Handbook, 2/ -. Manual of Direct Disc Recording. 2/ Test Gear Construction Manual, 1 /8.
Radio Pocket Book Formulas, tables, colour
code, etc.. 11 -. Ten Hows for Radio Con-

Ideal for
High and Low
Voltage Test-

ing
and

/30, 100 /850
*D.C.
.

1

A.C.

Allowance made on old models
Send for interesting leaflet (A24) on Electrical
and Radio Testing, from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER'f
O. GREENLI(K, LTD.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Brand new,
Ex. Govt. stock. Suitable for Car Radios,
Mobile Amplifiers, Country House receivers,
etc. Solid frame with fixing feet. These
transformers can be utilised for 6 or 12 volt
input, and will give with 6v. input, output
of 200v. at 50 mA. for continuous operation,
150v. at 80 mA. for periods up to 3 hours,
or with 12v. input, output of 480v. at 40 mA.
continuous operation, 400v. at 80 mA, for
periods up to 3 hours. Size 711n. x 31in.
Weight, 6,1 lbs. Cost £7/7/0d. Each 25/-,
COILS. Weymouth iron -cored midget
465 ke/s, per matched pair 18!9 Weymouth
All -wave coil pack at 36/6 standard I.F.s
465 kc/s, 15 /- M. wave midget T.R.F. coils,
per pair, 51- MIL wave coils with reaction
boxed with circuit, 7/6 the latest iron cored
T.R.F. coils, M/L wave, with adjustable
iron cores, per pair, 10'6: Superhet. coils,
SML wave. per pair, 10 /8 all coils supplied
with circuit.
SPEAKERS. P.M. minus trans. : 5in. at
20/6 6in. at 27/6.
ELECTROLYTICS. Tubular 8 mid. 150v.
at 2r6 50 mfd. 12v. at 2'- ; 200 mfd. 12v.
at 1/6 ; Can type 8 plus 8 mfd. 500 v. at 7/6 :
Block type 24 plus 24 mfd. 300v. at 9/ -,
DRIVES AND DIALS. Epicycle drive.
3 3 Slow- motion drum drive. 31- Coloured
Ml -Wave Dials, ivorine, 4in. x 31ín., 2/5in. x 53in., 2/6 : Celluloid transparent
dials, MIL wave, 61n. x 5in.. 1,8.
CHORES. " Ultra " midget smoothing
chokes, 360 ohms, 40!50 mA., 5,- Midget
ditto, 50/60 mA., 5/6 Standard ditto, 100
mA., 8/8 ; heavy duty ditto, 150;'200 mA.,
12/6.
POTENTIOMETERS. Wire Wound Potentiometers, 2,000 and 50,000 ohms, 4/ -.
P.V.C. WIRE. P.V.C. Aerial Wire 50ft.
coils at 113 Luxury speaker fabric, 81n.
squares at 1/ -.
O. GREENLICK, LTD., 34, Bancroft
Road, Cambridge Heath Road. London,
E.1. Phone STEpney Green 1334.
:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

THE NAME TO NOTE for all kinds of
radio and electrical metalwork to specification, modern rustproofing, all shapes and
sizes undertaken, and for tropical use.
Components and sub-assemblies executed
to meet recognised wiring and material
standards. Consultation, advice without
obligation : Write Dept. 03, Sea Rescue
'Works,
Ltd.,
Chiltern
Equipment.
Clarendon Road, Watford, Herts.
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REPAIRS to loud -speakers. Cones, coils

fitted. Fields altered. rewound. Output
transformers. clock coils. No mains trans.
accepted. Prices quoted. Satisfaction
guaranteed.-L.S. Repair Service, 49.
Trinity Rd.. Upper Tooting, S.W.17. Closed
Saturdays. 'Phone : Balham 2359.
EXPERIMENTERS I Service Engineers !
NUPLANS announce their ' Television
Built from
Test Pattern Generator "
the spares-box to our full data sheets.
Self- synching, separate and combined
Horizontal and Vertical Patterns. Full
details, circuit, layout and plans. 2/8, from
E. N. Bradley, " Whinnie Knowe," Escalls,
Sennen, Cornwall, More circuits to fellow.
RADIOLECTRON
22, Frances St., Scunthorpe, Lines.
New Goods Only. Regular Stock Lines.
RESISTORS.-All values. Carbon and
Wire wound, 1 and 5
1 watt, 5d. and 8d.
watt. lld .; Mains
watt, 1/3 and 2/9.
Droppers, 2 adj. taps and feet. 2 amp.
1000 ohm, 4/3 : ditto, .3 amp., 800 ohm, 416.
and
350v.
CONDENSERS. -Tubular
500v. wkg. up to .006 mfd.. 8d. ; to .1 mfd.,
1Od.: .25 mfd.. 1/3 : .5 mfd., 1/6 1 mfd.,
1

E

:

1

;

2/4. Electrolytic 500v. 4 mfd., 3/ -,; 500v.
500v. 8-8 mfd., 6/- ; 450v.
8 mfd., 3/2 ;
8 -16 mfd., 8/- ; 25 mfd. 25v., 1 /10 : 50 mfd.
50v.. 2/10. Mica up to .005 mfd., 1/- ; .01
mfd., 1,3. Tuning 2 gang 000i mfd., 11/ -;
ditto. with Trimmers, 12/6.
VOLUME CONTROLS.-All Values, Long
Spindles, 3- : 4.8 with SW. Wire wound

-

less SW.. 311
TRANSFORMERS. Intervalve, direct
ratio 3 -1 and 5 -1, 7/6. Output.
Pentode. 5/6. Universal. 6r6.
VALVEHOLDERS. -Eng. 4, 5, 7 pin, 7d. :
Amer. Ux., 4. 5, 6, 7 pin, 7d. Int. Oct., 7d. ;
Loctal and Side C., L-.
Maz. Oct., 7d.
PIFCO all -in-one Radiometers, 25/-. Grip
Clips. ld. Screened Caps, 8d. Radio
Toggle Switches, single hole fixing. S.P.
on -off. 218. S.P. change over, 3/ -. D.P. on -off,
3/8.. D.P. double throw, 41 -.
Many other Bargains. Please state your
requirements, enclosing S.A.E. TERMS.
Cash with Order, post free over 10 /-.

2,000. 10,000. 30.000

feed,

;

;

-
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TELERADIO have 50 only. 5v. all wave
midget pocket superhets, size 76 x 31 x 21.
These are offered complete with universal
power pack or battery together with lightweight headphones and all leads and plugs.
Sensitivity is very high, and American
reception can be guaranteed. Illustrated
leaflet is available, but as supplies are very
limited. early ordering is advisable. In
sealed carton at 10 gus. post paid. Deposit
will secure.
KITS. 5-6v. All Wave Superhet for A.C.,
12 gns. 4.5 watt A.C. /D.C. amplifier,
£4 17s. 6d. 4v. All dry superhet. 15 16s.
4v. A.C./D.C. TRF., £7 3s. 3v, Battery
TRF., £4 12s.
All above include valves, but spkr. extra.
REPLACEMENT
UNITS
(factory

assembled). 5v. model 50e R/G chassis,
12 gns, plus P.T. 54/-. 3v. model 65 high
sensitivity amplifier for A.C./D.C. suitable
or electric guitar, etc.. £6 6s. B.S.R. 10
watt gram amplifier with record player,
£38 2s. ld.
Comprehensive blueprint service is available to amateurs, and illustrated catalogue
will gladly be forwarded on receipt of stamp.
Components. Headsets (low Impedance)
can be used on ext. spkr. ekts., 12/8 pair.
High sensitivity coil packs for all purposes
from 30/ -. Iron-cored High QIF trans.,
15/6 pr. Amphenol valveholders, 9d.
each, 7/6 doz. Mains trans., semi- shrouded
1st quality 350v. H.T., 5 and 6v. L.T. 80
ma., 25/-.
The Teleradlo Co., 157. Fore Street.
Edmonton, N.1S. and 155. High Street,
Ilfracombe. Tel. Tott 3386 and Ilfracombe

587.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS. Announcing
a new version of their famous HFA 1
Amplifier -the RFA 3 incorporating a preamplifier to enable the use of Moving Coil
Pick-ups direct. This amplifier in conjunction with the Lexington Moving Coil Pick-up
and the B,A.E.C. Twin Cone Speaker
provides the highest obtainable fidelity of
reproduction. The complete range now
comprises Amplifier HFA 1 7 watt cathode
follower output for crystal pick-ups : HFA 2
single ended for crystal pick -up : the HFA 3
for moving coil pick -ups ; Tuner Unit TU 2
combination Superhet T.R.F. feeder unit.
Full constructional blueprints, 2/8 each.
Full kite or separate components available
or supplied ready assembled. Stamp for
comprehensive catalogue.
CHARLES AMPLIFIERS welcome
lovers of recorded music to their new
premises where their High Fidelity Amplifiers can be heard together with Lexington.
Connoisseur and Rothermel Dick -ups and
B. ,& A.E.C. Vltavox, and B. & A.E.C.
accoustic chambers, infinite corner baffle
deflectors, etc. We like you to bring your
own familiar records for comparison. This
is a service devoted entirely to the High
Fidelity Reproduction of music. One
minute from the Albert Hall and
Kensington High St. Station. Buses 73,
49. stop at the door. Charles Amplifiers,
1E. Palace Gate, Kensington, London, W.8.
Western

3350.

FRED'S RADIO CABIN
M.C.R.1.
Communication
Miniature
Receivers. 5 valve all wave superhet with
regeneration. Covers in four bands 2) to
3,000 metres. Works from 90v./71v. batteries
or from A.C./D.C. power pack, 95 to 230
volts. The set with coils, power pack,
headphones, aerial and earth leads, and
instructions, £10. Leaflet S.A.E.
POT'METERS EX R.A.F. 400 ohms wire
wound. 2/6.
EX R.A.F. VALVES. VR85, VR65a.
VT501, VR54, all at 5/- each. Tested.
AERIAL WIRE. Enamelled 7/22 copper.
5oft. coils, 2/6. 100ft., 4/9.
FRC VOLTAGE DROPPERS. Midget
in size. Low heat type. Single hole fixing.
1.000 ohms .2 amp.. and 600 ohms .3 amp..
5/6 each.
Approx.
22 S.W.G. COPPER WIRE.
16ft. Coils, 64. Double 1/- coil.
MORSE KEYS Ex Army No. 2 Mk. II,
7/8 each.
VALVE SCREENS. 3 section aluminium,
fit International octal tubes, 2/- each.
RADIO CONSTRUCTORS' MANUAL.
Crystal set to power amplifiers, 3/- copy.
RADIO INSIDE OUT. A £5 radio course
for 4/6 per copy.
VALVE MANUAL. English and Yank
bottles covered. 3/6 each.
PILOT BULB SHUNTS. 45 ohms. 5 watt,
wire wound. 1/6.
5 watt WIRE WOUND resistances.
In the following values ' 150, 200, 250, 300,
350, 400. 500. 600, 700, 750, 800 and 1,000 ohms.
Price 2/- each.
Power smoothing chokes for amplifiers.
450 ohms. 20 H., 150 m.a., 25/-. 450 ohms,
20 H., 250 m.a., 27/6 each.
MULTI RATIO speaker transformers.
8/8. Tapped sec. and prim.. will match up
anything.

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO), LTD.
A few selected lines from our latest list.
TRF COILS with reaction Medium, Long
Wave with diagram, 8/6 pr. Superhet coils
all wave Ae and Osc. with Diagram, 10/6 pr.
I.F. Transformers 485 IC/c, 12/6 pr. 2 Gang
Condensers .0005. less feet and trims, 9/- ea.
SPECIAL OFFERS. Moving Coil Mikes
undamaged with metal Grille. 5/- ea. ;
damaged, 1/6 ea. Parcel of 36 assorted
tubular condensers from .0001 to .05 mid.
All New. 10/6. Parcel of 72 New assorted
resistors 1, }, and } watt from 100 ohms to
1 meg.. 12/6. Special parcel of new and used
goods, exceptional value £1, money refunded
if not satisfied.
SPECIAL PURCHASE of Brand New
Ex -Govt. Miniature radio receivers, covering
four wave bands, 2) metres to 3.000 metres.
For A.C. /D.C. or Dry Battery operation.
Supplied complete with Earphones, Power
Pack, Instructions and all Accessories.
£7 19e. 6d. These receivers were used by the
Resistance Movement. Limited number
only available. Please order C.O.D.
NUMEROUS other lines in stock including
amplifiers, pick -ups, etc. Callers always
welcome, trade supplied. Terms cash with
order or C.O.D. over £1. Send for latest
List " P.W."
Charles Britain (Radio), Ltd" Radio
House, 2, Wilson Street, London. E.C.2.
Phone : BIS 2966.
COPPER VIRES. Cotton -covered }lb..
reels, 18, 20g., 1/6 : 22. 24g., 1/9
26, 26g.
2/- : 30. 32g.. 2/3 : 34g., 2/8. Enamelled 30 watt MULTI RATIO output speaker
do., same prices, including 36g., 2/8 ; 38. trans..
22/6.
40g., 2/9.
Silk-covered 2oz. reels, 24, TRF midget
parts in stock. Chassis, 3/6 ;
28g., 1/6 : 28 30g., 1/9 : 32, 34g., 2/36,
scales, 1/9 ; octal valveholders, 8d.
38g., 2/3 : 40. 42g., 2/6 ; 44, 45g., 1 oz., dial
10 K. VC, WS. 5/6 : WCS. 3/6 : dial bulbs,
2/- ; 18g., 11b 7/- ; 22g, lib., 2/6. Lami- 8d.
: bulb holders. 8d. : 2 gangs .0005, 12/6.
nated Bakelite panels. IIn. thick, bin. x FRED'S
RADIO CABIN, 75, Newington
4án., 1/6 : 61e, x 6fn., 2/- ; 8in. x 61n. 2/6 ; Butts, Elephant
and Castle, S.E.11
10in, x 61e,, 3/- : l0in. z 8in.. 3/9 ; 12in. x (one minute from Tube),
81a, 4/8. Ditto, 1 /16án. thick, same sizes, phone : RODney 2180. London. TelePolished Ebonite
1/ -, 1 /4, 1 /8. 2/ -, 2/6, 3/
panels, 3/161n, thic
sizes as above, 2/ -, REWINDING. Mains transformers, auto3/ -, 3/9, 5/ -, 6/6, 7/6. respectively. B.A. transformers, chokes, etc., rewound or
screws, gross useful sizes, 2.!6, do., nuts, 2/6 altered to specification. Send card or lettergr. :
assorted gross screws and nuts, head for trade rates.-Regent Rewinding
2/6 gr. : brass washers, 1/6 gr.; fibre Co.. 36, Rosalyn Hill, N.W.3.
washers, 1/6 gr. ; assorted soldering
SPARKS' DATA SHEE1'S
tags. 2/- gr. ; assorted small eyelets Provide Complete Constructional Details,
and rivets, 1/3 gr. New ex- G.P.O..hand Full -size Drilling, Layout and Wiring Plans,
telephones with microphone, switch and Theo. Circuit and Component List of Tested
cords, 12/6.
Rubber-covered stranded and Guaranteed Designs. LATEST DESIGN
copper wire, lid., 21d. yd. Tinned copper TILE UNIVERSAL FOUR No. LO /14. A
connecting wire, 20ft., 8d. ; do., rubber - very efficient 3 -valve T.R.F. Receiver (Plus
covered, loft., 6d. Finest quality stranded Rect.) for A.C. /D.C. mains. Medium and
and single push-back wire, 12 yds, 2/3. Long-waves. 31 watts of Good Quality.
Resin -cored solder, }1b.,1 / -. New" Lucerne" Data Sheet, 2/6. THIRTY-TWO Data Sheet
permanent crystal detector, 21- ; semi- Designs, covering all-dry Midgets. Portables
detector, 2/6.
etc., Battery and Mains Operated Sets and
Perm.
crryst set coil with
instructions, Amplifiers, are available from Stock.
3/6 ; glass tube crystal detectors, complete. Send 21d. stamp for full list.
Reconditioned headphones, 4,000 ANOTHER FEATURE. Remember, I can
2/8.
ohms, complete, 12/6.
Used ex- R.A.F, now supply the Coils. Components. Valves
low resistance earphone with switch, and Speakers for my Data Sheet Designs
bargain, 2/6. All postage extra. Trade Service 100 per cent. Plus.-SPARKS'
supplied.
DATA SHEETS (P). 9. Phoeheth Road,
POST RADIO SUPPLTFS
Broekle . S.E.4. Phone : Lee Green
33, Bourne Gardens. London, E,4
0220. Nearest Station, Ladywei S.R.
;

:

,
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VALVES.
100TH,
£6 5s. : T200. £9 9s. ; RK20A, £4 14s. 6d.
866/866A, 27 /6 : 35T, 45/- ; RK25, £2, etc.
All U.S.A. Types.
Also Mollard and
Standard TX Valves. R -1155, with Power
Plug and Modification Details, £15 15s.
Rotary Transformers, £2, 35/-, 27/6.
Class " D " Wavemeters, £6.
Control
Units, 15/-. Flexible Couplers. 2/6. Valve
Screens, 2/ -. TRANSMITTING VALVES A
SPECIALITY. WRITE FOR LISTS. S.A.E.
-Radiographic, Ltd., 66, Osborne Street.
Glasgow, C.1.
RADIO and electric goods manufacturers
intend appointing sole distributors in
India ; may correspond with full terms.
etc., with Bhagwan Dass Verma, 56, Lower
Bazar, Simla (India).
FENWICK for Speaker Backing, Elm.
square 1/-, 12ín. 2/6. 18in. 4/-, post 3d,
Westinghouse Instrument Rectifiers, 1
and 5 mA., 10/3 post paid. 121n. Goodman
Speakers, £6 /15/0.
Goldring Pick-ups,
magnetic type, 30/7, post 94. Weymouth
all -wave coil packs, 36/6, circuit supplied,
465 kc /s I.F.'s 18/9 pair, postage 641. Mains
Transformers, 4v. and 6v., 30/-. post 1/-.
Perspex, 18ín. x 131in. x 5/16án., 21 / -, Hivac
Midget Valves. 15v.. XH, XL, XD, 10 /6,
XP 12/10, ESG, XW, XY. 15/6, post
64. Circuit diagrams, Crystal Set, 2v.,
3v, straight, 3v. S.G.. Battery, 2v. A.C.,
5v. A.C. s /het., 5v. A.C. /D.C. s /het.,

Multi all 8d. each, post 2d.Fenwick, Dept. P., Gt. Brickkiln Street,
and Snowhill, Wolverhampton.
SURPLUS WIRE. Rubber, and rubber
cotton, covered flexes. Screened flexes.
One to six core insulated bell wires and
many others. List and prices.-Mc. & B.
Heat Control, Ltd., Mill Street, Harlow
Common. Essex.
THE last word in Radio Kits
Really
detailed Instructional Manuscript how to
build best type of A.C. /D.C. 4 -valve receiver.
2/6. Absolutely complete Kit, incl. valves
and super cabinet, £8. Advice free. All
standard radio components supplied by
return C.O.D. Send postage for current
Bargain List.-Northern Radio Services,
66. Parkhill Road, London, N.W.3. Tel. :
Gulliver 1453.
FOR SALE. R.A.F. 1155 Communications
Receiver. As new, £12.-Brown:21. Langton
Street, S.W.10. Flaxman 6928.
15 AMP. Double pole mains fuse box and
switch, 15/- C.O.D,-A. C. Summers, Seaward
Avenue, Bartonon -Sea, Hants.
WANTED. Practical Wireless," from
January, 1940, to October, 1946 issue ; send
offers. -B. Dass Verma. 56, Lower Bazar,
Simla (India).
range Testmeter.
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SITUATIONS VACANT
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."
Have you had your copy of this free guide

to A.M.I.Mech.E.. A.M.I.E.E., and all
branches of Engineering. Building and
Plastics ? Become technically trained on
NO PASS-NO FEE " terms for higher
pay and security. For free copy write
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford Place,
London, W.I.

TUITION
THE institute of Practical Radio Engineers
have available Home Study Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical.
practical and laboratory tuition in radio
and television engineering ; the text is
suitable coaching matter for I.P.R,E.
Service entry and progressive exams. ;
tuftionary fees at pre -war rates-are
moderate. The Syllabus of Instructional
Text may be obtained, post free, from the
Secretary. 20. Fairfield Road, Crouch
End. N.8.

RADAR, WIRELESS, TELEVISION, etc.
Be prepared for tremendous peace-time
developments. Students of both sexes
trained for appointment In all branches of
radio. Boarders accepted. Low fees, 2d,
stamp for prospectus.- Wireless College,
Colwyn Bay.

THE British National Radio School offesr
You a Career. Write today for free booklet
describing our wide range of training courses
in Radio, Radar, Telecommunications
Principles, Mathematics, Physics, and
Correspondence and Day
Mechanics.
classes for the New Series of C. & G.
Examinations. We specialise in turning
Operators " into " Engineers," and for
this purpose our " Four Year Plan "
(leading to A.M.I.E.E. and A.M.BrIt.I.R,E.,
with 9 C. & G. Certificates as Interim
rewards) is unsurpassed.
OUR Guarantee
has no strings attached." Studies Director,
B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
M.Brit.LR.E 66,
Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.

Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE
blueprints are drawn full
TPiESE
The
issues containing
size.
desoriptons of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available. free

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRLFSS

t

No. of

Blueprint.

Blueprints, 6d. each.
19'27 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

lttone " Universal Four

PW71
PW94

..

..

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Oper ated.
One -Valve : Blueprints, ls, each.
PB-31A.
All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
Beglnueré One- valver
P W85
The "Pyramid" Oeevalver (HF

PW9'3

: Blueprint, le.
The signet Two (L' & I F)
Three-valve : Blueprints, ls, each.
Seleetone Battery Three (D, 21,F
(Trans)) .
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D,LF,Pen (RC))
P. J. Canon's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pan. D Wee), Peu) (All -Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Tierce (D, 2 LF
(Trane))
1936 Sonotoue Three -Four (HF
l'en, HF l'en, West-mime, l'en)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF

Two -valve

PW76
PW70

PW37
PW48

PW49

The Monitor (HF Pen, Il, Pen) .
The 'Futur Three(71F Peu, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,

PW'82
P4Vll4'

PW'72

2,LP (RC & Tepee))
Rapide" Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC & Trims))

The

PW82

F. 7. Cau,uu'e Oracle All -Wave
Three (11F, Get. l'en)
1938 "Triband" All -Wave Three

PW78

.

D. rei)
(Wien,
Sprite"
J.

rW8}

Three
(l1$ eft, 1), Teti
The "Hurricane' All-Wave Three
(S(1I), (l'en), Pen)
"Push- Ilulton"
b'. J..° Canu,
ThreIe'(11le l'en, Tr (Pen), Teti..
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
F.

PWS7
PW'S9

t'¢

PW92

Beta Universal lour (SG, D, LP,

PW17

CI. BA

Nucleon Close B Four (SG, D

PW 34IIM
PW 34C

ur

f

Fury Pose Super (SG, SG, 1), Pen)
Battery lfall-Mark 4 (HF, Pen,
I), Push -Poll)
" Acme " All -Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), UN: Cl. B)
The "Admiral" Four (11F Pen.
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC)).

PW 48

PW'83
PW9O

Mains Operated
Two -valve t Blueprints, le. each.
A.C. Twin (D )l'-r). Pr,.)
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two

PW18
PW19

Three -valve : Blaeprinte, Ls, each
Double -Diode Te cue Three ()IF
,.
..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
.
..
D.C. Ace (SG, II, Pen)
,

PW 23'

.

LF (1tt:))
A.C. 19)6 gouolone 01F Pep, HF
Pen, Westector, l'en)
Maine Record All Wave 3 (11F

"_

I

(

.

Siu pie -Tune Three (SG, D,

l'en)..

)iconowy Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
..
£:) :3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
19:55 46 8e. Battery Three (SO,

s

PW47'

PW'46
PW5r2
Ptv 1':
l' W'4"

W.C.2.

PW63
PW68

Battery Sets

--

--

PT') Three (Pen, D. Pent
Certainty Three (SG, 1), Pen) ..
Mi uitul se Three (SG, h, Trans) ..
3)1 wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Peal
Four -valve : Blueprints, le. 6d. each.
63s. Four (SG. D, RC', Trans)
Self- contained Four (SG, D, LF,
(SG, D,

Class B) ..
-New Class B Five (2 SG, D,
.,
Class B) ..

LF

PW48A'

Fir/Idly Portable IMP, D, RC.
Trans)
Tyers Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans.)

Class B)

S.W. One-volver for America

--

..

.
..
Roma Short-Waver
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Ultra -Short Battery Two (SG, des

Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
Three-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Experimenter's 5 -werfe Set (D,
Trane, Super-regen) ..
The Carrier Short -waver (SO,

WM407

WM359

AW393
AW447
WM367
AW'429
AW'452

--

Four-valve : Blueprints, 1e. Bd. each.
A.W. Short -wave World -beater
-..
(11F, Pen, D, RC, Trans)
Standard Four -valver Short-waver
(SG, D, LF, P) ..
..
..
Saperl,et : Blueprint, le. Bd.

-

W'M'3.27f

WM400

Simplified Short-wave Super ...
Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
Pen), A.C.
..
,.
..
Three -valve : Blueprints, le.
Emigrator (SG, D, l'en) A.C.
Pour-valve : Blueprints, 15. 64.
Standard Four -valve A.C. Short.
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..

AW370

ÄISCELi,ANEODJ

WM337

1 -valve Converter (Price rd.)
Euthusiaet'e Pewee Aruphfioe (10
..
Watte) (I16)
Listener ¢ 5 -watt A.C. Arnplilier

S.W.

W15331

WM350

í1"M381
WM384

WM404
WM320

..
(1/6)
..
..
Radio 1Jrdt (2v.) for SVM392 (1J -)

Harris Eleotrograur battery amMiller ,(1i -)

De Luxe Concert A.C. Elnetro-

gratu (10
New Style Short-waFe Adaptor
(1 /-)

WM344
WM340

Mains Operated

Four -valve : Blueprints. lo ed. each.
All -Metal Four (2 Ort. 11, Pen)
[lapis' Jubilee Radiogram (Hi

WM396

SHORT -WAVE SETO. Battery Operated
One valve : Blueprints, L. each.

ÁW427

W'M398

-

--

PW86

W'M39:i

:

SI) 15s. 1986 A.C. Radiograur
(Hl'. I). Pen)

..

PORTABLES

WM389

Blueprints, le. each.
Coneoelectrie Two (D, Pen) A.C..
Economy- A.C.Twa (I /, Trans) A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Horns leavers New All -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trane, A.C.)
Mantovan) A.C. Three (HF, Pee,
Two-valve

..

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. each.
Holiday Portable (SC, D, LF,

WM371

Tees)

..

Main Sels I Blueprints, la. each.
..
Heptode Super Three A.C.

WM354

--

SUPERHETB
Blueprints, le. (id. each.

PW85
PW77

W1113511)

-

:

'V :achy Four
The Request All -Waver

W IBELESS

..

Pelt)

Class B Quadradyae (2 SG, D, LF,

PW'45

PW 30A

:

PW56

PW34D

D,

SUPERHETS
Flattery Sete : Bluepriuta le. each.
.:
el Sos,erhrl (three- value)
vi ice Superhet,.
E. J. t .s- -o,''
Mains Sete : Blueprints, ls. each.
..
valve)
Superhet
(ThereL'S
A.C.
t super set. Three- valve).,

-

:

LucerueTuning Coil for A.W.427, 6d.
ÁW444
..
..
1934 Crystal Set
AW450
..
150 -mile Crystal Set
..
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : Blueprint, la.
A W S87
B.B.C. special O,,e- valves
Blueprints, Is. each,
T,wo-valve
A1V3P8
Melody hanger Two (D. Trans) .
Full- v,dmne Two (YG Set. Pen)..
AW':i.a2
..
W51409
A modem Two -valver
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
AW412
£5 Is. S-G. 3 (SG, D, Tirane)
ÁW422'
Lucerne clanger (SO, D, Trans)
£3 5s. Three De Luxe Version
AW 435'
(5(1, 1), Trans)
WM271
Trenepertable Three (SG, D, Pen)

BF. Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five-valve : Blueprints, is. lid. each.
Super -quality Five (2 UF, D, RC,

PW20'

Four Super (SG, SG,

.

Hall -Mark (Ill? Pen,
Push-Mill)

-

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, is,
S.W. Converter- Adapter (1 valve)
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, 8d. each.
Four- station Crystal Set ..

PW54'
PW-7o'

Pen, I), Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.
A.C. Fury- Fonr (SG, 5(1, 1), Pen)

Universal Hail -Mark (11F Pen, D.
..
..
..
Push -Pull)

..

(SG, D, Pen)

-

PtV:3JB. 28 Is. Battery Four (11F,13., o-LF).
PW'38A The H.K. Pour (SG, SG. I), Pee)..
PW50 The Auto Straight Fe nr (HP. Pen,

Souvenir Three (HF' Peu, D, Yen)
"All -Wave " A.C. Three (D, 2

A.C.

..
Trans)) ..
The Band -spread S.W. Three
(11.4' Pea, I) (Pen), Pen)
..
PORTABLES
le.
each.
Three -valve : Blueprints,
F. J. Canon's ELF Three -valve
..
Portable (11F l'et,, D, Peu)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable

PW2ó
PW'29
Straight Four
PW35c Lucerne
_
).F, Trans)

A.C. Three (Ili, D. l'en)
A.C. Leader WV l'ep, D, Pow) ..
D.C. I'reuder.11114 Peu, D, l'en).
talque (HF Peu, D (Pin), fen, ..
F. T. Caauu'e A.C. All -Wave Silver

A.C. Fury
II, Pen)

(SG, 1), Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

71,

(D, Pow)..

-

PW73

SHORT -WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
Blueprint, le.
PW88
Sinlple'WW. One- volver
Two -valve : Blueprints, L. each.
PW38A
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
-wave
Two
The " Fleet " Short
(D MP' Pen), Pen)
PW91
Three-valve : Biuepriate, L. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
One -vatps

:

PW'55
PW'61

with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless.
W.M. to WirelessMagazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

PW60

..

PW51 Four -valve Blueprint, le.
" imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF
..
..
..
(Pea)) ..
PW53

(RC))

PW59

F. J. Caitlin's A.C. Superhet 4 .
F. J. Ca'Jun.'s ilulvereal 44 Superet 4

CRYSTAL SETS

Bburt-wave Adaptor (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Cnvrel.e(
Wilson Tone Master (I:' -)..
The W.M. A.C. Short -wove Con-

verter (l

AW403

/-)

..

..

..

WM402
AW'IO
AW438

WM390

AW436
WM383

-

WM397

r

WM332

a.

ÁM391

-

41W453

AW320
W-M:387

-

---

WM392
WM398

WH399
WM403
WM:3PP

AW456

WM405
11-M406

WM408

WM286

-

AW383

j

WM37N

I

W140¿
NI

M329

DINTS COEF'ON

This coupon is available until April
I 7th,
1947, and must accompany all
t Practical Hints.
?
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, April, 1947.

I

I

WM3S6

the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR,
All aprltcations respecting Advertising 1a this Publication should rte addressed
OEOBGE NCWNLS, LTD.. Tower House, Sduoh(tructon Street, Strand, London, 1 .C.2. Telephone Temple Bar ú3t13.
namely, -that it shall not, without
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY : This periodical ig sold subject to the following conditions,
of W Way of Trade except at the full
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re- sold,ired' out or dtherWlsedlsposed
disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
retail price of 9d. ' and that it shall not be lent, re -sold, hired on or otherwise
literary
or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
unauthorised cover by way of Trade ; or Whited to or as part of any publication or advertising,
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Radio in every room

.

trillh fliese

NEW . BETTER
__

l;.rleisioit Speaker

Have you joined that ever -increasing number of listeners who
enjoy the pleasure and convenience 9.1 " radio in every room"
with the NEW and BETTER StentoriarV.Extension Speaker
Though moderately priced, the Senior and Junior models with
their handsome walnut veneered cabinets offer you a marked
improvement in reproduction and are an acquisition to any
?

furniture scheme.
ASK your local dealer tit demonstrate -you will be convinced
of the outstanding quality of these new Stentorian speakers.

RADIO

CO.

Type 1C (with Universal Transformer)... £S. 0.0
)... £4.10.6
,
Tf'pg:JX (less
Cabinet dimensions 131." x 1 I1" x 6 ".. P.M.
Unit, 8" diameter,_. handling capacity 6 watts..
Magnet, flux density 10,000 lines sq. cm. Volume
control, constant impedance type.
-

.

THE FINEST EXTRA SPEAKER FOR ANY SET

ELECTRICAL

Type SC (with Universal Transformer)... £5.15.6,
£S. 2.6
)..
Type SX (less
Cabinet dimensions 14J x 12 9 16" x 7 ". P.M. Unit,
9" diameter, handling capacity 7 watts. Magnet,
flux density 12,000 lines sq. cm. Volume control,
constant impedance type.

JUNIOR MODEL

Sicntoi'in

WHITELEY

SENIOR MODEL

MANSFIELD,

LTD.,

.

NOTTS.

UNIVERSAL -TAYLUJIMETER

First 14rade accuracy,
40 ran;es, 1000 ohms per volt.
I

2

Four -inch meter scale.
Mirror and Knife edge

5

pointer.
3

Buzzer
Tests.

Self- Contained Resistance measurements
from I Ohm up to
Megohm.

for Continuity

6 Three Self- contained
Automatic overload procapacity ranges with extection.
ternal A.C. Supply.
Limited supplies of these instruments are now available.
All orders are executed in strict rotation.
4

Price:

Now available for
immediate delivery.

Taylor

(15.15.0.

Electrical Instruments Ltd.
419 -414 MONTROSE AVENUE,
Te.l: Slough 11381 (alines)

SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Grams: "Taylip," Slough

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NF.WNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand, London, W.C.2, and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. LTD., Exmoor Street, London. W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand :
GORDON & GOTCH (A /sia), LTD.' SOuth Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rates including postage :
Inland 10e. dd, per annum ; Abroad 10s. per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post,
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